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nv 

P. H. SCHOUTE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In a memoir recently published by this Academy (Verhandelingen, 
vol. XI, n°. 1) Mrs. A. BOOLF. STOT'r has gi ven the geometrical treat
ment of the polytopes regularly derived from the reglllar polytopes 
of polydimensional space. ] n these pages I wish to complete her 
beautiful considerations by giving the analytica I counterpart 1). 

'fhe basis of this analytical counterpart is the fact that the coor
dinates of the vertices of the tetl'ahedl'on may be represented by one 
of the symbols (1,0,0,0) and l [I, I, IJ, while those of the ver
tices of cube, octahedron and icosahedroll can be put in the forms 
[1,1, IJ, [1,0, 0J and [1 + V5, 2, OJ: 2 respectively. ').lhe meaning 
of these symbols wiU be explained later on. 

'fhis paper is divided into five sections. In the first, concerned 
with thc offspring of the regular simplex, we will meet chiefly the 
umplifications of the symbol (1,0,0,0) of the tetrahedron. The 
second and thc third, dealing in the same marmer with the measure 
polytope and the cross polytope, will bring us chiefly amplifications 
of the symbols [1,1, IJ and [1,0, OJ of cube and octahedron. 'fhe 
fourth wiJl deal with the half measure polytopes and allied forms 
represented by amplifications of the symbol t [I, 1, IJ. }'inally in 
the fifth section about the extra regular polyhedra and polytopes 
we wiU have to use the symhol of the icosahedl'on. 

J) 1 had the great advantage of reading the original manuscript to Mra. STOTT; the 
ensuing cLscussion - I acknowledge this with thankfulness - has led to a simplification 
of the proofs of several of the theorems. 

1* 
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Section I: POLYTOPF..8 DEDtTCED FROM 1'HE SIMPJ.EX. 

A. 'l'he 8!1mbo1 of coordinates. 

1. In a preceding paper (Ni·euzo Archief voor Wi81cunde, vol. IX, 
p. 133) 1 found that the di stance ,. hetween two points P, P', the 
barycentric coordinates of which - with respect to a regular simplex 
S('ll + 1) ofspace Sn _ .. are {l-t, {l-2, •.• , {l-1I+1 and {I-'t, {I-'2, ..• , {I-'n+1> 
is represented, with the length of the edge of the simplex of COO1"
dinates as unit, by the simple formula 

n+t 
r 2 = t L ({l-i - {I-';)2. . • . . . . . • • • . • . • 1). 

i=1 

We insert here a much simpier dedurtion of this formula; of 
this deduction fig. 1 givcs a geometrical represensatioll for the 
particular case n = 2 of the plane. 

n+1 
Let L Xi = 1 represent the space Sn determining in a space of 

;=1 

operation Sn+t, on the axes of a given system of rectangular coor
dinates with origin 0, the points At, A']., .. . , AII+1 at positive 
distances unity from o. 

Let Pand P' with the orthogonal coordinates m1, 11t"J., • •• , 11t1l+1 

amlm'1.' m'']., •.. , m'n+t he any two points ofthis 8n ; thcn, accor
ding to the expression for thc distance in rectangular coordinates, 

_ n+1 
we have P p'']. = L (mi - m'j)']. and, as the points lie in /)'", the 

i=1 
n+1 .. +1 

conditions L mi = 1, L m'i = 1 hold. 
i=1 ';=1 

Now let us consider the normal dismnce coordinatcs P,i and p,'; 
(i = 1, 2, ... , n + 1) of Pand P' with respect to the regular 
simplex 8 (n + 1) with the vertices A1, A']., . .. , A"+1 in S,,; then 
from silUilar rcctangular triangles we deducc immediately the relation 

u. u'. h r-t _ ft_ ---, --, 
mi 11t i 1 

where !t is the height of thc regltlar simplex. But, as the barycentric 
coordinat.es are Hormal distance coordinates measured by thc COlTes
ponding hcight of the simplex and all these heights are cqual in the 
rcgular !\implex, we find for the bRl'ycentric coordinatcs ~i and ~'i 

- , 
I ~; , 

{I-;= - =111 _;, 
h 
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a nd tbereforc 

But here P P' is expressed in OAi as unit, Dy taking the edge 
Ai A" = OAi V2 as unit we find as above 

11+1 
2 1 ~ ( ')') r ="2 ~ (ti - ft i -, 

i=1 

Tbe formula 1) enl1bles us to find an answer to tbe following 
question, now forrning our starting point: 

"Under wbat cil'cumstances will tbc series of points obtained hy 
giving to tbe set of barycentric coordinates eX1' eX"/", , " eXn + t a 
determinate set of values taken in all possibie permutations form 
the vertices of a polytope all the edges of which have tbe same 
length, say the length of the cdge of the simplex of coordinates?" 

'rhe very simpie allSWel' is given by tbe theorem: 
'rHEOREM I. "H tbc n + 1 values ai' a"/" ' , , ,a,,+1 satisfying the 

n+1 

relation L ai = 1 are al'ranged in decreasillg order, so tbat we have 
i=1 

a1>a2 >"" >ak>ak+1>"" >an +1' 

the diffcl'ence a" - a,,+1 of 8.lly two adjacent values must he either 
one or zero," 

P1'OOf. According to 1) the square of tbe distance PQ between 
any two vertices P, Q of tbe set is a sum of squares; from this 
it is evident that in order to make the distance a minimum we 
have to select two points P, Q which are transformed into each 
other by illterchanging ollly one pair of coordinate values, say ak 

and a"" But tben the square of PQ is ! [(a" - ak,)2 + (a", - ak)2] = 
(a" - a",)2, and therefore PQ itself is a" - ak" Now this diffe
l'ence hecomes a minimum, if a" and a", are unequal adjacent 
values. As this minimum di stance must be an edge, the condition 
that all the edges are to have the length unity implies that the 
difference between any two different adjacentvalues must. he one. 

2. As the condition stated in theorem I depends UpOll the 
dijferencea of the corresponding barycentric coordinates tei and eX'i 

we may drop the conditions L eXi = 1, L eX'i = 1 by allowing these 
coordinates either to inCl'C8Se or to diminish alt of them hy the 
aame amount, so as to make e. g. either the smallest or the greatest 
of the n + 1 values equal to zero, 80 in order to avoid fractions 
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we will indicate the system of points (2-A-, IS, t, - ~- , - 14) of 
84 fOl' which the ditfCl'ence of any pair adjacent values is unity 
by (4, 3, 2, I, 0), lndeed, it is easy to return trom (4, 3, 2, I, 0), 
where the sum of the values is 10 and therefore too large by 9, 
to the rea I coordiuate val nes by subtractilIg ~- from each; so this 
important simplification - of a temporary character - can do 
no harm, 

We indicate thc entire systcm of points obtaiued by taking thc 
values 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 in all possiblc orders of succession by putting 
these values in decreasing order between l'onnd brackets; th is sym
bol (4 3 2 I 0) will be called the "zero sym bol" in distinction with 
the symbol of true coordinates, 

3, 'rhe simplification alluded to above allows us to indicate in 
a very transparcnt manner thc sets of val nes furnishing thc polytopes 
with one kind of VC1'tex and one length of edge (equal to the edge 
of the simplex of coordillates) found by Mrs, STo'!"r, So we have for 
1l = 2, 3,4, 5 successivily in the symbols eXplained in the mernoir 
of Mrs, STOTT: 



(10000) = 8(5) 

(100) = Pa , 

(l000) = T , 
* (1100) = a , 

n=2 

(l10) = -Pa, 

n=3 

(1l10) = -1' , 
(2100) = 11', 

n=4 

(21000) = et 8 (5) , 
(21100) = e2 8 (5) , 

*(21110)= ea 8 (5) , 
(1l000) = eet 8(5) 
(l1100)=ce2 8(5)=- cet 8 (5) , 
(1l1l0) =cea 8 (5) = - 8 (5) , lil (22100) =cet e'}. 8(5) , 

(22110) =cet ea 8(5) 
=ce2 e3 8(5) = - e28(5) , 

1l = 5 

* (210) = Pij 

* (2110) = CO 
* (3210) = ta 

(32100) = Ct e28(5) 
(32110) = Ct ea 8(5) = - e2 ea 8(5) 
(33210) =cet C-z ea 8(5) = - ei e2 8(5) 

* (43210) = el e2 ea 8(5) 

(100000) = 8(6), 
(11 0000) =cet 8(6) , 

(221000)=cete28(6) , *(332100)= cel e2ea 8(6) 

* (111000) =ce2 8(6) , 
(210000) = el 8(6) , 
(211000) = e2 8(6) , 
(21U00) = ea 8(6) , 

* (211110) = e4 8(6) , 

* (221100) =cet ea 8(6) (432100) = et e2 e3 8(6) 
(321000)= et e28(6) (432110)= et e2 e" 8(6) 
(321100) = ei es 8(6) , * (432210) = el ea e" 8(6) 

(32111 0) = et e" 8(6) = - ea e" 8(6), (433210) = e2 ea e" 8(6) 
(322100)= e2ea8(6) , *(543210) = et e2 eae" 8(6) 

lil (322110) = e2 e" 8(6) 

~ 
~ 
<: 
t."lI 
I::' 
~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

== t."lI 

! 
c 

5 
ëS 
t"" 
0-< 

CS 

~ 

~ 
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In general a form obtained in this wny may present itself in two 
different positions with respect to the simplex 8 (u +-1) of COOl'

dinates. So we may write e. g. for (21100) also (0-] -1-2-2), 
or, if we invert the sign of all the coordinates and indicate that 
we have done so by putting the sign minus before the bracket.. .. , 
-(01122), i. e. -(22110); so (21100)=-(22110) and likewise 
(2211 0) = - (21100). Really the symbols with the values satisfying 
the condition LXi = 1 correspondiug to (21100) alld (01122) arc 
(f,! i - ! -!) and (- 10011) representing, if we omit the 
brackets, two points P, P' sitllated symmetrically to cach other with 
respect to the centre of gravity (i ~· l t~) of the simplex S (5) of 
coordinates. So (2211 0) is the form (211 (0) in oppositc orientation; 
in thc equation (22110) = - (211 00) thc ditt'erence in orientation is 
inoicated by the sign minus. 

'rhe forms the symbols of whicl! are not nffectcd by the "invel'8ion" 
mentioned are marked by Hn asterisk; as they do lIot altci'as a whole when 
theyare put into the opposite position they possess centml symllletry 1). 

4. 'rhe results obtained show that the geometrical method followed 
hy Mrs. STo'!"r aud the analytical lllethoo developed here cover 
exactly the same gl'Ound, i. e. that they lead up to the same system 
of forms. Nevertheless we should jump to a. wrong conclusioll, if we 
deduced from th is coincidence of results that by eithcr of the methods 
all the possible fot'ms with one kind of vertex and one length of edge 
have been founo. We show this by l'emarking that the combina
tion of the two zero symbols (1000) mul (1110), or of thc proper 
values (1000) and (t l t -- i), of Tand - l' gives us the vertices 
of the cube, which implies that all the forms deduced from the cube 
by Mrs. SroTT cau be represented by couples of symbols in bary
centric coordinates as derived from the tetrahedron 2). 

') For the deduction of the e nnd c symbols from the symbols of coordinntes nnd 
reversely compare the part D of this section. 

'I'he first of tbe tnbles ndded at the end of tbis memoir is destined to put on record 
for n = 3, 4, 5 the different polyhedra nnd polytopes deduced from the simplex with 
their principnl properties. Of this table tbe first column contains Mr •. SrOTT'S symbol, 
the second the symbol of coordinates and the third the valnc by which the coordiDates 
have to be diminished in order to find the tne coordinnte valnes for which 1: Xi = 1. 
The following columns will be eXplnined farther OD. 

') So the most complicated form e, e. C = t CO caD he represeDted by 

(
7 + 3' 3 - l ' - 1 - l' = 5

4 
~)I - 4- ' - 4- ' --4··'-

(
7 -l!:. 3 + l' - 1 + l' ~ 5_

4
+ 1')1" 

4 ' - 4- --4 -

if l' and 3' stand for V2 alld 3 V2. 
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5. We finish the first part of this sectioll hy mentioning a theorem 
nlready proved in the paper quoted in art. 1, as this theorem will 
hc very useful in flltul'e. It is: 

"Any two spaces 8k _ 1 , 8"_k cOlltaining together the vertices of 
a regular simplex 8 (n + I) of 8., are perfectly normal to each other." 

'l'his theol'em is an immediate consequence of the propel'ty that 
nny two edges without common end point detcl'mine n regular tetra
hedron and are therefol'e at l'ight angles to each other. For th is 
impliesthat, if 8"_1 contains the vertices Ai, A2 , ••• ,A" and 8n _" 

the vertices Ak + l' A" + 2' •.• , An + l' each of thc Ic-- lindependant 
lines Ai Al Cl = 2, 3, ... , k) of 8k - 1 is normal to each of the n-Ic 
independent lines A" 1-1 A,.. + '" (11l = 2, 3, ... , n -Ic + 1) of Sn_I. 1). 

B. l'!te characteri8tic numbera. 

6.· We will now cxplain how the charactel'istic numhers of the 
vertices, cdges, faces, limiting bodies, etc. can he deduced from 
the symbol of coordinates. 

'l'he largel' '11. is, the more elaborate the process becomes. 80, in 
order to divide the difficulties, we will begin by treating the cases 
1t = 4 and n = 5 at full length by means of an easy method, 
working from two different sides, the vertex side and thc limiting 
polyhedron (n = 4) or ·limitillg polytope (n = 5) side, of the series 
vertex, edge, face, etc. Afterwards we will show a more direct way 
leading immediately to the knowledge of the forms and the numbers 
of the different kinds of limits (l)p of p dimellsions. 

In the cases n = 4 and n = 5 of thc four aDd the five charac
teristic numbcrs we determine for itself the first two alld the last 
two, using the law of Euler for n = 4 as a check aDd for n = 5 
as a means of finding the lacking middle l1l11uber of the faces. 

'fhc numher of vertices is easily founcl in all possible cases. lf 
all thc n + I digits of the symbol of coordinates of the polytope 
in 8,. are different it is (n + I)! 'fhis numher (n + I)! ll!ust he 
divided by 2! for any two, by 3! for any three, by 4! for any 
four digits being cqual, etc. 

'l'he number of edgcs can he calculatcd as soon as we kllOW how 
many edges pass through each vertex. .For the product of this latter 
number by the number of the vertices indicates how many times 

') Compare the theorem of art. 30 (on p. 42 of the first volume of my textbook, 
"Mehrdimensionale Geometrie") where tbe "two groups of lines through 0" may he 
replaced by "one group of linea through 0 (here ..4,) an,1 an other group of lines 
through O' (here ..4"H)'" 
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an edge passes through a vel·tex; so the total nnmber of edges is 
half this product. Now the number of edges passing through a 
vertex is equal to the number of vertices lying at distance unity 
from the chosen vertex, and this numher is easily determined, as 
wilt he shown by examples for n = 4 alld 11 = 5 separately. 

In order to be able to find the number of the limiting bodies 
(n = 4) and that of the limiting polytopes (n = 5) we prove in 
general the following theorem: 

'rHEORF.~1 11. ,,rrhe non vallishing coefficients c, of the coordinates 
fCi in the equlltion Ct fCt + Cz fc'}. + ... = p of a limiting space 8,,_t 

of the polytope deduced from the l'egular simplex S(n + 1) of 8n 

must all be equal to each other". 
P1·oof· The lillear equation Ct {Ct + C2 (C2 + ... = p represents, 

as far as the veltices of the polytope are concerned, more than one 
eqllation, if the coefficients Cj are different. We show this by a 
simple example. Ir in the case (32110) of 8" we start from the 
equation 2 ,ZOt + ,'/"2 = pand we try to determine the vertices of the 
polytope for which the expl'ession 2.vt + lZ02 becomes either a maxi
mum or a minimum we find the maximum 8 for {Ct = 3, {C2 = 2 
and the minimum 1 for {Ct = 0, {C2 = 1. So for values of p situated 
bet1Vee1l S and I the space 2 {Ct + {C'!. = P interaecta the polytope, 
while it contains a limiting face only - and not a limiting body -
for the extreme values 8 and 1 of p, as' each of the couplea of 
equations ,'ZOt = 3, ,'ZO'}. = 2 and {Ct = 0, {C'l = I determines a plane; of 
these plalles the first contains the triangle {C1 =:3, {C2 = 2 and <'ZOa, {C", {Cn = 
(l10), the second the hexagon {C1 = 0, <'Z02 = land {C3' ,'ZO", ,'ZO;, = (321). 

]'rom this example can be deduced generally that the equation 
Ct {C1 + C-}. (c? + ... = prepresents h: different equations, as far as 
the vertices of the pol,Ytope ure cOllcerned, if the nOn vanishing 
coefficients Ci admit together Ic different values. 

The theorem is not reversibIe, i. e. not every linear equation with 
equal coefficients Ci repl'esents for the maximum or the minimum 
value ~f p a limiting spa ce 8 11 - t of the polytope in 811' So in the 
case of the simplex (lOOOO) of 8" ollly the five spaces {Ci = 0 benr 
limiting tetrahedra of 8 (5), while the ten spaces {Ci + fCk = 0 
be ar faces (100), the ten spaces {Ci + {C,. + {Cl = 0 bear edges 
(lO), etc. 

In order to find the number of the faces (n = 4) and that of 
the limiting bodies (11 = 5) we determine the form of the limitillg 
bodies (u = 4) and that of the limiting polytopes (n = 5). For the 
number of fnces (n = 4) is half the sum of the numbers of the 
faces of all the limiting bodies , and the number of limiting bodies 
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(1' = 5) is half the sum of the numbers of the limiting bodies of 
the limiting polytopes. 

7. We now treat at full length thc example (32110) mentioncd 
above. 

'rite number of vertices is 5! divided by 2! i. e. 120: 2 = 60. 
'rhe number of edgcg passing thmugh each vertex is five, for in 

-----3 2 ] I 0 --
each of the five brackets indicates two coordinates with difference 
unity the interchanging of which fumishes a new vertex joined hy 
an edge to the "pattern vertex", i. e. to the point with the coor-

d' . 60 X 5 mates 3, 2, I, I, O. 80 the number of edges IS 2 = 150. 

In the case of th is polytope we have to consider successively the 
equations. 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

,Vi + tV"}. + ,t';j + .1:\ = 7 Ol' tC;, = 0, 
''Ct + tV"!. + X J = 6 or X4 + X,', = 1, 
,Vi + ,v"!. = 5 or <Va + XI, + Xi, = 2 , 
Xi = 3 or tc"!. + X;j + X ... + Xi" = 4. 

Bach of the two equations placed on the same line is a conse
quence of the other; fol' in treating the polytope (82110) we have 
to suppose that the true coordinate values of any point have been 
incl'eased by such a common amount as to make the sum of the 
coordinatcs equal to seven. 

a). Both the equations Xi + X-}. + X;I + X ... = 7 and X" = 0 give 
,'/-'1> ,V~, X;j' X ... = (3211), i. e. for the cool'dinates Xi' <V2 , Xj , ,V4 we ean 
take any permutation of 3, 2, 1, 1. But if we subtrll.ct a unit from all 
the coordinates and write X" = - land Xi' X2, Xa, X 4 = (2100), whereby 
the constant sum 7 of the coordinates is changed into 2, we sec 
(compare the table in art. 3) that the obtuined form is a t '1' 1). 

'l'his tT presents itself five times, as the subscript 5 in Xi, = 0 
may be any of the live numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

b). In the case Xi + X:? + Xa = 6 which implies X" + X" = 1 we 
have to combine the two systems Xt, ''/-'2' X;j = (32 J ) and XII> Xl; = (10); 
i. e. we have to combine the system ,Vi' <V2 , Xa = (321) with each 
of the two possibilities x\ = 1, X;, = 0 and X 4 = 0, 'V5 = 1 giving 

') That (2100) is a polyhedron with 12 vertices, 18 edges, 8 faces limited by 4 
regular hexagons and 4 equilateral triangles is immediately found by treating the 
symbol (2100) in the manner taught here. 
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two regular hexagons in parallel plan es , or we have to combine the 
systcm ,V.\, W" = (l0) with each of the six possibilities 321, 312, 
231, 213, 132, 123 for tel' te2, tea contained in ,Vi' te2, tea = (321) 
giving six parallel edges of the same length. So in order to pl'OVC 
th at the resnlt i~ a hexagonnl prism Pij we have only to show yet 
that the plalles of the two hexagons are llormal to the six edges. 
But this follows f!'Om the theorem in art. 5, as the plalles of the 
hexagolls are parallel to the plane te~ = 0, 'Vs = 0, i. e. to the face 
Ai A2 Aa of thc simplex of coordillates, while the six edges al'e 
parallel to the line tei = 0, te"/. = 0, tea = 0, i. e. to the opposite 
edge A4 A'CJ of th at simplex. 

'rhe hexagonal prisl11 P6 obtained in this mallIler occurs tell times, 
ltS for the subscripts 4 and 5 in the eqllation te,. + W5 = 1 we CRn 
take any combination of the five numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 by two. 

c).l!'or te1 + ,V'!. = 5 we have eithcr il'i = 3, ,V'!. = 2 Ol' Wi = 2, 
,v"!. = 3 and in both cases Wa, telu te" = (110). So we find here tell 
pI'isms Pa. 

d). l!'inally tel = 3 gives ,v"!.. Wa, te~, W5 = (2110); so we find here 
five co. 

All in all we havc got the limiting polyhedm. 

5 t'J1, 10 P6 , 10 Pa, 5 CO; 

so their Bumber is 30. 
'l'he number of the faces is easily found. As the numbers of 

faces of t'J1, P6 , Pa, CO are respectively 8, S, 5, 14 we get 

t (5 X 8 + 10 X 8 + 10 X 5 + 5 X 14) = 120. 

So the final l'esult (e, Ic, J, r) 1) is (00, 150, 120, 30), in nccOl'
dance with the law of Eulel'. 

Remarlc. In the case of the simplex (l000) of 8~ we would have 
to consider the eql1ations 

a) ... W1 + ,V-}. + Wa + te,. = 1 or tej = 0, 
b) '.' W1 + ,V'!. + tea = 1 or 'V4 + ,V" = n , 
c) ... <'l,'1 + W'!. = I Ol' 'Va + W\ + ,V,; = 0 , 
d) .,. ,VI = I Ol' W-}. + 'Va + ,7,\ + <'/:5 = 0, 

contnining - as we remarked already in art. 0 - respectively a 
limiting tetl'ahedron, a fnee, an edge, a vertex of the simplex 8 (5). 
'fherefore in thc expressive language of Mrs. S'l'o'lvr the limiting 
poly hedra of (32110) are distinguished, as to their orientatioll, a.', 

i) This is the general symbol I Dsed for S. in my textbook; here e, k, f, ,. stand 
lor "ECKE, KANTE, FÜCHE, RAUM," i. e. lor vertex, edge, face, limiting body. 
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5 tT of bud!! impurt, 
10 PIJ " 

face 
" 

10 Pa " edge " 
5 00 

" 
vertetl} 

" 

8 . We add an other example, this time of a polytopc in ~j, al1d 
choose (432110), showing all possible particularities. 1) 

'1'ho number of vertices is 6! divided by 2! i . e. 720: 2 = 360. 
'rhe number of edges passing through each vertex is six, for in 

432 1 I 0 --
each of the six brackets indicates two coordinates with difference 

unity. 80 the number of edges is 360,)X 6 = 1080. 
,., 

Here we have to consider the equations 

a) Xi + Xz + Xa + X~ + Xs = 11 or XIJ = 0, 
b) Xi + Xz + X3 + X4 = 10 or x" +. Xo = I, 
c) Xi + X2 + <Va = 9 or x" + xij + Xo = 2, 
d) Xi + Xz = 7 or X3 + xIj + xr. + mli = 4, 
e) Xt = 4 or X 2 + X;} + m4 + lr;. + m6 = 7. 

a). 'fhe equation X6 = 0 gives Xi> X~. ma. X\, X;, = (432.11), or -
if we diminish all the coordinates by oue - wc find in mG = - I 
thc polytope Xi> mz, .va, X" X" = (32100), i. e. an et et 8(5), occur
ring six times 2). 

h). Por X" + Xu = I we have the two possibilities X;, = I, :l}H = 0 
and X;. = 0, :VIl = I, combined with Xi> :Vz• Xa, X~ = (4321), which 
may be reduced to Xi' {l}2' Xa, X~ = (3210) by subtrncting unity from 
all the cool'dinates. 80 we find a l'ectangulal' fourdimensional pl'ism 
PlO with ta as base, occurring fifteen times. 

c. Here we have to combine the two systems mi' m2' X;l = (432), 
and mij, X;., 'Va = (110). 80 we get a polytope with 6 X 3 = 18 
vertices arranged in six equilateral triangles in plan es parallel to 
the plane Xi = (), 'V2 = 0, XJ = 0 containing thc face A4 .ti..., AIJ of 

') The fourth and the sixth colnmns of Table I cootain the characteristic numOOrs 
aod thtl Iimiting elements of the highest nomber of dimensions of the ne\\". polytopes. 
The meaning of the small subscripts io column four and of the fractioDs in column live 
will be explained in part G of this 8\:ction. 

') The characteristic numOOrs of this form - compliore Table I - can be deduced in 
the manner indicated in art. 7; see farther under a'). 

In the memoir quoted of Mra. STOTT the regnlar simplex of space S. is indicated by 
the symbol Cl; we prefer to use here S(5), a$ this a1\ows us to discriminate bet ween the 
rcgular simplex S(8) of space S, nnd the measnre polytope C. of S., etc. 
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the simplex of coordinates and in th ree regular hexagons in plan es 
parallel to the . plane x,. = 0, X j = 0, X6 = 0 containillg the opposite 
face A1 A2 A;) of t.hat simplex. As theRe faces are perpendicular to 
each other accordillg to the theOJ·em of art 5, we find a regular 
prismotope (3; 6), occurring twenty times. 

d). For X1 + <,l}z = 7 we have to combine each of the possibilities 
X1 =4, X2 = 3 and <V1 = 3, (l}2 = 4 with <vs, <V,,, <V;" XG = (2110). 
So we find fifteen prisms P co. 

e). 'rhe equation xi=4 gives x2 ,a';J,x,.,xr.,x6=(32110). So 
here we find six Ct es S ([)). 

So the limiting polytopes are 

6c1 e2 8(5), 15 PlO' 20(3;6), 15Pco , 6e1 e;JS(5); 

their number is 62. Of these thc 6 ei e2 8 (5) are of polytope im
port,the 15 Pro of polyhedron import, the 20 (3; 6) of face import, 
the 15 P co of edge import alld the 6 e1 es 8 (5) of vertex import. 

In order to filld the number of the limiting polyhedra we enu
merate the limiting polyhedra of the limiting polytopes. 

a'). 'rhe determination of the limiting Jlolyhedra of the six poiy
topes (32100) runs parallel to the investigation of (3211 0) in the 
preceding article, as we remarkcd already in the last footnote. 
So wc find in the same order of succession and with the import 
with respect to the simplex 8 (5) of its space: 5tO of polyhedron 
import, 10 P3 of edge import alld 5 tT of vertex import, i. e. tll:ellt!l 
limiting polyhedra. 

b'). 'rhe prism PLO is limitecl by two tO and fOUl·teen prisms, viz. 
six PIj (or cllbes) alld eight P G, i. e. by 81,xteen polyhedra. 

c'). The prismotope (3 ; 6) is limited by nille prisms, six P3 and 
three Pe. 

rI). rl'he prism Pen is limited by two CO and fourteen prisms, 
viz. six P,. (or cubes) and eight P3 , i. e. by 8'l·<vleen polyhedra. 

e'). The polytopc (32110) of the preceding article is limitcd by 
thirt!l polyhedra. 

So the number of polyhcdra is 

t (6 X 20 + 15 X 16 + 20 X 9 + 15 X 16 + () X 30) == 480. 

According to the law of Euler the number of faces is 

10S0 + 480 + 2 - (360 + (2) = 1140. 

So thc resulting symbol of characteristic numbers is (360, 1080, 
1140, 480, (2) . 

. 9. 'rhe direct method alluded to in the beginning of alt. 6 rests 
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on the division of the limiting elements (l)p of p dimensions nceo)'
ding to thcil' symbol into dift(~rent groups; as introduction wc cxplain 
what this means by considcring thc edges of the polytope (.t32110) 
trcated in the preeeding article. 

The edges are obtained by joining two points whieh pass into 
eaeh ot her by interehanging in t.he symbol of coordinates two digits 
with difference unity. So we have edges with four different 8JJlIlbola, 
viz. (43), (32), (21), (10), if by thc symbol (p, q) we indieute any 
edge the end points of which pass into each other by interchanging 
two cool'dinates with the numerical values pand q. 

It is easy to find their numbers. rro that end we calculate fh'st 
the numbers of edges of different symhol passing through a deter
minate vertex, e.g. through the pattm~ vertex 4,3,2,1, 1,0, which 
point will he indicated hy p, Through P passes only one edge 
(43) and one edge (32), as the symbol of coordinates contains ouly 
one 4, one 3 and one 2; hut two edges (21) and two edges (10) 
concur in P, as the sy III bol of coordinates contailIs two digits 1. 
So we have 

1 edge (43) + I edge (32) + 2 cdgp.s (21) + 2 edges (10) 

through P. Now the number of vel·tices of the polytopc being 360, 
the numbcl'S indicating how many times each of the fom edgcs of 
different symbol passes through any vertex would he 360, 3GO, 
720, 720; as each edge hears two vertices we find 

180 edges (43) + 180 edges (32) + 360 edges (21) + 3öO edes (10), 

i. e. once more altogether 1080 edges. 
In order to be able to extend the method of deduction of edges 

with different symbols to limits (l)p of p dimensions we are obliged 
to introduce some new terms. So we caU (43), (32), (21), (l0) the 
unextended symbols of the four groups of edges fOlllul above alld 
designate as the extended symhols of these groups respectively 

(43} (2) (1) (1) (U), (4.) (32) (1) (1) (0), (4.) (3) (21) (1) (0), 
(4) (3) (2) (1) (10), 

containing also the remaining four digits, each placed in brackets. 
Moreover we caU the constituents (43), (2), (1), (1), (0) of thc 
extended symbol (43) (2) (1) (1) (0) the 8JJllablea of that symhol 
and exclude from our considel·at.ions the "petrified" syllubles with 
two or mOl'eequal digits as (22), (lIl), etc., whcrc the influcnce 
of the intcrchange of the digits is nihil. 
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10. We now prove the general theorem : 
'fHEOREM lIl. "We obtain all the groups of d-dimellsional limiting 

polytopes (P)1l with different symbols of any given n-dimensional 
polytope (P)" derived from the simplex 8 (n + 1) of 8", if we split 
up the n + 1 digits of the pattern vertex in all possible ways into 
n - d + 1 groups of adjacent digits and consider these groups, 
each of them placed in brackets, as the syllabi es of the extended 
symhol." 

We remal'k that the extended symbols of the four groups of edges 
of the preceding article satisfy the eonditions of the theorem. 

We represent the n - . d + 1 different syllabi es by ( .. )41 , ( •• )'&'1., 
••• ,( • • )kn-ll+i, where kb k2 , •• • ,kll _ tl + i indicate the nnmbers of 
the digits, so that we have ki + k2 + ... + kl1 - ll +1 = n + 1; 
moreover in order to fix the ideas we suppose that the coordinate 
values of ( .. )'.1 correspond to the coordinates Xi' t1)2' ••• ,V", those 
of (, . )'."1. to the coordinates x!;, + l' tVk. + 2' • , • X k , + k,' etc, 

Prooi. If we put it short the three moments of the proof are: 
a) As pett'ified syllahles have heen excluded we obtain by proceeding 

according to the indications of the theOl'cm a d-dimensional polytope 
P'L' the vertices of w hich are vertices of PH" 

b) As the digits of the syllables are adjacent digits of the symbol 
of (P),,, the (P)" obtained is a limiting polytope of (P),.. 

c) As the system of eqnations represcnting any limiting polytope 
(P)<I of (P)" occms under all the systems of equations corrcsponding 
to the limiting (P)<l of (P)" furnished hy the tlleOl'cm, wc obtain 
by means of the theorem all the limiting polytopes (P)" of (P)n. 

We consider each of these throe parts for itself. 
a) Tlte polgtope obtained t'a a (P)d' 
By the exclusion of petrified syllables we are sure that any syllable 

( .. y' with k digits allows the vertex, the coordinates of which are 
the ft + 1 digits of the symbol of (P)n' to coincide successively with 
all the vertices of a determinate k - l-dirnensional polytope (P)',.-1 
situated in a space 8,'-i parallel to a limiting space 8"-1 of the 
simplex 8 (tl + 1) of coordinates. 80 in the case of the ft - d + ] 
syllnbles (. . )"1, (, . )"2, ... , ( .. )"n- (/ + 1 under consideratiOlt"the poly
tope obtnined will be a prismotope, the constituents of which are 
polytopes (P)"-1' where k issuccessively k1, k2 , ••• ,kn-tl+1' situated 
in spact>s parallel to the limiting spaces 8k,-1 = (A1 A2 ••• , A".), 
8,..,-1 = (Ak.+1 Ak ,+2" "A,..,+,.), etc. ofthe simplex ofcoordinates, 
whieh spaces are by two normal to ono auother according to art. 5. 
'fhis prismotope whieh may be rep"esellted by thc syrnbol (P 1.1-1 ; 

P k2 - i ; •• ; P kll _</+1- 1) is a polytope (P),/. For its llumber ofdimen-
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sions is the sum of the lIumbers k1 - 1, k'}. - ], ... , kn - d +1 - 1 
of dimensions of the cOllstituellts, i. e. the sum of the numbers 
I'1 , kl , ••. , kn -" + 1 dimillished by tbe number of the constituents, 
i. e. n + 1 diminished by n - d + 1, i. e. d. 

We pass from the extended symbol of ft (P)d formed according 
to the prescriptions of tbe theorem to the unextcnded symbol hy 
omitting the syllables containing only one digit. 80 the unextended 
symbol contains only syllables with two and morc than two digits. 
If all the syllabies of the unextended symbol bear two digits, thc 
polytope (P),I is a measure polytope; if this symbol contains ollly 
one syllable with more than two digits, thc polytope (P)d is a pl'ism, 
may be of higher rank; if the symbol cl)lltains at lenst two syllahles 
of more than two digits the polytope (P)d is a prislllotope, may 
be of higher rank, in the restricted sense of the word. 'fhis explains 
how we have to interpretc the result found above that all thc 
limits of (P),. arc prismotopes. In the particulnr case of the limits 
(lL-t of the highest number of dimensions, where we have to split 
up thc digits of the pattern vertex of (P),. into two groups, we 
find, if n + 1 is split up into k nnd n - k + 1, the result 
(Pk- t ; P n- k), which is a non specialized 1) polytope (P)II-1 for k = 1 
nnd k = 11, n pJ'Ïsm on a non specialized polytope (P)"-2 as base for 
k = 2 mul k = n - 1, and a prismotope in the nnrrowcr sense 
for all the intermedia te values; i. 0, w. of the limits (l)1I-1 represented 
elsewhere (Proceedin!J8 of the Academy of Amsterdam, vol. XIII, 
p. 484) in connexion with the notion of import by !JO,!J1" .. ,!Jn-1 
the f0l1ns!Jo and !J"-1 are non specialized polytopes, the forms !J1 
and !J"-2 are prisms and the fOl'ms !Joz, !Js, ... !J1I-3 are prismotopes, 

b). J'he (P)tI obtained ia a lilllitin!J body of (P)". 
A polytope (P)tI, the vertices of whieh are vertices of (P)" , is 

a limiting body of (P)" - and not a 8ection of it --, if we can 
indicate n·-d limiting spaces 8"_1 of (P)" eontaining it. Now, 
according to the manncl' in which (P)c1 is ohtained, the coordinates 
of its vertices satisfy the n - d + 1 equations 

IX1 + IX'}. + ... + IX". = Pl' IX", + 1 + rIJ", + 2 + ' . , + IX". + k, = P2' 
IXk.+ k,+1 + IX".+k,+2 + ... + IX".+k,+k. =pj,etc., 

if P. is the sum of the fi1'st kt digits of the pattern vertex, P2 the 
sum of the next k'}. digits, P3 of the then next ka digits, etc. 'rhese 
n - d +] equations, only conneeted by the relation holding for 

') Here "non specialized" means: according tcJ the mode of generation neither prism 
nor prismotope. About this lilst form art. 13 will give more .particulars. 

Verbond. Kon . Akad. v. Wetenscb. (t·.· Sectie) DI. XI. C 2 
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n+1 

all points of S", that the expression ~a:j is equal to the sum of all 
;=1 

the digits of (P)" , form n system of 11 - ti mutually independent 
equations, relu'esenting therefol'e, in accordnnce with the result of 
tlle fhst part of the proof, a space S", bearing tbe (P)" found above. 
If we write th is system of equations 111 tbe form: 

k, ,;. + /;, /;, + /;, + ... + /;.-.1 

~t'j=jJ1,~a:j=P1+Pl, ... ,~a:i=Pl +P2+ .,. +Pn-t/, 
i=1 ;=1 ;=1 

it is evident th at each of the equations represents an n-I-dimen
SiOll1\1 limiting space of (P)" , the constant of the right hand mem bel' 
being a maximum, 

As we remnrked nlready the crux of the proof of this part lies 
in the true interpl'etation of the expression "adjacent digits", It 
eanl10t he replaced by the condition that all the syHables should 
he f0rt11ed according to the first tbeorem, We show th is by means 
of two simple cases concerned with the determination of faces of 
threedimensionnl polyhedrll, In the case of the (2110) = CO the 
hexagon (210) (1) is no face but a scction, likewise in the cnse of 
tlle (1100)= 0 the square (IO) (10) is IlO face but asection, Iu 
hoth cases the syllnbles satisfy thc conditions of the first theorem; 
but the· impossibility . of putting the syllables behind each othel' so 
as to obtuin the order of succession of the digits of the putte1'l1 
vertex implies the impossibility of finding an equation where the 
constant that is equal to the sum of some of the coordinates i~ 

either a maximum or a minimum. Under the five polyhedm '1', 0, 
IT, CO, 10 which can be represented hy n symbol with four digits 
(compare the small tl\ble of art. 3 for n = 3) tbe 0 and CO are 
the only ones with sections PIl and Pij with sides equal to the erlges; 
at the same time they are the only ones with four edges through 
each vertex, 

c). Eli lIleans of the theore11l me obtain all 'he li11lits (P)" of (P),.. 

It is always possible to represent any limit (P)" of (P)" by n - d 
equations of spaces 8n- 1 contnining n - l-dimensionlll ]imits (1),,-1 
of (P),,; as the vertices of th is (P)" are a]80 \"el,ticesof (P)I1' this 
system of eqllatiolls wili be in accordance with the symbo] of (P)n' 
i. e, this system must be included into the set of systems of equa
tions provided hy the theorem, 

11. We apply the theorem 111 to an othel' fivedimensiona] form 
(321100), showing at the same time how we can determine the 
numbel's of all the diffel'ent limits. 
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Vertice8. Thcre is only one kind of vertex (3) (2) (1) (1) (0) (0). 
AccOl'ding to the rule given in art. 6 the number of vcrtices is 6! 
divided by 22

, i.c. 180. 
Ed!Je8. 'fhere are three groups of edgcs, represcllted in extended 

and in uncxtended 1) symbols by 

(32) (l) (1) (0) (0) = (32), (3) (21) (l) (0) (0) = (21), 
(3) (2) (1) (10) (0) = (10). 

We indicate a ncw rnetbod of determiniug thc numbers of these 
edge gl·OUpS. In thc case of (l0) the coordinates corresponding to 
the two digits between tbc same brackets can be tV;, mk where i, !.: 
is any combination of the snbscripts I, 2, 3, 4, Ó, 6 by two, giving 

(6)2 = ~ : ~ = 15 possibilities; tbese two coordinatcs having been 

chosen the four remaining 0l1C8 cun be assigned ollybow to tbe 
four digits (3), (2), (1), (0), givillg 4! = 24. possibilities. 80 the 
number of edges (10) is (6)2.4! = 360. In thc case of (21) tbe 
number 360 must be <li,'ided hy 2 on account of the two cqual 
syllablcs (0), (0), in the casc of (32) this nUlllber must be dividcd 
hy 22 on account of the t\\'o pairs of cqual syllables (1), (1) and 
(0), (0). 80 we bave 

HO edges (32) + 180 edges (21) + 360 edgc8 (lO) 

i. e. altogethcr 630 edges. 
Jtàce8. Thcl'e are six groups of faces, repl'csented in cxtended ond 

in uncxtcnded symbols by 

(321)(1)(0)(0) = (321) =P6' (32)(1)(10)(0) = (32)(10) =P4' 
(3)(211)(0)(0) = (211) = P3' (3) (21) (10)(0) = (21)(10) = P4' 
(3)(2)(110)(0) = (110) = P3' (3)(2)( 1)(100) = (100) = Pa· 

1.'aken in tbe order of succcssion of the rOW8 tbe numbers of 
tbese polygons are 

(6)3 . 3!: 2 = 60, 
(6h (4)2' 2! = ISO, 

i. e. we find 

(6)2(4)2· 2 !=180, 
(6)3 . 3! = 120, 

(ûh . 3!: 2 = 60, 
(6h . 3! = 120, 

300 Pa + 360 p" + 60 PG = 720 faces. 

LimitiJl!l bodie8. 'fhere are seven groups of limiting bodics , viz.: 

I) As we have &een in the preceding article the nnextended symbols are dednced 
from the extended ones by omitting the 8y11able8 of ODe digit. 

2* 
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(3211)(0)(0)= (3211) =IT, (321)(10)(0) = (321)(10) = P6 , 

(32) (110) (0) = (32) (110) = P'J' (32) Cl) (100) = (32) (100) = P3' 
(3)(2110)(0) = (2110) = CU, (3) (21)(100) = (21)(100) = P 3 , 

(3)(2)(1100) = (1100) = U, 

the numhers of which are rcspcetively 

1. c. 

(6)~ . 2! : 2 = 15 , (O)a .(3)t = (l0 , (6h. (3)~ = 00 , 
«()a . (3)2 = 00 , (0)\. 2! = 30 , (Oh. (3)J = 60 , 

(0)4.2! = 30 , 

15 t'l' + 30 (0 + CU) + 00 P G + ISO Pa = 315 limiting bodies. 

Lilllitillg pol!ltopea. Tbm c arc fOUl· gl·OUpS of limiting polytopes, viz.: 

(3211 0)(0) = (3211 0) = ei ea 85 I), (32) (100) = (6; 3), 
(32) (1100) = Po, (3) (21100) = l21100) = e2 85 , 

the numbers of whieh are. 

(H)::; = 6 , (6h = 20 , (O)~ = 15 , (0):, = 6. 

So we find 

ü ei ea 8::, + 20 (6; 3) + 15 Po + 0 et 8::, = 471imiting polytopes 

and tltc eharacteristie lIumbers are 

(I ~O, 630, 720, 315, 47), 

in aeeordancc with the law of Eulel·. 

12. 'fhough thc iutroduetion of the extended symbols bas enabled 
us to simplify thc theoreticnl eonsiderntions it ennnot he denied that 
the unext.ended symbols arc better fit for practical use. rrherefore 
we insert here a corresponding version of thcorem lIl, hut to that 
end we have to enter first into a distinetion of the digits of the 
syllables of tbe uncxtended symbols. We will distinguish the digits 
contained in any of these syllahles into end digita and middle digita, 
the til·st alld the last digits and the digit.s equnl to these heilig the 
end digits, the remaining ones - if the1"e are some - tbe middle 
digits. So in (3210) there m·e two nlÏddle digits 2 muIl, in (2ll 0) 
thel·e are two equal middle digits 1, while in (2210), (2100) there 
is only one middle digit and in (l000), (11 00) none. Now we ean 
repeat theOl·em III in the uew form: 

'fHEORF.M lIJ'. "We obtnin a (P)d the vertices of whieh are vel-tiees 

') Compare the small table uoter art. 3. 
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of the given polytope (P)n, if we fix eitber the values of n - d 
coordinates and allow tbe remaining d + 1 to interchange their 
valnes, or tbe vnlues of n - d - 1 coordinates and split up the 
remaining d + 2 into two groups of interchangeable ones, Ol' the 
values of n - d- 2 coordinates and split up the remaining d + 3 
into three groups of interchangeable ones, etc., this process winding 
up fol' n < 2d in a symbol with n - d + 1 and for n > 2 (d- 1) 
in a symbol witb d groups." 

"'l'his (P)tl will be limiting polytope of (P),,, if: 
1°. each syllable of tbe unextended symbol with middle digits 

exhausts tbese digits of the symbol of (P)II' 
2°. no two syllables without middle digits have the same cnd digits." 
Prooi. 'l'he first part of the new theorem is a consequence of 

this that in the different cases eommunicated the corresponding 
extended symbol is always consisting of n - d + 1 syllabies, i. e. 
of Ic syllables with more than one digit and n - d - Ic + 1 syl
lables with only one digit for Ic = 1, 2, ... , ti; so it is equivalent 
to part a) of tbe proof of theorem 111. 'l'he second palt of tbe 
new tbeorem is equivalcut to part b) of tbe proof of theorem lIJ; 
for the only cases in which it is impossible to put. tbe syllahles 
of tbe extended symbol behind one anotber so as to ohtain the 
order of succession of tbe pattem \"ertex are the two excluded by 
the two items 1 ° and 2°, i. e. 1° that a syllable with middlc 
digits does not exhausts these digits and 2° thot two syllables 
without middle digits do have the same end digits. Finally thc 
part c) of the proof of theorem 111 can be repeated herc. 

By means of tbeorem 111' wc find e. g. in tbe case of the (P) I 
represented hy (5U33!2!IO) tbc following 58 different kinds of 
limitillg (P)6: 

(5443322), - (544332) (21), (544332) (10), - (54433) (221), 
(54433) (210), - (5443) (3222), (5443) (322) (21), (5443) (322) 
(10), (5443) (32) (221), (5443) (32) (210), (5443) (2221), (5443) 
(2210), - (544) (33222), (544) (3322) (21), (54·1.) (3322)(10), (544) 
(332) (221), (544) (332) (210), (544) (32221), (544) (3222)(10), 
(544) (322) (210), (544) (32) (2210), (544) (22210), - (54) (4;13222), 
(54) (43322) (21), (54) (43322) (l 0), (54) (4332) (221), (54) (4332) 
(210), (54) (433) (2221), (54) (4;13) (2210), (54) (43) (32221), (54) 
(43) (3222) (10), (54) (43)(322)(210), (54)(43)(32)(22 LO), (54)(43) 
(22210), (54) (332221), (54) (33222) (10), (54) (3322) (210), (54) 
(332) (22 LO), (54) (322210) - (4433222), - (443322) (21), 
(443322) (l0), - (44332) (221), (44332) (210), - (4433) (2221), 
(4433) (2210), - (443) (32221), (443) (3222) (10), (443) (322) 
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(210), (443) (32) (2210), (443) (22210), - (4332221), - (433222) 
(10), - (43322) (210), - (4332) (2210), - (433) (22210), - (43) 
(322210), - (3322210). 

13. 'We wiH insel't a few rel11arks ahout the character of the 
limitillg (P)a obtaineu. 

In the case (5443322) of one syllable we fiou a 0011 I':pecialized form 
(3221100) which will prove to be an e'!, e" 8(7) in Mrs. SToTr's language. 

In tbc cases (544332) (21) alld (544332) (lO) we fiod right 
p.·isms on (322110) = et. el} 8(6) as base. 

In the case (544S3) (221) we fiod a prislllotope the constituents 
of whieh arc a (21100) = e:l. S (5) anu a (110) = PJ' So this (P)a 
can be gcnemtcd in the followil1g way. Consiuer a space 8,. and a 
plane 8t. pcrfcetly l10rmal to cach other. Take in 8" un et. 8(5), 
in 82 a p;,. alld let P he a dcfinitc vCI-tex of the former, Q a 
definite vertex of the latter. Now move cithcr ('28(5) pamllel to 
itself in SlIch a way that P coillcides successively with all the points 
inside PJ, or /lJ pamllel to itself in snch a way that Q coincides 
successively with all thc points inside et. 8 (5). Thcn the (P)u ean 
he considercu as the locus either of the e2 8 (6) in the first case 
Ol' of thc P'J in the seeond; its \'crtices are given in the first case 
by the threc positions of el 8 (5) in w hieh P coineides w ith one 
of thc vertices of }JJ, in the seeond hy the thirty positions of P3 
ill w hieh Q eoincÎlles with one of the vertices of e-}. 8 (5). We 
represent it hy the sJlUbol Ie:!. 8 (5); 3:. 

In the case (54433)(210) we find an :e-}.8(5); .61. 
Tn the three cases (5443) (3222), (5443) (2221), (54L~3) (2210) 

we find suceessively (CO; 1'), (CO; T), (CO; IJ'). 
In the cases (5443)(322)(21), (5443)(322)(10), (5443)(32)(221) 

we have to deal with l'ight prisl11s on a (CO; 3) as base, whilst 
(5443) (32) (210) is a right pl'isl11 on a (CO; 6) as base. These 
pl'islllS JUay also he represented by the symbols (CO; 3 ; 2) anu 
(CO; 6 ; 2) as prismotopes of the seeond rank. Hut a prismotopc 
propel' of thc second rank is the (P)a reprcsented by (544) (322) (210), 
which l11ay he rep.·esentcd as snch by thc symhol (3; 3 ; 6). '1'0 
gcnemte it we have to start from three planes ai' a:!., aJ two hy 
two perfeetly 1I0rmai to OIlC another, and to plaec in Cli and at. 
Cf[ uilateral t.-in lIgIcs and in aa a l'egnlar hcxagon; then thc (P).; is 
ohtaincd hy the purallel motion of the hexagon in such a way that 
a definite vertex of that hexagon eoineides successively with all the 
points in si de the fourdimensional prisl11otope (3; 3) deterl11ined by 
the two triangles. 
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The (54) (43) (32) (2210) is a prism of the thit'd rank on a fT 
as base; it mayalso be considered as a p"ismotope (0; tJ.'). 

TC in tbe case of (P)" we deduce the limits (P)n-t we find thcrn 
in the order of succession !lil-i, !ln-2" .. ,!lo of polytope impm·t to 
vertex import, when, in pl'Oceeding from left to right we take in 
tbe first syllable as many digits as possible and keep in it tbe 
first digit as long as possiblc. 'fhis principle has been folio wed 
throughout in the enumeration of the limitillg (P)~ of tbe given 
(P)9' as weil as in the sixth columm of Table I. 

In the 1I0tation of art. 10 (page 17 in the middle) a limit (P),,-t, 
repl'esented as to its import by !Ik' is a prismotope (Pk ; P n - k - t ). 

14. It is wortb noticing tbat in space SIl the series of limiting 
elements may includc the series of the measure polytope Af, for 
n. even up to the polytope M" of S,,, for 11, odd up to the polytope 

"2 "2 
So, for 11 = 2m + 1 the (P)2111 +1 represented hy 

et e2 ea . . . e", 8(2m + 2) = (2m + 1, 2m, 2/1l - 1, ... ,3,2,1,0) 

ádmits as limiting element (P)",+t the M III +t with the symbol 

(211t + 1, 2m) (211l -1, 21/t - 2) ... (3, 2)(1, 0). 

On the othet· haud, amongst the polytopes the1Jlselves, no measmc 
polytope OCCUl'S and of the cross polytopes only the octahedl'on 
presents itself. We pt'ove that this must be so, for each of thc two 
series scparatel y. 

jJ1eaSlIl'e polytopes. 'fhe number of vertices of (5443322210) is 

1 0 ! h' h b . . h ~ 10 ! 
2! 2

""! "!' w IC can e wrItten lil t e lorm --,--,----:-::-2 -':-::'! so as 
tJ 3! (2!) (l.) 

to be able to generalize it for any (P)1l as 

(11, + I)! 
a! b! c! . . . k!' 

where a, h, c, . .. k are arrallgeci in decreasing ordet· and their SUUl 

is 11, + l. Now this form is a product of binomial coefficients 

(11 + 1)" (tt - a + l)b (11, - a - b + 1)0' ... 

and there is only one possibility under whiclt this product contains 
no factors different from two and is t.herefore a power of two, 
i. e. in the case 11, + 1 = 2/', a = 2/l-1, b=l, giving 

2P! 
(2P-l)! 1 t = 2

P
. 
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But this case corresponrls to the 8z'mple,v 8 (2/') of space 8-J.P-1' 

Gr088 POlgtopc8, 'l'hc cross polytope is chamcterizerl by the pro
perty of having aU its rliagonals of the same lcngth (= 1/2 times 
an edge) and passing thmugh thc same point, 80 in ordel' to 
rcpresent a cross polytope the symbol of coordinatcs of (P)" can 
contain end digits ollly, for the supposition of th1'ee clifferent digits 
as in (210) lcads inevitnbly to tllt'ee different di~tances, Let us 
suppose thc two end digits are 1 and 0, 'I'hen we have to takc 
in at least two of each in order to create thc possibility of inter
changing two pairs of eligits; this gi"cs us the octahcdron, the 
diagonals of which are the joins of the pail'S of vertices repre
sented hy 

1100j 
OOll j , 

1010j 
0101 j , 

1001 1 
OllO) , 

anel pass thel'efore through thc point t, t, ~- , l l"inall y in the 
11-1 11 -1 

cases (11 00 , , , 0) and (l! ,,' 100) we have to eleal also with 
polytopes admitting only diagonals = V2" times an edge, but 
here these dingonals do not pass through the same point (centl'e), 
FOl' in the case of (11000) the centre is the point all the coor
dinates of which are % and this point lies not on the diagonal 
joinillg the points ] 1000 anel 00110, etc, 

C, BvleJl8l:oll 1llt/llbcr aJld truJlcation hl/cf/er8 aJld !1'aclioll8, 

15, "How can all the new polytopes (a b c , , ,) fOlllld analyti
cally be rledllCc.d geometrically from the regular simplex?" 

As we remarked in the introduction thc new polytopes have bcell 
discovcrcd geolllctricnlly by Mrs, A, BOOLE 8'r01'T; we wiII consider 
her method thoroughly llllder D, Here we wish to indicate first 
that the answcr to this question can also be given by the theorem: 

'l'IlF.OREM IV, "'fhe new polytopes, all with edges of lcngth unity, 
eau be found by means of n regttlar extension of the reglllar sim
plex of cOOl'rlinates followed by aregulat, truncation, eithel' at the 
vertices alone, or at the vertices and the edges, or at the vertices, 
edges and faces, ctc," 

Proof. 'fhis theorem is an illlmediate consequellce of that gi\'en 
in art. 6 (theorem II) about the equality of the non vanishing 
coefficients Cj of the coordinates X j in the equation Cl Xl + C2 'V;! + 
, , , = p of a limiting space 8'1-1 of the new polytope dcduced 
from the simplex 8 (n + I) of 8", So in treating in art. 7 the 
example (32110) we fOUlld that the limiting spnces 
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.xl =3 containing a limiting CO, 

.xl + ,1]2 =5 
" " " Pa, 

.xl + .x"}. + .xJ =6 " " " 
Pij, 

.xt + .x2 1- .xJ -t- ,1]" = 7 " " " 
tT 

at'e respectively parallel to the spaces 

.xt = 1 containing Il vertex, 

.xt +.x2 = 1 " an edge, 

.xl + ,1]2 + .xJ = 1 " a face, 

.xt + .x2 + .xJ + .x" = 1 " " limiting body 

of the regular simplcx, while they are normal to the line joining 
the centre ° of the simplex to the centre of that limiting element. 
Moreover it is evident that all the spaces of the same gronp, say 
.xk + .x, + .xm = 6, have the same distnnce f\'Om the corresponding 
spa ces .x,. + .x, + .xIII = 1, etc. 

16. 'rhe meal1il1g of tbe expression "extensioll numbel''' is clear 
by itself: an extensiol1 to an amount E tl'ansforms the simplex 
8(1) (tl + 1) with edge unity of 8" into a simplex 8(') (u + I) of 
edge E. But we have to define beforehnnd what we will understand 
e. g. by a truncutio\l l If we split up the u + 1 vertices of the 
extended simplex -S(')(u + 1) into two groups of Ic + 1 and n-Ic 
points (see fig. 2, where the case u = 6, Ic = 3 is represented), 
forming the vertices of regular simplexes SC') (Ic + 1), 8(') (u - Ic) 

Iying in spaces Sk' Sn-~'-1' and we cut S(')(u+ 1) by nny spacc 8n _ t 

at the same time pamllel to these spaces Sk' Sn-k-t, i. e. normal 
to the linc joining the centres J/, Jl' of S(') (Ic + 1), S(')(tl-Ic) in a 
certain point 0, any edge PQ joining a \'et'tex Pof S(') (Ic + 1) to 
a vertex Q of 8(,) (tl-Ic) will be cut in a cel'win point II fol' w hieh 

the ratio ~~ is equal to ;~, and thcrefore independent from the 

choice of the vertices P, Q. 'l'his ratio is the "tl'Uncation fraction" of 
S(·)(u+ 1) at thc limiting 8(') (Ic + 1) by the truncating space and its 

complement ~; to unity is the "truncation fraction" of S(·) (u +- 1) 

at the limiting S(')(u-Ic) opposite to S(·) (Ic + 1) hy the same space. 
But, if we like, we can use the tcrm "tl'Uncation number" for 

the numbel' of units contained in the segment P II or Qll, accor
ding to the truncation being performed at the side of P Ol' of Q. As 
tbe numbel' of units of the denominator of the truncation fraction, 
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i. e. the number of units of the edge of the extended simplex, is 
the extension Jlumber ê, the tnmcation numhel's T, which - as 
ê itself - will prove to he always integer, nre simply the numc
l'ators of the truncation fractions with the extension number ê as 
common denominator. 

17. If we indicate the tnmcation numhers corresponding succes
sively to a truncation at a vertex, an edge, a face,... by 
To, Tt, T 2" •• , the theorem holds: 

'rHli:OREM V. "Let (mo, 1I't, 1112" •• , 0) he the zero symbol of the 
polytope; then the sum 1Il = L1Il; of thc cligits is the extension 
number ê, anel the truncation numbers T o, Ti' T 2 , • •• are repre
sented by the forms 

Proof. By the extensioll ê the simplex of cOOl'dinates S(1) (1/ + 1) = 
11 

(1 00 ... 0) of S" is changed into the concentl'ic simplex S(') (n + 1) = .. 
(ê 00 ... 0) with celgcs ê. 'l'hen the space S"_i represented in the 
latter case by ,Vi = 0 contnins a limit (/),._1 of the considered 
polytope (P)" fOl'ming a part of the limiting simplex SC') (n) = 

" -1 

Cê 00 ... 0) of Cê 00 ... 0), at which limit of the hÎfJhcat ordel' of 
elimensions this SC') (1l + 1) is lIOt Rliceel ofi', If now we go baek 
to true cOOl'dinate values the last digits in the two symbols of 
(P),. and 15(') (n + 1) must still be the same, which will be thc 
case, if we have to subtract from nought in both cases thc same 

. 'f LlIIj - 1 d ê-l I' 'f h amount. I. e. 1 ------;-~ an 1~ + 1 are equa, 1. e. 1 wc avc 

ê = LUlj = 1/1. 

From what we remarkeel in the preceding article it follows that 
the trnncation fraction of thc extended simplex 8,111) (n + 1) at any 
limiting 8(111) (A: + 1) ean be derived front the mutual position of th ree 
parallel spaces 8,1-1 nor111al to the line joining the centre of s<m) (A: + 1) 
to the een tre of the opposite 8(m) (n - A:); of these three spaces onc 
passes through 8(111) (A: + 1). an other through the opposite S(III) (n - k). 
whilst the third is the truncating "pace lying between these two. 
Fol'. if as in thc preceding article P is any vertex of s<m) (A: + 1), 
Q any vertex of 8(/11) (n - A:) and R the point of intersection 
of PQ with the third of these three parallel spaces. which may 
be represented by 8(1) n-i' S(2) n-1' S(3) n-i. according to definitioll 
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PR 
the tnlllcation fraction T" is the ratio PQ Rud now we have the 

theorem: 
"H a line cuts Rny th ree parallel spaccs 8(1)"_1' 8 2),,_1> 8(3),,-1 

of 8" represellted by the th ree equations hl Xl + b:]. .t'2 + ..... . 
+ h'l X'I = Cl> Ct = 1, 2, 3) in the points P, Q, R, we have 

Pil 
PQ 

" 

Fm· this is obviollsly tmc for the cdgc AI A'l + 1 of the simplex 
of coordinatcs, the vallles of XI tor the threc points of intcrsection 
with this line beilIg determillCll by thc relatiolls bi ,t'1 = Cl' (t = l, 2, 3); 
thCl·cfore it is truc for RUy transversal, according to a weIl known 
theorem, alrcady useel implicitly in the prcccding al-ticle, thc ratio 
in question bcing the same for all possihle tmnsversals. 

Now in the case undel· cOllsidcration the spaccs 8(1) ,,-1, 8<2) ,, - 1, 
S(:l)'l_1 may be rcprescnted hy thc equations 'Vl -t-X:]. + ... + .xH I = Ct> 

Ct = 1, 2, 3), whcl·e Cl and c:/, arc the maximum alld minimum 
values of thc lcft hand mcmber with respect to the vertices of the 

" 
cxtended simplex (111 00. ~~O), while Ca is the maximum value of 
the same expression with respect to the vertices of (1111' 11l2 , 1113' ••• ,0). 
80 wc have 

.. Cl.. 1Jl - ( 1IIa + 1111 + ... + 1Il,) glVlllg lor t Ie tl·uncatlOn frnctIon the result -----'-----'----
1Il 

aud thcrefore T" = 11t - (1110 + 1;/1 + ... + 111,,). 
So . we find in the case of the (P), of art. 12 represented by 

(5443322210) 1Jl = 26, To = 21, Tl = 17, T 2 = 13, T 3 = 10, 
T\ = 7, Ta = 5, Tij = 3, T 7 = 1. 

}"or n = 3,4,5 the extension number and the truncation numbers 
are indicated in 'fabie I, the sevent.h column containing the exten
sion number ë, the eighth column giving what may be calleel the 
"truncation symbol". 80 in the case of el e:]. e, 8(6) the extension 
numhcr is 11, the trullcat.ioll symhol is 7, 4, 2, 1 whcre these 
numbers reprcsent successively the values of To, TI' T 2 , Ta; so .we 
find mcntioned herc a truncation T~ at thc vertices, Tr at thc edges, 
T)- at the faces and 1)- at the limiting bodies. 
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D . .b"'xpOllSioJt aJllI cO/ltradio1l s!JlIIbols. 

18. If we compare the symbols containing the operators ei and 
C of expansion and cOlltraction intl'oduced by Mrs. STOTT for the 
Offspl'ing of the T = SC 4) in Sa and the SC 5) in 8,. with the zero 
symbol of these polyhedra and polytopes, we remark that all these 
cases undedie cel'tain general Iaws, up to now of an empirical 
character. Dy proving these laws we wiII prolllote them to theorems, 
the first of which can be stated as follows: 

THEOREM VI. "'l'he expansion ek' (k = 1,2,3, ... , 'Il-l)applied 
" 

to the 8 1
) (11 + 1) of SIl changes the !lymhol of coordinates (] 00 ... 0) 

of that simplex into an other zero symbol which CRU be obtained 
by adding a unit to the til'st k + 1 digits." 

lndeed this gives (compare the small table n = 4 under art. 3): 

et 8(5) = (21000), e2 8(5) = (21100), e.a 8(5) = (21110). 

Pi·OOI. '1'he opCl'ation of expansion el.- consists in moving the 
limiting S(k + 1) of 8<1) (n + 1) to equal distallces away from the 
centre 0 of S(1) (tt + 1), each 8(k + 1) moving in the direction 
of the line OM joining 0 to its ccntre Al, these 8(k + 1) "remai
ning pamllel to their original positioll, retainillg their original size 
alld being moved over such a distance that the two new positions 
of any vertex which was common to two adjacent limits cn. in the 
originul 8(1) (11 + 1) !Ihall be sepamted hy the length of all edge". 1) 

Now let us cOllsider (fig. 3) the plane throllgh OM anel any 
vertex A of the SCk + 1) of which Af is the centre; then, on 
account of tho regularity of S(1) (n + 1), the angle AMO is a right 
one. This plane wiJl also eontain the new positioll A' jJl' of AM. 
What we have to do now is thiR: We select from the sym bol of 

n 

coordinates (1 00 .. 0) the vertices of Rny limiting S(1) (k + 1), 
calculate the coordinates of M, dedllce from the coordinates of U 
Rnd kl those of At' on the snpposition that OAI': OAI = Á is 
knOWll. 'l'hen we have to determille the coordinates of A' hy adding 
to the coordinates of the vertex A chosen arbitl1lrily alUong thc 
k + 1 vertices of the 8(1) (k + 1) the differences of the correspon
dil.lg coordinates of A1' and Jl. Finally we have to determine Î. 

by the stated cOlldition that two new positions of the sallle vertex 
A of 8(t) (n + 1) shall be separated by the length of an edge, 

') Compare p. [) of the memoir quoted of Mrs. STOTT. 
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or - which comes to the same - by the condition that the 
coordinates of A' sntisfy the law sfated in theorem I , thllt the 
difterence of nny two different adjacent vnlues must he Ilnity. 

We now set to work and select for the Ic + 1 vertices the ver
tices At> A2 , •• • ,Aut of 8\t)(n+ 1) nnd fOl' A offig, 3 the vel'tex 
AI' According to this choice the coordinates of Mare 

1 
a't=a'-}.=" , =a'k+t=lc+l J a'k+2=a'k+3= ' " =a'II+t=O, 

80 the coordinlltes of the three points 0 J A, M satisfy thc equntions 

hut then these relntions hold for uuy point of the plane OA_M, as 
the n - 2 equations repl'esent a plane. As moreover 

AA' = MM'= (À - 1) OM, 

Ol' in the notation of vector nnnlysis 

A' - A = M' - M == (À - 1) CM - 0), 

we have successively ror the mentioned cool'dinates in tme values 
and for the mentioned differences of coordillntes: 

o 1 1 
n+l n+l 

1 1 
"+1 k+l 

M-O 1 1 1 1 
k+l-,,+1 k+l-;;-+l 

A'-A (A-l>(~' !l-n!l) i (A-l{"!I-n!D 
I ' 

Al : 0 I 
A' 1+(A-l)( ~--~)1 (A_l>(_1 ___ 1_) I 

1;+1 n+l i "+1 n+l 

1 

o 

1 
-n+l 

1 -(A-l)-
n+l 

o 
1 - (A-l) -

n+l 

À-I 
1. e. the difference Ic + 1 of the coordinates .vu 1 and a'u 2 of A' 

is either unity or zero. But if wc mnke it zero we get À = 1 , 
I, e. we find back the orÏ!Jina I 8(t) (n + 1). 80 for the ea'fJanded 

polytope we have to take ~ +" ~ = 1 Ol' À = Ic + 2, giving ror A' 

the coordinates 
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Xi = 2, Xt. = . . . = X" + 1 = 1, tV" + 2 = . . . = :en + 1 = 0 

k n-k 

i. e. the symbol (2 IT.-~ 00 ~), what was to be proved. 
IC hy the opm'ation e4- the limits 8(1) (k + 1) of 8(1) (n + 1) are 

llloved away from the centl'e 0 to a distance equnl to Ä times the 
original distance, the extended simplex s<:r)(n + I), tbe limits 
8(x) (k + 1) of w hicb wiII contain tbese 8(1) (A: + I) in tbeir new 
positions, wiII he a simplex 8(A)(n + 1), i, 0, w. Ä = k + 2 is the 
extension numbcr of tbe new polytope. 'l'his comes true, for accor
ding to theOl'em V tha sum k + 2 of the digits of thc zero symbol 

k 7I-k --- ----
(2 11 .. 1 00 ... 0) i8 the extension number. So we find by 
the way: 

'l'HEO REltl VII. "In the expansion e" the limits 8(1)(k + 1) are 
rnoved away from thc centrc to a distunce cqual to A: + 2 times 
tbe originnl distance." 

Remark. We rnay cxprcss tbe inftuence of the operation e" on .. 
the symbol (1 00 .. 0) of the simplex 8(1) (11 + 1) presenting only one 
unit interval between the first and tbe second digit by saying t.hat 
it creates a second unit interval betwecn the k + 1 Rt /lnd thc k + 2"d 

digit. 'fhis remark which holds nlso with respect to the symbol of 
tl'UC coordinates wiII be of use in the following articles. 

19. 'rHEOREM VIIf. "'rhe inftuence of any munber of cxpnnsions 
" 

e", el> e"" .. of 8(I)(n + 1) on its zero symbol (1 00 ... 0) is foulId 
hy adding thc inftuences of each of the expausions taken scpa
rately" . 

Indced this gives (compal'e the small table '1t = 4 under art. 3): 

e1 e2 8(5)=(32100), el ea8(5)=(32110), e'!.eJ 8;,=(32210), 
el et. ea 8(5) = (43210). 

Prooi. We begin to prove thc theot'em fOl' the case of two 
operntions of expansion ouly. 

It is stipulated expressly by Mr~. S'I'01"r that in the succession of 
two opcrntions of expansion thc subject of the secoud is to be what 
its original subject has hecome nndeI' the inftnence of the first. So 
in the cnse et. ei l' of the tetrahcdron (fig. 4(1) the original triangular 
!Subject of e'l. is trallsformed by ei into ft hexagon (fig. 4") and ilO\\' 

the hcxagon is moved out, in t}:e case ei e~ '1' the lineal' subject 
of ei is tl'Unsfol'lned by et. into a square. (fig. 4C

) and IlOW the 
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square IS moved out; in hoth cases the result (fig. 4d
) is the 

same, tO. In general, for Ic> I, in the case ek e, 8(1) (n ·t 1) the 
subject 8(1) (Ic + 1) of ek is tl'Rnsformed hy e, into an e, 8<1) (Ic + 1) 
and now this e, 8(1) (k + 1) is moved nway from the centre, while 
iu the ease e, el.' 8(1) (n + 1) the snbjeet 8(1) (l + 1) of e, is trans
formed by ek into an n-l-dimensional polytopc of the import I 
corresponding to 8(1) (l + 1) which polytope is moved away from 
o as a whoic. Now it is evident thot thc gcoruetrical condition 
"that tbe two new positions of a vertex shall be separated by the 
length of an edge" makes the distanee over whieh the second 
mot ion of any of tbese two poirs has to tokc plnee eqllnl to the 
distunce desCl'ibed in the first motion of the other pnÏl'; i. c, if 
8(1) (l + 1) is a limiting element of 8<1) (/., + 1) and A is a vertex 
of that 8(1) (I + 1), thc segments described by A in tl'Rnsfol'lllillg 
8(1) (n + 1) into the two polytopes el.' e, SCn + 1) and e, el.' Sen + 1) 
are the two pait's of sides of a parallelogram leading from A to 
the opposite vel'tex A', In othel' words: we' find the true coordi
llates of A' by addillg to the eoordinates of A the V!l.I'iations cor
I'esponding to thc motions due to eaeh of thc operations el.' and e, 
taken scparately, 

'faking fol' 8(1) (Ic + 1) the simplex A .. A2 • , , Ak + .. ' for 8(1) (I + 1) 
the simplex A .. A2 • , • A, +.. and for A the point At we have to 

... 
vary the coordinates 1, u,-Ö, . , , 0 of A so as to admit two more 
unit intervols , one between tbe Ic + 1 Hl and tlle k + 2'''1, an other 
between thc I + pi and tbe 1+ 2"" digit.. IC then afterwards we 

I 1.'-1 u-I; ' 

pas." to the zel'O symbol wc get (3 22'--, -2 11. -:- 1 00 ~), what 
was to he pl'oved, 

Now we have still to ndd that the proof for the composition of 
three and more operations of expansion runs entirely on t.be SRme 
lines, 111 the case of three operntions we wiII have to eompose 
three displucements acconling to tbe rule of the diagonal of the 
parnllelopipedon, in the case of more we wiIl have to nse the 
extellsion of this mie to pamllelotopes, '1'0 this geometl'i('ul compo
sition of motions always cOl'I'esponds the urithmetical addition of 
tbe symbol inftucnces, where thc Ol'der of succession is il'l'elevnnt; 
this arithmetical addition leads to the creution of new uuit inter
vals independently. 80 the general l'ulc is proved, 

'l'be . preceding developments lead to a new t.heol'em, viz: 
'l'Hl':OREM IX, "The operation ek can ~till be npplicd to any poly

tope deduced f,'om tbe simplex in the zel'O symbul of wbieb thc 
k + PI and the Ic + 2"d digit !ue equul." . 
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This theorem enablcs us to find immediately tbc expansion sym
bol of a polytope with given zero sJmhol. We show tbis by the 
examplc (5U3322210) of art. 12. 

In (5443322210) five unit intervals OCCUl', viz. if wc represcnt 
the p,J. digit by d,l hctwccn (dt,d,!), (t!a,d4), (d;" dij), (ds,d'J)' (doJ,dto)' 
Of tbese tbc first cOlTesponds to the origiual unit interval of the 

9 

simplex (l 00 ... 0), whilst the othel's are introduced by the expan
sion operations e2 , e4 , e" es. So we find e2 e4 e, el! 8 (l0). 

Rcversely it is quite as easy to find back tbe zero symbol of 
e'J. e4 e, el! 8 (10). As there are to he four unit intervals more than 
the original one the zero symbol begins by 5 and 4, and has to 
show a unit interval behind the third, the fifth, the eighth, the 
ninth digit, etc. 

20. It is obvious that the system of expansion operations call1lOt 
lead to a zero symbol with two Ol' more equal largest digits. 80 
the system of thc expansion forms is not complete as to the total 
number of possible forms. But tbe scope of th is incompleteness is 
not so large as we migbt think at first. }'or, if the zero symbol 
winds up in two Ol' more zel'OS, tbe inversion indicated in art. 3 
will bring about a new zero symbol witb mOl'e than one lat'gest 
digit. Ncvertheless, aftel' this extcnsion of the SJ stem of expansion 
forms, still thc forms with a zero symbol containing two or mOl'e 
largest digits and two or more zeros are Incking. 

80 it was desirahle to bave at hand a new geometrical opemtion 
leading to forms with a zero symbol containing mOl'e than one 
largest digit. This now is given liS by Mrs. 8TOT'f in the operation 
of cOJdractiOJl; but beforc we show this we may devote a single 
word to the introduction of different kinds of contmction. 

'!'he 8ubject of the opemtion c of contrnction of an expansion 
form in s,. is ahvays a gl'OUp of limiting elements of the same 
import and of tbe higbest order of dimensions available; so we 
designate the contraction c as a co, a Ct, n C'J., etc. accordillg to tbe 
subject elements being of vertex import, of edge import, of face 
import, etc. Moreover these limits of the same import can be sub
ject of contraction , when and ollly when all their vertices form 
together exactly all tbe vertices of the expansion form, each vertex 
taken once; in this case nny two of these limits arc still separated 
from ellch other hy the distance of an edge at least and 1l0W the 
opel'atioll of contraction consists merely in this thnt all these limits 
U11dergo a pamllel displacement , of the same amount, towards the 
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centI'e 0 of the expansion form, hy which ony of these limits gets 
n vertex OJ' some vertices in COlIlJIlOn with some of the other ones. 

We iII ustrate this hy the eXRlllple of fig. 4. Here the resIllts can 
he tnhulated as follows: 

ctctT= ']' 1 
Ct C-l 'l'(impossihle )J' , 

Ct Cj C2 '1'= c~T 

C2Ct T(impossihle) I 
C2 C2 'l'= .1' . 

C2 ct c2T=e j T 

In this small table the negative sign indicates the inverse orien
tation; the impossibility of Ct e'}. T fmd C-l et ']' is cansed hy the fact 
th at the polygons, in the first case of edge and in the second of 
face import, fOl'lning the suhject of contraction , have already a 
vertex or an edge in common. 

nut wc clln olso account for the irnpossihility of Cl c}. Tand C-l et '1.'
aud foJ' other similar results - hy remRJ'king that the contraction 
Cl.' nndoes the expansion Cl.' and that it can be applied, wh en I1Iul 
only when the expansion form has heen obtained by applying amongst 
the different expallsions the operntion e". 80 Co is the only contrac
tion operation which we have to illtroduce in order to be able to 
dednce all the forms with a symbol satisfying the luw of theorem I. 

As we wiJl nse hellceforth cxclusive1y the operatioll Co, the sub
set'ipt of the C con be omittcd. 

21. We now prove the genCl'al theorem: 
'l'H}:ORElI[ X, "By applying the contmction C to any expansion 

form t.he largcst digit of the zero symbol of this form is diminished 
hy one", 

P1'OOf. The gronps of polytopes of vertex import of thc expansion 
form represented hy the zero symbol (a + I, a, b, C,. ,,0), where 
a ~ b 2': c . .. , is found hy putting {IJi = a + I, leaving (a, b, C, • • , 0) 
for the other coordinates. By diminishing a + 1 by one we get an 
other form with the zero symhol (a, a, b, C, • • , 0) possessing also 
polytopes of vertex import represented by (a, IJ, c, .. , 0). 80 the 
polytopcs !lo of vertex import of thc second form are congruent to 
and cqually orientated with the corresponding polytopes of the first, 
but they lie in spares Xi = a nearer to the centrc tban Xi = a + 1. for, 
if jJ is the extension llllmher of the original form (a + ] , a, b, c, .. , 0) 
of 8", anel therefore p - 1 th at of the ncw form (a, a, b, c, .. , 0), 
the true coordinate values of Xi corresponding to tbe vRlues a + 1 

p--I 
of thc first nnd a of the second zero sym bol are a + 1 - n -+- 1 

Verhnnd. Kon. Aknd. v. Wetenseh. (t". Se~tic) DI. Xl. C 3 
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p-2 
nnd a - n + 1; as the true coordinates of 

1 
o are n+l In both 

cases, the dis1ance to 0 is diminisbed hy 

p-1 1 (p-2 1) 
a + 1 - n + 1 -- 1t + 1 - a - -n+ 1 - n + I = 

p-l p-2 n 
=1- n+l + n+1 = n-+1 

Moreover it is evident th at any t\\'o of tbese polytopes !Jo of thc 
first form, e. g. those lying in the spaces Xi = a +. I. X2 = a + 1 
are separated by t.be right prism with the base polytopes 

<'l?i=a+1,. x2 =a X3'X" • . .. =(b,c, ...• O), 
.ci = a X"J. = a + 1, Xa, x"' . .. = (b,!:, ... ,0), 

while tbe corresponding two !Jo of the second form are in contact 
with each other by the 1t - 2-dimensional polytope 

Xi = a, X2 = a, Xa, x", . .. = (b, c, . . . ,0) . . 

By combining the tbeorems IX and X we can find tbe symbol 
in operators c and ek of any contraction form. i. e. of any form 
the zero symbol of which contains two or more largest digits. '1'0 
that end we have. 

1°. to pass to the corresponding expansion form by adding one 
to the first digit, 

2°. to treat the zero symbol of this ex pan sion from according 
to tbe mIe deduced from tbcorem IX, 

30
• to put c hefore tbe obtailled result. 

In tbe following we give sorne examples of the deduction of c 
and ek symbols from zero symbols, in connexioll witb thc three 
possibilities wbich may present themselves. if we consider the two 
different zel'O symbols of a form witbout centl'al symmetry, according 
to the appearance of the contraction symbol; tbey are 

(4332210)= -(4322110),i.e. e"J.e"e:;8(i)(7)=- ei Cs e 5 8(i) (7), 
(4432210) = - (4322100), " c ei e-}. e" e5 8(1) (7) = - ei ea e" 8<i) (7). 
(3332100) = - (3321000),,, ce"J. eae" 8(1) (7)= - cei e"J. es 8(1) (7). 

Re1Ilarlc. According to tbe developments of the preceding artic1e 
the contraction Ck always cancels the expansion ek ; so we cau dednee 
from tbe theorems VI and IX that tbe operation Ck can onIy be 
applied to expansion forms in tbe zero symbol of w bieb tbe Ic + 181 

and the Ic + 2nd digit are unequal and that the zero symbol of 
the new form is found hy subtraetion of a uuit from the first 
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1: + 1 digits of the zero symbol of the given form. Of th is general 
result theorem X considers the special case k zero. 

Now if we apply the contraction Co = c to the simplex of COOl'-
n 

dinates Cl 00 ... 0) itself we find the point with the zero symhol 
Ol + 1 

t 000 ... 0) i. e. the centI'e O. 'rhis result is geometrically evident: 
if we bring the vertices nearer to the centre so as to mmihilate 
the separating edges the result is a single point. In this point of 
view the inverse operatioll eo can be considered as corresponding 
to the generation of the simplex starting from a point. 

Relllark. By introducing the operation eo the contractiou symbol 
c can he shunted out. 80, if 80 (n (n + 1) represents the point 
which is to become the 8(1) (n + 1) hy applying the operation eo, 
we can replace c ek el 8(1) (n + 1) by ek el 80 (1) (n + 1), hut t.his 
implies that we write eo ek el 80 (1) (n + 1) for e"el S(1) (n + 1). 

This new notation wiU prove to he pt'eferable in the case of 
the nets (see under E the art. 30 at the end of page 57). 

K Nets of pol!/topes. 

22. As to recent literature about space fillings or nets we may 
mention A. ANDltEINI'S "8ulle l'eti di policdri regolari e semiregolal'i 
e sulle corrispondenti reti correlative" (Homa, 1905), two papers 
of mine (".FourdimensionaL nets and theÎl' sectiolIs hy spaces" and 
,,'!1he sections of the net of measure polytopes M" of space Sp" 
with a space 8pn-1 normal to a diagona\", Proceedi'll!J8 of Amsterdam, 
vol. X, pp. 536, 688) and the lilemoir of Mrs. 8'roT'r quoted 
several times. 

We exclude wh nt may he called a prismatic net, i. e. a net 
in 8n obtained hy prismatizing a net of 8" _ 1 in n new direction , 
and divide the remaining uniform nets derived from the simplex 
into two gl'OUpS 1): 1°. pure nets with on\y one (central symmetrie) 
constituent and 2°. mixed nets eithet' with one 11,on central sym
metrie constituent in two oppositc positions or with constituents 
of different kind. If we restl'ict ourselves to the p\ane the first 
group consists of the hexagon net only, while thc second is represented 
e. g. by the tl'iang\e net aml the net of hexagons and triangles; 
if we procecd to ordinary spn.ce the fil'st group contains the tO 
net ollly, while the second is representcd e. g. by the net of T 
and O. 

') This division - of no fundamental importance in itself - is introdnced bere, 
merely in order to smooth the way l~ading to the analytical representation of the nets. 

3* 
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It is OUl' aim to unearth in the following miicles all the nets 
of simplex extraction possible in space Sn from n = 2 tI) 1l = 5 
included. 'fhis task, concerned with new material, breaks np into 
several parts. First we will have to deduce general charncteristic 
properties of the analytical symbols which are to represent the nets. 
8econdly we will derive a simple rule solving the question under 
what circnmstHnces the symbols obtained do represents possible nets. 
Thirdly application of this simple rule will lead to the knowledge 
of all the possihle nets and to a tnbnlarization of them. 11'inally 
we will pass in review the tahulated nets and devote some words 
to an otller method by which at least n part of these resl1lts can 
be obtained. 

23. Theoreft"cally speaking a liet cnn be determined analyticnlly 
in two different ways, either as a whole or decomposed into its 
constituent polytopcs. 80 we will try to find either one symbol of 
coordillates, represcnting all t he vertices of thc net at a time, Ol' 

in the case of pure nets one pair, in the case of mixed nets 
8eveml pair8 .of symbols, ench pair consisting of a symbol repre
senting all tbe vertices of any constituent and Ull other symbol 
from which can be deduced all the een tres of the repetitions of 
that constituent in the same orientation occurring in thc net. 

In order to blow life into this theoretical skeleton - forming 
as it were a kind of working hypothesis - wc consider the generally 
knowll and simple case of the net of triflllgle8 in the pInne. 

If we start (fig. 5) from a tJ'iangle At A:l Aj = pPl, i. e. with 
sides unity, mul complete the three sides produced to three systems 
of equidistant parallel lilles, the distance of any two adjacent 
parallel lines being tbe height of triangle p(~), we get the net N{Pa). 

From this genemtion it is at once evident that with respect to 
the original pCl)a as t.·iangle of coordinates all the vertices of the 
net can be represented by thc coordinate symbol (at, a~, aJ), where 
ai' (i = 1, 2, 3) are any three integers for which ~ai = 1. 80 
(at, a2 , aJ), ~i = 1 is the net 8y11lbol of N (pj) , under the condition 
stnted that ai al~.e three integers. In this evcr so simple case the 
round brackets mny be omitted, for the faculty of takillg for 
al' a2' aJ any set of th ree integers with a sum unity includes th at 
of interchanging the three digits. 

The net N(pJ) consists of two sets of triangles, ti'iangles p(t)a 

corresponding in orientation with At A2 Aj and ta'iangles p(1)a of 
opposite orientation. If we consider only one of these two sets of 
triangles and of these triangles only one of the th ree sets of homologous 
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vertices we get all the vertices of the net and each vertex once. 
In other words: the system of the centres of either of the two sets 
of triangles is equipoUent to the system of vertices of the net, i. e. 
if we move all the vertices of the net in the direction AIO over 
that distallCe it passes into the systelll of the centres of the triangles 
cOl'l'esponding in ol'ientation with AI A2 A3' whilst we get the system 
of the centres of the other set of triangles by a motiou over the 
same distance in opposite dil'ectioll. 80, as the three coordinates of 
ally vertex of the net are found by adding to the coordinates 1,0, 0 
of AI thrce iutegers with a sum zero, anel the tme coordinates of 
the centres 0 and Oi are -1, i, tand - i, i, i the symbols 
(b. + i, b2 +.t. bJ +!) aud (bi - i, b}. + -i, ba + t) represent the 
celltl'es of the two sets of tl'iallgles nnder the condition that the 
th ree bi are integers with sum zel·o. Ju both cases the three integers 
bi with sum zero indicate what is to be added to the coordil1ates 
of any centre of each set in order to obtain the whole set; as we 
eaU the two sets of centres the "frames" of the two kinds of 
triangles, we caB the system of diJferencea bi' b'}., b J the "frame 
coordinates" and (bi' b2 , ba), Lb i = 0 the "frame symbol" of both 
sets of triangles. 

Recapitulatil1g we find the foUowing result for N (Pa) : 

Net symbol ........... (al' al' aa), La = 1. 
Set of trinngles I 8ymbol of constituent Ai A2 Aa ...... (l, 0, 0), 

Ai A2 Aa I :Frnme .... (b. + i, b}. + i, ba + i), L b = o. 
Other set of I Symbol of 01 U2 0a • • •••••••••• (- i, i, i), 

triallgles I .Frame. . .. (bi - !' b}. + j, ba + t), L b = O. 
Frame symbol . . ........ (b1> bl , bJ), L b = O. 

Here O! Ol. Oa represents a central tl'iallgle oppositely orientated 
to At A2 Aa. We may still remark that the second frame lllay be 
written in the more symmetrical form (bi + i, b}. + i, b"J + i), 
L bi = - 1, or if one likes (bi - i, b-}. -'h bJ -- t), L bj = 2. 

But it is much simplel' here to decompose the net into the 
l'epetitions of the two tl'iangular constituents by intl'Oducing a new 
~ymbol still, the symbol (bi + 1, b:!. + 0, b3 +0), obtained by 
addition of the corresponding digits of the frame symbol and the 
symbol of the constituent AI Az Aa, the heavy round brackets 
meaning that only the parts of the digit.~ written in heavy type 
are to interchange places, whilst the arbitrary integers bi satisfy 
the condition L bi = O. Por each system of values of the bi satis
fyillg the condition stated the symbol represents a definite triangular 
constituent of the set to which AI Az Aa belongs; so by this symbol 
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the net N (pJ is decomposed into the different constituents of 
the set of triangle Ai A"!. A;j. In the same way the symbol 
(bi + 1, b~ + 1, bJ + 0) characterizeR the other set of triHnglcs 
undei' the condition ~ bj = - 1. 1) 

24, In the first place we remark that the net of triangles ad mits 
ft liet symbol with ollly integer digits alld we exainine now to 
what extent this propcrty is a general olie. 

If we choose fot, simplex of coordinutes 8<1) (n + 1) a simplex 
with respect to whieh a definite polytope of the net - let us call 
it the centml polytope (Pt of the uet - eau be represented by 
its zero symbol and we rest riet olll'selves to the cases in ""hich 
the constituents of the net are exc1usively forms derived from the 
simplex, we can easily prove that thc coordinates of all the vertices 
of the net must he integer. 'ro that end we caU any polytope of 
the net "orientated" with respect to the simplex of cOOl'dinates, if 
a trnnslationul motion of the polytope which brings its centl'e into 
coincidence with the centre of that simplex gives it a position in 
which it is represcnted by its zero symhol Ol' by the l'evel'se; th is 
definition cnables us to state the following lemma: 

"H two polytopes of the net in 8/1 have a limiting n - 1-
dimcnsional polytopc in COIllIllOIl, they arc both orientated with 
respect to the simplex of cOOl'dinates, as SOOlt as this is the case 
with one of them", 

\Ve remark - in order to pt'ove this lemma first - that, if 
two polytopes deriverl from 8(1) (11 + 1) have 1\ limiting II - ]

dimensional polytope in eommon, th is limit has either with respect 
to both the 8ame import or its import with respect to the one is 
cOlJlplellleJltm'!J to that with respect to the other, For, aecording to 
the last two lines of art. 13, any two limits (l)"-i' represellte das 
to their impOl'ts by //1. anel !h', are prisl1lotopes (Pk; PIl-k-1) !\lul 
(1\.; P,,_ ,/ -I)' and these pl'islllotopes eannot coincide, llnless we have 
eithet' I/=!.: or !.:'=n-!.:-l. 

'L'his rcmark leads to a proof of the lemma in the following way, 
Let (P)~~ nnd (P),~ he thc two given polytopes anel (P)Il-i their 
COllllllOn 1l - I-dimcnsional limit lying in the space 8:~'_~, Let the 
Ó(il (n + 1). from which (P)~ eau be derivcd by means of the operations 
e:: alld c, be our simplex of coordinates; then P(~) is not only 
OI'ientated with respect to that simplex but also concentric with it, 

') As soon a' the idea of splittiog up the digits of tbc symbol into two parb, an 
unmovable part and a permutable one, had presented itself, tbe analytical deduction of 
tbe nets of simplex extraction was within grasp, 
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Let (P'):: /Iud (P")~ represent fnrthermore the two 1) polytopes con
gruent to (P):', aud concentric to (P)~~ whieh admit of a zero symbol 
with respect to the simplex of coordinates. 'rhen we have only to 
prove that either (P')~. Ol' (P"t. is equipolleut to (P)~. Now from 
thc tact that (p)~ and (P)~I have (P)II-1 in common it follows that 
(P')~ and (P"):: lUust ndmit a set of limits congruent nnd thereforc 
of the same or of complementary import with (P)n-1 of (P)~~; so 
one of these limits of (P')~ - say (P'),,-1 - and one of these 
limits of (P"):: - say (P")n-1 - lUust lie in spaces 8' .. _1 and 8" .. _1 

parallel to 8;:'~t and on both sides at the same distancc from the 
centl'e 0 of (P)': •. Of these spaces 8',,_. and 8""_1 let 8'11_\ be 
that one whieh lies 011 opposite sides with respect to 0 with 8:::...~. 
'l'hen it wiII be possible to bring (P')~ illto Coillcidellce with (P),~ 
hy means of a translational motion ; for, if by such a motion the 
limit (P')11-1 is brought into coincidellce with (P)"-1' the polytopes 
will coincide. as · this is the case not only with the limits mentioned 
but also with theil' centl'es. So (P)~ is ol'ientated with respcct to 
the simplex of coordinates. 

From the lemma to the theorem in view we have only to take 
one step more. 'fhe lemma immediately shows that, if the net in 
8,. cOllsists exclusively of polytopes derived fl'om the sünplex. all 
the polytopes are orientated with respect to the simplex of COOI'
dinates. as soon as this is the case with oneof them; for we clln 
always cOl1sider any two polytopes of the net as the first anll the 
last ot' a series of polytopes any two adjacent ones of whieh are 
in 1l -- l-dimensional contact. So with respect to the simplex from 
which thc central polytope (Pt has heen derived all the polytopes 
of the net are orientated. But this includes that by passing from 
any vertex of the net to an adjacent one the coordinates change 
hy illtegers and as we can reach any vertex of the net hy means 
of a set of these motions - starting from ft determinate vertex of 
(P/ - the cool'dinates of any vertex of the net must be integers, 

So we have shown now that the property of admitting vertices 
with integer coordinates only helongs to all the nets, the polytopes 
of which are exclusively of simplex extractioll. 'l'his very genera I 
l'csnlt brings us in contact with the two following questiolls: 

a). Can the l'csnlt be cxpressed hy snying that any nct with 
the assigned pJ'Operty of its constituents admits ft net 8Jj1Jlbol with 
integcr coordinates only? 

'l'his question must he answel'ed llegatively, We cannot pass to 

') In tbc pnrticulnf case of 0. central symmetrie (P)~ these two positions coindde, etc, 
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th is new version , unless we prove that each net of the assigned 
kind doe8 admit a net svmbol; as soon as sueh a net admits a 

" net symbol we can choose our system of coordinates in sueh a 
manner th at this net symbol contains integer coordinates only. We 
take positioll with respect to this point hy supposing befOl'ehand 
tbat each net of' the assigned kind ad mits a net symbol, which 
brings us under the obligation to prove afterwards that this is so. 

b). Are there simplex nets not satisfying the condition that all 
the constituents are of simplex extraction ? 

We dispose of this question by pointing to three plane nets, viz. 
P. N(PJ,P4' Po) of triangles, .squares and hexagons (fig. 6), 
2°. N(P'1,P6,PI2) of sqUlU'es, hexngons and dodecagons (fig. 7), 
3°. N(PJ,PI2) of triangles and dodccagons (fig. S), 

which must ulldelliably be considered as simplex nets, as they can 
be derived from the three genernlly known plane nets N (Pa), N (Pö), 
N (PJ' Pa) by means of the e-operations. IC N (Px ; PIJ ; pz) represents 
a net with the polygonic constituents Px,Pu,Pz of whieb p;r is of 
face, Pu of edge, pz of vCI·tex import, these deductions are indicated 
by the equatioll8 

e'1. N (PJ) = N (PJ;PIl; P6); e'1. N (PIJ = N (Pü;P4;P.J); 
el C2 N (PJ) = N(pü; PI};P12); et e2 N(P6) = N (PH; P~;P.J; 

c Ct e2' N (Pa) = N (PJ; -; Pt2)' 

As these three nets contaill constituents not deducable from the 
simplex of the plane, the tI'iallgle, by means of the operations el< 
and c, they lIlU8t form exception to the general rule about thc net 
symbol with integer coordinates only; for, in the coordillates with 
respect to the simplex, ollly the polytopes derived from the simplex 
can be rcpresented by a sYlllhol with integer coordinates only. 

On account of the propel-ty of the three plane nets melltioned -
to admit at thc samc time constituents del'ivable and constituents not 
derivable fl'om the simplex - we caIl thcm "hyhridous". In order 
to be able to deducc general rcsults from the simple law of illtegers 
found above we discal'd provisionaUy the three hybribous plnne nets 
and all the hybridous nets that spaee and hyperspace may eontain, 
considel'ing only the nets we eaU simplex nets "proper"; meal1while 
we promise to come back to these exccpticmal cases, after lmvillg 
secUl'ed the geneml rule alluded to in 1lI'Î. 22 and the main results 
to which it leads (see al·t. 34). 

25. In the second place we remark that the two sets of tl'iangles 
of the net N(P3) admit tbe same frame symbol with integer coordinate 
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valucs only. We show that this property too is a general propel·ty 
i. e. .that all thc diffel'ent sets of constituents of any simplex net 
pl"Oper admit the same fmme sYll1bol witb integer coordillates. 

In discllssing the numbe1' of thc regulal' polyhedra in ordina1'Y 
space tlte plane nets N(p;j), N(P1)' N(pü) appeal' as polyhedra with 
Illl infinite num ber of fnces, unyielding !\.'l to tbis that tbeir faces 
remain in the same plane instead of bending round in tbree 
dimensions. Of these reglllar polyhedra with an infinite number of 
faces the centre is at infinity in tlte comwon direction of tbe 
normals to their plane in the space of three dimensions whirh is 
supposed to contain them and tbe anallagmatic 1) rotatiollS and 
reflectiolls of the regulm' polyhedra proper pass into translatiolls and 
reflections in the case of N(Pa), N(P4)' N(P6)' In tbe same way 
each net of Sn may be considered as an n + 1-dimensional poly
tope with an infinite lIumber of limits (I),. which instead of ben
ding round in S" + t fill a spa ce SU" On account of this eacb net 
must be transformabic in itself by a translational motion whicb 
brings a constitucnt polytope of tbe net into coincidènce with 
any repetition of th at constituent in the same orientation. By means 
of this property we prove now tbe foHowing general theorem : 

'fHEORIUI(' XI. "Any possible simplex net proper ad mits a net 
symhol and for all the different sets of cOllstituents the same frame 
sym bol. Moreover the frames of all the possible nets of Sn are 
similar to each other." 

a) We show first that all the differe1lt frallle8 of a net are 
equipol/ellt. 

Let (P) and (Q) with the centres Cl' and Oq be ally two polytopes 
of diffcrcnt kinds of a silllplex net proper having at least one 
vertex V in commOll. Let (P') he any polytope of this net cquipollellt 
to (P) Rlullet (Q'), V', 0'1" 0'" rcpresent thc ncw positions of (Q), V, 
C", Oq af ter a tl'anslatiolJal motion which brings (P) into coincidence 
with (P') and thereforc the net with itself. 'fhen (Q'), Jl', O'p, C'q are 
respeetively a polytope of the net eql1ipollent to (Q), a vertex of the 
net homoJogous to V, the centre of (P'), the centI'e of ( Q'). From 
this we derive thc equipollency of the three lines VV', OpO'p, 
Oq O'q, i. e. 0,,0'/1 and qJ O'(J nrc mutually equipollel1t as they are 
both equipollel1t to VV'o So all the different frames of a net are 
etluipollent, i. e. each of these fmmes can be brought into coin
cidence witb any oUler of them hy means of a tmnslational motion. 

') These rotations an-} reftections which transform ft polytope in iuelt will be studied 
in part G. 
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b) In the second place we prove that eaclt net adlllit8 a frame 
8!Pllbol, and that the frame8 of all p088t"ble net8 are at·milar. 

Ir a rectilillear translational 1II0tion of the net over a distance d 
brings any polytope (P) of it int.o coincidence with its repetition (p)<l) 
mul thereforc the net with itself, a rectilinear translational motioll 
of the net over a p times larger distance pd in the same dil'ection, 
p being ally integer, will bring (P) into coillcidence with an other of 
its repetitions (P)(f·) and therefore also the net with itself. This is 
self evident if we consider the motion over pd as the result of p 
motiolls d in the same direction executed one after another. In other 
terms: the frame of any set of cOllstituents of any simplex net proper 
must be characterized hy the property of containing the point (]Cp) 

determined by the ' vector equation CC(f·) ::.:: p. CC(1) as soon as it con
tains the celltres Oand C(1) and pis any integer. Now let dl' rl2 , ••• , 

dn +1 with the condition Ldi = 0 represent the frame coordillates of C 
with respect to any centl·e Ou of the frame, and let us cOllsidcr 
dl' d2 , ••• , d,p - Ï. e. all these integcrs, dil + t alone excepted -, as 
thc rectangnlar coordillates of a poillt V lying in Hn other space 8'" bea
ring the system of coordinates 0 (X1 , X2 , ••• ,XII). 'rhen to each point C, 
0'.), C(p) ofthe frame con·espolld points V, Vl.), veP) of 8'" and the vector 
equation CCI/,)-p. CC<1)includes the vector equation VJ?(,') '-~ p. VV,·), 
i. c. there is a correspondence one to one hetweell the centres C of the 
frame and the images V in 8' n' the points J? in S' n being characterized 
by thc property of having integer coordinates tel' te2, • •• , telt" But all 
the points V with integer coordinates form evidently the vertices of a 
net of measure polytopes with edge unity; so the system of images V is 
either the total systern of vertices of this net of measure polytopes or a 
porti on of it, containing always the origin 0 cOlTesponding to the centre 
Co and pnrtaking of the geOlnetrical property of containing the point 
V(P\ determined hy the vector equation VV,I') = p. V fT' if it contains 
V, V' and p is integer. In this form it is immediately evident -
in conllection with thc equivalence of the different coordillates -
thnt the portion can only be a system of vertices, the coordinates of 
which m·e integers admitting a common factor r, i. e. the set of 
vertices of a net of measure polytopes with edge r. 80 wc have shown 
now that the system of points V of S'n must be (1·b., 1·b2 , • •• , rb,.) , 
where the n quantitics bi are arbitmry integcl's, whilst l' is a detlnite 
integer. Frolll this result it follows immediately thnt the frame of 
the centres C a<1mit8 the frame symbol 

the arbitrary integers bj satisfying the COlldition Lbi = o. 'Jlhe 
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ft uantity 1·, w hich is the same for the different frames of the Mme 
lI.et, Illay vary from net to net. We call it the period of the net. 

All the simplex nets proper have similar frames, as their images 
of poillts l' are similar. 1) If, as in nrt. 1, our spnce Sn is the 

n+t 
spuce LXi = 1 lying in a space of operation Sn + t nnd deter-

;=\ 

lIIining on the nxes of ft. given system 0 (Xt , X2 , ••• ,Xn + t) of 
coordinntes eql1àl intersepts OAi' we cnn say that the nets of 8,,, 
the vertices of which admit with respect to the simplex of coor
dinutes At A2 ••• All + t integcr coordinntes only, alwft.ys admit frames 
p1·ojecling themselves normallyon a11y of the n- di~ensional spaces 
S'" of coordinates of 8'1 + t as sets of vertices of systems of mcasure 
polytopes of that S'w 

c) In the third place we pro\'e that eaclt net ol 8n admit8 a 
1zel 8!J»Ibol. 

Ry combining the zero symbol (fit, q2' . .. , qll' 0) of the central 
polytope with the frame symbol (1·bt , rb"J.' . .. , rb,p l·b ll + t), L bi = 0 
of the net we obtnin the symbol 

(1·6\ + fjt, rb2 + q"J.' ..... ,1·6,1 + fj,t> 1·b" + 1), ...... N) 

w here the fjj and rare given integers, w hiJst for the bj we can 
take ft.lly system of integcl·s with slim zero. As this symbol c011toins 
the coordinntes of a1l 2) thc vertices of the net, it is the net 8!fmbol. 

If wc write this svmbol in the form 
~ 

{rbt + qt, 1·b-}. + q2' ... . fb'l + q'l> riJn + t + 0) 
we have got ft. symbol representing the net decomposed into the 
repctitions of the central polytope. 

I) We remark already here that later on cases will prefent themselves which are at 
varianee with this simple resnlt. We will treat these cases - and explain why they 
appear as exceptions - as soon as they tnrn np. 

S) This is only trne. if eacll vertex of the net is al80 vertex of a repetition of the 
central polytope in the same orientation. So, if the net contains a non central symme
tric constitnent in two opposite orientations and in each vertex only one of these two 
dift'erently orientated constituents coocurs, the net symbol correspondiog to one orthese 
constituents as central polytope would only contain half the number of vertices of the 
net and would lIavc to be completed by a second symbol giving the other half. In that 
particular case the system of vertices breaks op into two equivalent parts Pand Q with 
the property tl1at the net is equipollent to itself for any two points of the same half 
as homologous bnt congruent with opposite orieotation to itself for any two vertices of 
different halves as homologous. This particulBrity presents itself in the plane in the 
case of the net of triangles and dodecagoDs (fig. 8), already discarded above for an 
other reason. Here we exclude, also provisionally, all tbe eventually possible nets 
where this particularity of the division of the aystem of vertices into two eqnivalent 
systems might present itself. 
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At fh'st sight it mny seem that the illtroduction of the commOll 
factol' r, by llleans of which the frame is only enlarged but lIOt 
changecl in form, is of no avail, as the scale of the diagl'ams is of 
110 impol'tance whatevel', Bnt then one ovedooks the fact that the 
fmme is enlarged, while the central polytope (P)o remaills unaltel'ed. 
80 in the case of the central triangle At Az A3 in thc plane: if 
we take l' = 1 we have to deal with thc net N(Pa) of fig, 5, 
whiJst the supposition r = 2 gives the vertices of the net N(PI,P6) 
hy means of the triangle At Az A3 and its equally ol'icntated 
repetitic)Jls (fig, 9), 

This simple example shows in the first place the influence of 
thc pel'iod r. But on the other hand itgives a glimpse of the 
fact thnt with a given central polytope not all integer values of r 
lead to existing ncts. 80 the supposition l' = 3 h1"Îngs already the 
centml triangle At A2 Aa and its rcpetitions too far apart. 1) 

26, We pursue our investigntion in the direction of the last 
sentcnce of the Pl'ccedillg al'ticle, entering into details about the 
l'elationship hctweel1 the period l' and the largest digit 91 of the 
zcro sYlllbol (9t, 9~, ... , fllI' 0) of the central polytope (Pt, 

If we caU any repetition (P) of the central polytope (Pt COl're8-
ponding with it in orientution adjacent to it, if the distancc 
between their centres 0., and C is as s111all as possihle 2), i, e, if 
the cool'<linates of C can he deduced from the equal cool'dillates 

'E,9i 
,v~ = ~ + I of Co by altcl'ing only one paÏl' of coordinates hy addi-

tion anel subtraction of only Olla time r, we find: 
"Thc central polytope and one of its adjacent repetitions overlap 

rOl' r < ql' whilst rOl' l' = qt they are in contact and fol' l' > qt 
f1'CC fl"Om each other", 

Of these three cascs of relationship between l' and ql we considcl' 
first the case l' = qt, then the two cases 1',t:. qt at a timc, 

Casc r = 9t, The two adjacent polytopes I'epresellted hy 

have all the vertices 

') Application of thc case " = 3 to' tbe trianglc A, A. A. gives onc of tbe two sets 
of triangles of tbe net of fig, 8, al ready cliscarded for two different reaSOD~, 

') Tbis is the case if tbe image Vof C (compare the preceding urticle nnder b) lies 
on an axis OKi at distance " from 0, 
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ll1 cOTnmon; this is immediately evident, if for Xi and x2 we take 
in the fhst symbol the digits fJt and 0, in the ser.ond r + 0 and 
- l' + fj1 = - r + r. In genet'al these common vertices detine a 
polytopc of n - 2 dimensiolls situatcd in thc space 8n _ 2 for which 
tV1 = fjt, X2 -= 0, i. e. the two polytopes are in con tact with each 
other by a limit (l)n_2; as any eommon vertex of the two polytopes 
lies at equal distances (radius of the circumscribed spherical space) 
from t.he centres Co and 0, this common (1),1-2 lies in the space Sn_i 
normally hisecting 00 0, i. e. tb is (l)n-2 of contact has the midpoint A-l 
of 00 G for centre, i. e. the contact by the (1) .. -2 is external. But in 
one exceptional case, in the CRse fjt = 2, fJ2 = fj3 = ... = fjn = I 

II-t 

of the central symmetl'ic polytope (2 TI-. -. :1 0), the COlllmon limit 
(1),.-2 sht'inks together into ft single point, the midpoint of 00 0, 
AS in that case (fj2' fja, ••• , fjn) hecomes a petritied syllable. At nny 
mte, for l' = fJt the net is mixed, as the central polytope and one 
of it adjacent repetitiolIs lUC 1I0t in contact hy a limit (I)n-t. 

'Lfj' 
If fOl' hrevity we represent 1l + 'T by fJ the coordinates of 00 Ilnd 

Care 

o,l' . . . q q, q , q, . . . . q , 
0 .... 1'+q, -1'+fJ, q, q, .... q j' 

80, according to for1l1ula I) of art. 1, the distallce 00 0 is c<Jual 
to thc period 1'; this reslllt wiJl be useflll in the tl'eatment of the 
next case. 

Oa8e r rf:. qt. Let us start from the case l' = fjt treated ahove and 
vary 1'. As tbe relation Co 0 = r holds nl ways, this vnriation of l' 

implies a variation of 00 0, the effect of a tmnslational motion 
of the repetition (P) of tltc central polytope (P)O in tbe direction 
00 0 if l' incl'eases, in the opposite direction 0 Go if l' deci·eases. 
In the tirst case when 00 0 is enlarged, tbe polytopes whiclt ",m'e 
cit.her in (I)n_2-contact or in point contact, wiII hecome free 
from each oUler. In the second case when 00 0 diminishes the 
midpoint M of thc uew 00 0 wilt lie inside both polytopcs, i. e. 
tbe polytopes will ovedap. So the theorem is proved. 

As we cannot use overlapping polytopes we have to discard all 
the cases r < fJt, i. e. we have to consider fJt as an inferior limit 
of r. But if the net symbol - as we supposc - contains all the 
vertices, thero is Also a. superior limit. For in tbe case r = qt + Ic 
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the distance of the two limits (/)/1_2 or of the two vertices, which 
coincided for l' = fj, has now become Ic and this distnnce may not 
surpass unity. 80 we have also to discard all thc cases l' > fjt + 1. 
So the result is that we can only use the values r = fj1 and l' = fjt + 1, 
or inversely: the only ,-alues of the largest digit fjt of the zero 
symbol of the central polytopes are ,. and ,'- I. Now as any 
polytope of the net can be promoted to central polytope we have 
in general : 

'rHEOREM XII. "Any possible net with period l' contains only 
constituents with zero symbols ha ving for largest digit fjt either 
"-1 or 1'. 'rwo adjacent repetitions of a constituent for which 
fjt = 1'-1 are free from each other, whilst two adjacent repeti
tions of a constituent for which fjt = r are in contact, in general 

n-t 

hy a limit (l)/I-2' but in the particular case (211 ... 10) by a point." 

27. But now unexpectedly a difficulty presents itself. In the case 
fjt = l' any two adjacent repetitions of a definitely orientated consti
tuent are in (l),1_2-contact or in point contact, in the case fjt = 1'-1 
these two repetitions are free from each other. In both cases we 
need other constituents to fill up gaps, in other words all the nets 
are mixed. But this result is at variance with the existence of the 
net N(Pa) in the plane, of the net N(tO) in space. 80 we have 
to look out for a way out of this difficulty. 'rhis way will pres~nt 
itself immediately, if we examine how to find the other constitucnts 
of a net, the central polytope alld the pCl'iod of which are given. 

Let the zero symbol of the central polytope (P)O of a net with 
period ,. be represented on ce more by (fj1, fj2' ... , fj .. , 0), where 
we have either fj1 = l' or fjt = l' - 1. 'l'hen we can ask by what 
processes we can deduce from the symbol 

representing the net decomposed into the repetitions of the ccntral 
polytope, other constituents. 1'here are two of these pl'ocesses com
pleting each other in this sen se that the first cnn be used in the 
case fj" = 0, the second in the case fj" = 1. 

1 0. In the case of the zero symbol (fj1> fj'l' ... , fj" -1' 0, 0) con
taining more than olie zel'O we can write the decomposillg symbol 

in the f01'l1l 
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by allowing l' units to pass from the unmovable part rb n + 1 of the 
digit rb n + 1 + 0 to the pcrmutable part; for by thnt varintion we 
alter only the grouping of the vertices of the net to vertices of 
polytopes but not the total systcm of vertices of the net. If · now 
we write bo for b n + 1 - I nnd put thc permutable digit l' fore
most we get 

bringing to the fore the constituent with the zero symbol (1', tb, q2' ... 
qn-1'O). 

2°. In the case of the zero symbol (q1' q2' ... q n _ l' I, 0) COll

tailling only one zero an application of the same process leads from 

(rb1 + q1' rb2 -t- Q2" .. , rbn_ 1 +qn-1' rb'l + 1, rbn+1 + 0), Lb j = 0 

to 

(rbo + r,rb1 + qt, rb2 + qz,' .. , 1'bn_ 1 + qn_1,rbn + 1), Lb j = - · 1 

and thcreforc to the constituent (1', q1' q2' ... , q n:"'1' 1), the zero 
symbol of whieh is (1' - 1 , q1 - 1, q2 - 1, ... , q n _ 1 - I , 0). 
In order to obtain this zero symbol we can write the decomposing 
symbol in the form 

(rbo+ 1 + lr-l,"b1 + 1 + q1-1, ... ,1'b(l_1 + 1 
+ qn_1-l,rbll + 1 +0), Lbj =-1 

and pass to an other sum Lqj - (n + 1) of all the digits by omitting 
the unit of thc unmovahle part of the digits. 

80, if we take notice only of the ze-ro 8!1'11lbo18 of the constituents 
dcduced by means of thc two proccsses, we can word thcse pro
ccsscs as follows: 

1°. "If thc zero symbol of the given constituent contains more 
tban one zero, we can replace one of these zeros by r". 

2°. "If thc zero symbol contains only one zero, we can replace 
th is zero by l' and diminish all the digits by unity nfterwards". 

We now come back to the difficulty abollt the pure nets stated 
above. To that end we have to ask undcl' what circumstances one 
of the two processes leads back to the original constituent; therefore 
we repeat that: 

thc first dedllces (r,qf' q2'"'' qll-1, 0)from(qt,q2, ... qn-t, 0, 0), 
" second" (r-l,q1-1,q2-1, ... ,qn_1-1,0) " (qt>q2, ... qn-h 1,0). 
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As a polytope with a zero sym hol with Ic -] zeros cannot be 
a repetition of a polytope with a zero symbol with Ic zeros, the 
fh'st proccss does not suit Oul' nim; hut the second may do so 
nnder the conditions 

i, e, in the case of the central polytope (1' - 1, l' - 2, ' , " 2, 1,0), 
i, e, if we hnve in 8'1 the cnse (n, n - 1, ... ,2, 1,0) with l' = n + 1. 
It is indeed easy to prove that the particular case of the reap
pearance of the ol'iginal constituent presents itself, when and only 
when we have l' = n + 1 and q1 = 11, }'or, according to the law 
of theorem I, q1 = 11 exacts that the zero symbol contailIs HO two 
eqllal digits and under this circumstance the suhstitution of n + 1 
for zero followed hy the diminutioll of all the digits hy unity 
rcproduces the original zero symhol. In art, 30 (page 57 at the top) 
it wiII he shown that thc sllppositions l' = 11 + ], q1 = II lead to 
the unique self spacc flUer of 8,1' 

But HOW that the manner in which we have to account for the 
existing pme simplex nets is secUl'ed we ha\'e to revise 011l' notion 
of "constituent of the same kind", if we wiU keep the analytical 
theory developed just now in touch with the geometl'ical facts, 
According to that theory we ure obliged to say thnt the plane 
net N(Pa) contains three different !/J'OUp8 of hexagons, though 
geometrically all the hexagons are eql1ipollent to ench otller ann 
therefore of the same kind, }'or in the case n = 2 the suppositiollS 
r = n + 1, fb = 11 give rise to the net with the decomposing 
symbol (3b1 + 2, 3 b2 + 1, 3 b;j + 0), ~ bi = O. corresponding 
(fig, 10) to the set of hexagons a with a heavy lined circuit, 
whilst the net contains two other groups of hexagons which 
ndmit alternately thiek and thin sides, one group b where the 
horiwntal thick side is below, an other grollp c where the hori
zontal thick side is above, So, though we keep saying that the 
hexagon is a self plane fiUer, we will considcl' N(P6) from an 
analytical point of view as admitting th ree different groups of 
hexagons, nsing here henceforword the more pl'ccise tel'll1 of "gl'onp 
of constitnents" in order to indicate a "set of equipollent pol)"
topes, the vertices of whieh form toget.her all the vertices of the 
net, eflch ve1'tet1] tal.:ell O1we" , Only undel' this extension of om' 
fOl'mer lcilld of constituents hy OUl' now intl'odnced !/l'oujJ of con
stituents the theorems XI nnd XlI are !/eJlemlly h'ue, If we follow 
the intel'}ll'etntion of thc net intO) as a liet with onc kind of 
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constituent only, we get a frame 1) dissimilar to t.bat of other nets, 
witb any two adjacent repetitions of the unique constituent in 
contact by a limit (l)" _ l' i. e. a face here; these "exceptions" 
disappeal' , if wc adhere to the analytical ideB, according to which 
N(tO) ad mits Jour !/rOUp8 of constituents. 2) 

28. 1f we indicate by PP the number of the digits of tbe zero 
symbol of tbe central polytope (Pt leaving the remainder p when 
divided hy 1', i. c. if PI' represents in general tbe number of the digits 
p of the zero symbol, but in the particular case of Po tbe sum of the 
nllmbers of the digits zero and the digits r (tbe latter being absent 
in the case fJ1 = l' - 1 of the original zero symbol), we have the: 

'fHF:oRlm XIII "'nw two operations stated above wbich may lead 
to ncw constitncnts of tbc same net do not affect thecircular order 
of succession of the terms of the series P"-1' Pr-2' ' .. , Pt. Po' 'l'bis 
series witb tbe sum n + 1 will be called ''partition o/Jcle of n + 1, 
moel. 1'" of the liet and be representcd by ,·(p,·_t, Pr-2' . , , ,P1' PO),/', 

'1'his thcorem is self evident,For the first of the two processes 
does not affect tbe series at all, wbilst tbc second tl'ansforms it into 

Po. P"-1' P"-2' ' "PI' 
'We apply tbe two processes to an example in order to sbow the 

circular permutation of the partition and suppose to tbat end that 
in space Sr, there i8 a net witb thc pcriod 4 admitting tbe con
stituent (3222100). 'fhen applicatioll of the two processes glves 
succcssively 

(3222100) 
(43222l0) 
(4432221) - (3321110) 
(4332111) - (3221000) 
(4322100) 
(4432210) 
(4443221) = (333211 0) 
(4333211) = (3222100) 

Partition cycle 
1312 
1312 
2131 
1213 
1213 
1213 
3121 
1312 

Here every ncw symbol in the first column is derived by tbe first 
process from the one iu the line immediately above it wbicb con-

I) In art, 39 the system of the centres of all the tO of N(IO) will prove to 'orm the 
vertices of a net of l"110mbic dodecahedra, which latter net is not of simplex extraction, 

I) In order to avoid misunderstanding we stipulate expressly that it is not our inten
tion to replace the noUon of kind of constituent by that of group, but th at we wish 
to stick to the notion of kind of constituent, complemenled by that of group as 800n 
as the partition cycle (see the next article) is a power cycle (see page 57). 

Verbnnd. Kon. Akad. v. Welensch. (1'" Sectie) DI. XI. C 4 
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tains a zero, whilst by the second process tbe symbols of thc second 
column are deduced from th08e of the first column placed on the 
same line. In the third column we find the partition cycle 1312 
proceeding one step to the right at every application of the second 
process. 

80, ~f the case considered is th at of an existing net - which 
question does not yet interest us here -, this net must admit seven 
different constituents, i. e. t.hree pairs of oppositely orientated on es 

(3222100) , 
(3221000) , 
(4322100) , 

(3:321110) 
(3332110) 
(4432210) 

and the central symmetric (4322210). 
This example leads us to a general ru Ie about the number of 

groups of constituents any net is to have; we state it in the form of: 
'fHEOREi\I XIV. "In general the number of kinds of constituents 

of a net of 8/1 is 11 + 1; in the case r = 1 it is n." 
'1'he proof of the general case runs as follows. '1'he zero symbol 

(qt, q2' ... , fJn-t, fJ .. , 0) of the centl"!\1 polytope we start with passes 
either into (r, qt, q2' ... , qn-t' 0) Ol' into (r - 1, qt - 1, q2 - 1, 
... , fJ'l-t - 1, 0) according to qn being either zero or one. 80, in 
continuing the application of the two proccsses of art. 27, at each 
step the digit qt moves one place to the right and comes back to 
its originnl place aftel' 1l + 1 moves. MOI'eover it reappears there 
with its original value fJt. For the increase by r at the jump from 
the rear to the front is exactly counterbalanced by the 108S of a 
unit every time when of t\\"o unequal adjacent digits tbe right hand 
one jumps to the fore, this loss occurring exactly r times; indeed, in 
the circular permutation of the digits from the left to the right -
executed for simplicity for a moment without increasing or decreasing -
the zero at the end has to be replaced successively by 1, by 2, ... 
by r - 1 and finally in the case qt = r - 1 by zero, in the case 
fJt = r hy r. 80 aftel' 71 + 1 moves the original zero symbol recurs 
and the total process bas co me to a close. 1) 

In tbe exceptional case r = 1 we find only qt = 1, i. e. the zero 
symbol of any constituent can only contain units and zeros. 80 we can 

n ,,-t 

start with the simplex (1 00 ... 0) and find successively (11 00, .. 0), 
»-2 n 

(lIl 00 ... 0), etc. But when we have to pass from (11. ~ 0) 

I) The process may come til a close sooner. Compare ror this exception page 57. 
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n+i 

to the next symbol we find by means of the second process (00 ... 0), 
which falls out. 80 we only get n kinds of constituents fOl" 'I' = 1. 

29. We cOlne now to the general rule about simplex nets proper; 
it can be stated in the following form: 

THEOREM XV. "'fo every possible cycli cal partition of n + 1 
cOfl'esponds a definite simplex net proper of 8"." 

In order to prove the theorem for the general case with n + 1 
and the particular case with n groups of constituents we first of all 
determine a list containing these different groups of constituents, to be 
derived from the partition cycle. Then we select from this list a dejinite 
polytope (P)a of a definite group and show that th is (P)a is in contact 
by an!/ of its limits (l)~~' b) with one and only one other polytope (P)b 
of the list, whilst the list contains no polytope overlapping (P)a. 

Ca8e 'I' > 1. We start from the partition cycle ,.(p..-i> Pr-2' ••• Ph Po)" 

mul deduce from it the net symbol 

Pr-i Pr-2 Pi Po 

(ra; + 'I' - 1, ral + 'I' - 2, ...... , ral + 1, raj + 0) 
(a., a., .••.. , an+t) 

i. e. the symbol with p,._ t digits congruent to 'I' - 1 modo r, Pr-2 

digits congruent to l' - 2 modo r, etc., the different quotients 
af, a-}., ••• , an +1 of the division of these digits by 'I' having a sum 
~ai = 0, whilst the sum of the remainders 'I' - 1, 'I' - 2, ... , 0, 

,'-1 

i. e. L i Pi lllay be represented hy &0' 
i=1 

If we write this sym bol in the form 

P"-1 P"-2 Pi Po 

(ra; + ,,- - 1, raz + ,,- - 2, .... , ra; + 1 , rai + 0) 
(a, ' a., ...•. al1+1) 

nnd permutate only the remaindel's '1'-1, '1'- 2, ... ,0, the net 
is decomposed into the group of constituents to which the central 
polytope belongs; but we cau ha\'c th is rather complicated symbol 
in our mind quite as weIl if we simplify it by omission of the 
unmovable parts of the digits. 80 the first line of the following 
list repeats the group of constitucnts to whieh the central polytope 
belongs, while the other lines give all the other groups of consti
tuents, deduced from the "central group" in tbe manner aud order 
of succession of the preceding article. 

4* 
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La j k 
'r-i 'r-2 '1 '0 -- -

( '1'-1, '1'-2, .. ,1, 0 ) 0 ko 
'r-i 'r-2 '1 '.-1 

( 'I' '1'-1, '1'-2, . . , 1 , 0 ) -1 ko+ 'I' 

'0 'r-i '2 'i 

( 'I' , '1'-1, .. , 2, 1 ) -Po ko + Po 'I' 
i '0 Pr-l '2 , -1 

-'-
('1'+1, 'I' 1'-1, .. , 2, 1 ) -(Po+l) ko + (Po + 1) l' 

P,'-2 ','-3 Po P"-1 
( 2'1'-2, 2'1'-3, .. ,;, '1'--1) A-1-(n+l) ko+(n+l-A_l)r 

i ','-2 P"-3 Po "'_1i 

(2'1'-1,21'-2,21'-3, .. ,1', 1'-1) Pr_i-(n+2) ko+(12+2-p,'_i)r 

, r_11 Pr-2 Pr-3 Po 
(21'-1, 2'1'-2, 21'-3, .. , '1', 1'-]) -1t ko+ 12'1' 

For each of these groups of constituents have been indicated in 
a sec011d column the value of Laj' in a third column the value 

,'-i 

of k = Lipj' Moreover , in order to point out the regularity of 
i=1 

the process by means of the variation of these two sums, the use 
of the zero symbol has been _sacrificed for a moment, i. e. the 
diminution of the digits by unity every time as the last zero is 
replaced by 'I' (exacted by the second of the two processes of the 
preceding article) is not executed here, which implies that a digit 
!t jumping to the fore becomes !t + r. Here at euch step La 
diminishes hy a unit and k increases by r. 1) 

But in the selection of a definite polytope (P)" of thc list we 
return to the zero symbol and suppose 

1) that the cyclical permutation of the partition cycle from which 
(P)" has been derived begins by PI-1 and winds up in PI' 

2) that Pr of the PI zeros have been replaced by '1', 
8) that the equation of the space 8n - i containing (l)~~1 IS 

') This relation also holds when we pass from the last group of constituents to the 
first., when we diminish all the aj hy unity atthe transition. From Ulis point of view 
we cau iotroduce the notion of "cycle of constituentll". 
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determilled hy making the sum te1 + te2 + ... + te. maximum, 
the 11 digits which are to make that sum maximum consisting of Pr 

times r, PI-1 times r-I, etc. and PI' of the Pm digits r-I+m. 
Under these circumstances the polytope (P)a is represented by the 

symbol 

P" PI-1 PUI PIII -1 Po P"-1 '1+1 PI-'r 

(r, r-l , ... , r-I+m, r-I+11l-1 , .. , r-I, r-I-l , .. , 1, 0), 
("" a • ... ... an +1) 

while this symbol passes into that of (l)::!1 by the introduction of 
intermediate brackets hetween the digits a. r + r - I + 11l and 
a. + 1 r + r - 1+ m, i. e. (l)::!1 is represented by 

~~ PI-' Pin-PI-' PIII -1 _'o ___ P~ 'lH P'Pr 

(r, 1'-1 , .. ,1·-I+m)(r-I+1Il, r-I+m-I, .. ,r-I, r-I-l, . .. , I, 0) 
(tl,.tl ..... a.) (a.+1.a.+2 .... an+1) 

under the condition that of the two parts of this symbol the first refers 
to the coordinates te1' te-z, ••• , te. and the second to te'+1, te'H' ••• , te .. + \. 

'l'he determination of a second polytope (P)b of the list containing 
(l):~:...~ as limit must be guided by the remark that in eaelt of the 
two parts of the symbol of (l)::...~ considered for itself we may 
transfer the 8ame alllollnt from the unmovable parts of the digits 
to the permlltable ones. But in order to obtain a symbol satisfyillg 
the law of theorem I, when the intermediate brackets are omitted, 
we have moreover to select these two amounts in such a way as 
to ohtain a set of permutable pam containing n + 1 integers 
distributed over r different ones, succeeding one another with dif
ferences unity. 80 we can either diminish all the digits r, r - ], ... , 
r - I + 1It included between the first 'pair of brackets by 1', coun
terbalancing this by incrcasing a1' a2, ... , a. by unity, or -
which comes to the same - increase all the digits l' - 1+ m, 
r - 1+ m - 1, ... , 0 inclllded between the second pair of brackets 
by r, counterbalancing this by diminishing a'H' a.+2 , ••• , anH by 
unity; that these two result.s differ in form only can be shown 
by remarking that the first passes into the second if we increase 
all the digits 0, - 1, .. , -I + m, r -I + 1It, r -I + m - I, .. ,0 
hy r, counterbalancing it by diminishing at + I, a2 + 1, ... , 
a. + 1, a'H' a.H , ... , a,.H hy unit.y. 80 we find one and always 
one second polytope (P)b with (l)::!t as limit, represented by the 
symbol: 

PI" PI-1 PI-' 'm-PI-' Pm-1 Po 'r-1 '1+1 "'r 
(0,-1, .. ,-1 +1Il.r-l+m,r-l+m-I, .. , r-I,r-I-I, .. T, 0) 

(al +1.a, +1 .. ... av+1• av+ 1•aV+2, ... an+t). 
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We now pass to the determination of the centres Ga. Gb • GI of 
(P)a. (P)b. (l)~~ which are collinear. as GI G" and GI Gb are normal 
in the centre GI to the space 8n- 1 bearing (l);~~. in order to 
prove that GI lies between Ga and Gb, i. e. that (P)" and (P)b lie on 
different sides of that space 8,1_1' Ir we con si der the Wn+! of these 
three points we find for 

Ga ... ran+! + n ~ 1 I rp,. + (1'-1),01_1 + ... + ,01/1(1'-1 +1Jt) 

+ ... + Po (r-l) + ,0"-1 (1'-1-1) + ... + ,01+1 I. 
Gb ••• ran+1 +; ~ 11-,01-1-2,01-2-" .-p,.,.(1-11l) 

+<PI/I-p,.,.)(r-l+m)+· .. +,oo(r-l)+p"_1(1'-I-I)+ .. ·+plt1 I. 
GI ••• ran+1 + n ~ 1 1 

(,0",-,0,.,.) (r-l+11l ) + ... + po(r-l) + A-'1 (1'-1-1) + , .. + ,01+1 I, 
Now in comparing the three values w(a) w(lJ) w(a, b) of v we •• ( ,. + 1 

can omit the common part ra" + l' But then if we write Yu + 1 for 
Wn + '1 - ran + 1 it is evident that we have y(lJ) < y(U, IJ) < y(a), For y(O, IJ" 

y(a). y(b) are arithmetic means, y(a, IJ) of a series Sof positive integers 
I • 2 ... ,. r -I + m. each of them taken f\ certain number of 
times. la) of an other series of integcrs consisting of S and of 
positive numbers l' -I + m. l' -I + m + 1. " , " l' - 1 , l' equal 
to or largel' than the largest of S, ylb) of 0. third series of integers 
consisting of 8 and negative nurnbers, 80 G" and GIJ lie on differeut 
sides of the space 8'1 -1 bearing (l)~:/:j, i, e, the system of polytopes 
contained in thc list admits 110 holes, cvery limit (/),,_1 of an 
arbitrarily chosen polytope P" being covered by an othcr polytope PIJ' 

We have still to show th at no two polytopes of the Het can 
overlap, 'Ve do so by simply remarking that the vertices of 
the polytopes of an!J group of constituents fonn togethcr the total 
system of vertices of the symbol derived from the partitiol1 cycle 1) 

(see above at the bcginning of the treatment of the case l' > 1 
nnder consideration), as each of the groups of constituents of the 
list has been deduced from that symbol according to the processes 
of art, 27, For - w~ile overlapping of polytopes of the 8allle group 

') This fact ean also be put on duty in the proof about the position of two polytopes 
with eommon (1),,-'1 011 different sides of that limit, 
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is already excluded (art. 26) - this remark excludes overlapping 
of any two polytopes, as we can derive from it that not a single 
vertex can lie inside any polytope of any group of constituents. 

0a8e r = 1. In this case the enumeration of the zero symbols 

ti .. -1 l' n-p+l tl 

(1 00 .. 0), (11 00 .. 0), ... , (11 .. I 00 .. 0), ... , (11 .. I 0) 

of the 11 groups of constituents is much simpier. Moreover the 
polytopes of thc first gl'OUp and those of the last admit only one 
kind of limits (1),,-1 viz. simplexes, those of any other gl'OUp only .. 
two, limits (1) .. -1 with respect to (1 00 .. 0) of the lowest and 
of the hig.hest import. 

Here overlapping is also excluded, as can be shown by means 
of the same remark used above. Here the polytope (P)a can be 
represented hy 

(al + 1, az+ 1, ...... , ap+ 1, ap+l +0, ...... , au +1 +0), 

its limit (I)c::,-hllying in the space Sn -1 with the equation trl =a1 + I by 

(al + 1) (a:.l+ 1, ...... , al'+ 1, ap+l + 0, ...... , all +l +0), 

the seeond polytope (P)u of the list cOlltaining also this limit. by 

(al + I +0, ~+ 1, ...... , ap+ 1, ap+l +0, ...... , a,,+t +0). 

Fol' the rest the proof can be eopied from that given above. 
Now that theorem XV has been proved we go back to the 

polytopes (P),. and (P)u in contact with eaeh other by a common 
limit (t) .. -1 in ordel' to indicate arclation between the import of 
that common limit with I'cspect to (PL. and (P)" on one hand and 
the ptace8 of thc groups of constituellts, to ",hich (P)a Rnd (P)"belong, 
in the list of polytopes of the gencral casc r > 1 on the other. 
'1'0 that end we indicate by G1 , G2 , ••• , G, .. G ti + 1 suceessively the 
kinds of polytopes repl'esented by the first, the second, ... thc 
last hut Olle, the last line of the list of polytopes and - as on 
page 17 - by thc symbols !Jo, fit ,fh, ... ,!Jn -1 in relation to any 11-

dimensional polytope limits (l)" _lof vertex import, edge import, 
faee import, ... , the highest import ofthat polytope. Then we find: 

'l'HEORl!:M XVI. "If two polytopes of the net, (P)a of group Gk 

and (P)b of group Ok _ y, are in (l) .. _ t contact, the conllnon limit 
is a f/y-t for (P)a and a !Jn-y for (P),,". 

The proof of this theorem lies in the remark that (P)b' according to 
the subscript (at + I, ~ + 1, ... , ay + 1, ay+t' ay+2' .•. , a .. + 1) 
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of tbe symbol representing it, gives· for La a value surpassing tbe 
corresponding sum for (P)a by "I, on account of tbe units added 
to tbe digits ai' a2 , ••• a.. As La diminisbes hy a unit if we go 
down one line in the list, our (P)/) helongs to group Gk _. if 
(P)a helongs to group G". N ow we know tbat tbe sum of the iI 

definite coordinates is maximum for (P)" and minimum for (P)/) in 
the space hearing the common limit, whicb proves that this limit 
is a g. _ i for (P)(I and a !lil _. for (P)/). 

By means of tbis tbeorem we can indicate the group to which 
belong tbe polytopes toucbing a given polytope along its limits of 
a given import; if (P)a belongs to group Gk and it has limits !lil' 
it is touched along these limits by polytopes (P)b belonging to 
group Gn - II - 1• 

rl'be theorem also bolds for the case l' = 1, where tbe zero 
symbols of the successive groups G1 , G2 , ••• , G1" ••• , G,. are 

u-i --,-,,-:.I) __ ~I' + .!.- n 

(100 .. 0), (1100 .. 0), .. , (ll .. 100 .. 0), ... , (11 .. 10). 

rrbere we cau state it in this form: "Any polytope (P)a of a net 
for wbicb l' = 1 is tOllcbed along its limits of vertex import by 
polytopes of thc preceding, along its limits of bighcst import hy 
polytopes of tbe following gl·OUp". 

30. We now apply the theOl'em XV to tbe cases ft = 2, 3, 4, 5 
and put the resltlts on record in the secOlld tahle arlded at tbe end 
of this memoir. 

l"irst one word about tbe general plan of this tabic. Horizontally 
it is divided into four part. .. , corresponding snccessively to the cases 
Jt = 2, 3, 4, 5. Vertically it breaks up into seven columns with the 
first five of wbieb we are cOllcerncd here. rrhe first column, indi
cating the rank number of tbe net, enables us to individualize 
each net by a very short symbol, consisting of the value of n in 
italiall figures, bearing at thc right a roman rank index, 2 JII in
dicating the net of hexagons in the pinne. rrhe second column gives 
the value of the period r from 1 to n + 1 upward. Tbe tbird 
column contains tbe partition cyc1e, represented by tbnt pcrmutation 
in wbich the first digit is as small as possible. rl'he fonrth column 
brings the net symbol corresponding to tbnt cyc1ical pcrmutation of 
tbe partition cycle, w hilst the fifth is concerned witb the zero sym
bols of the different groups of constituents. With respect to these 
columns - tbe otbers will be eXplained in part G - we have 
to insert a few remarks. 
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In tbe cases 2[[[, 3 v, 4 VIl , 5.w , wbere tbe partition cycle consists 
of n + 1 units, we filld back the self space fillers of simplex 
extraction, Po = (210), tO = (3210), etc. 'fbe net symbol of these 
self space fillers is characterized hy the property that its n + 1 
digits, when divided hy II + 1, leave all possible l'emainders 
ll, n - 1, ... , 1, 0, each l'emainder once. 

IJl the case of tbe partition 2,2 of the net 3J1l an otber particu
larity presellts itself: in the process of formation of ncw zero symbols 
we fall baek at the second step on the original symbol 

(1100), .(2110), (2211) = (1100). 

'l'bis is due to the fact tbat the partition cycle consists of (two) 
equal parts. 80 th is particulnrity repeats itself in tbe cases 5/ v, 5 VII 

and 5;( with the partition cycles (3,3), (2,2,2) and (1, 2,1,2), 
in general if we have n + 1 = uv and the partition cycle consists 
of tbe v digits ai' a2, ... at" th is set of v digits being repeated in 
the same order of succession so as to have u sets. In tbe latter 
case wbere the partition cyclc is said · to be "a cycle of power v" , 

we find only 11 + 1 = lt constituents of different form; it inc1udes 
v 

thc self space fillers, wbich present tbemselves for v = n + 1, u = 1 1). 
We point out two other particularities occurring for tbe first time 

in 85, 'fbe two partition cyc1es 1, 2, 3 and 1, 3, 2 of wbich tbe 
second written in the form 3,2, 1 is tbe inversion of tbe first, have been 
inscribcd both as 5 VI' as these two nets, differing only in orientation 
witb respect to tbe simplex of coordinates, are essentially the same. 
On the other hand the two nets 5/x and 5 x are essentially different, 
though the four digits of the parlition cycle are two times 2 and 
two times 1 for both. 

Thc fifth column forms the principal part of the tabie. As to tbe 
numhcr of different constituents of a net in 8" tbis column is sub
divided into n + 1 small ones. In tbe first of tbese lZ + 1 small 
columns is placed the central polytope; on eacb borizontalline the 
polytope mentioned in a following small column is deduccd by the 
two processes of art. 27 from tbat in tbe irnmediately preceding one. 
For brevity we have only illscribed the geometrically different forms, 
using from n = 4 upward tbc symbol eo explaincd at the end of 
art. 21 and indicating the orientation by mealls of the signs. 

') lf we wish to indicate the number of constituents of different form and orientation 

we can complete theorem XIV by saying that this nomber is n for r = 1 and n + 1 
11 

if the partition cycle is a cycle of power 11. 
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We now come back to the particularity of the nets 5 VI ti, 5 VI b 

hinted at above. We see now at a glance that these two nets are one 
and the same, the polytope of the pth smalL column of the one 
being equal bui oppositely orientated to the polytope of the 7 _ptl. 
small column of thc other (p = 1, 2, ... , 6). 80 in each the six 
eonstituents present themselves in only one of the two possible 
orientations, which implies that 110ne of them can be central sym
metrie, as in the range of the 1l + 1 different constituents of a 
net of S,. in tbe order of succession obtained by a regular appli
cation of the proeesses of art. 27 adjacent polytopes of a central 
symmetrie one <lifter in orientation only. Ol' otherwise: two opposite 
limits (1)"-1 of a central symmetrie constituent are covered by two 
congruent but oppositely orientated polytopes, i. e. if we project 
on the line CC' joining the centre C of any polytope of the net 
to the centre a of any limit (1)11-1 of this polytope all the poly
topes of the net the centres 'of which lie on that line, the projection 
of any central symmetrie polytope with its centre on ca acts as 
a "turn tabie" with respect to that projection. 

31. 'rhe simple rule of theorem X Venables us to extend the 
list of lIets to any value of 1t wc like. 80 we would find for n = 6 
and 1l = 7 respectively the 17 and the 29 cases represented as to 
their roman rank index, their partition cycIe and the character of 
their constituents in the following small tables, where the three 
subdivisions of each last column give successively the number of 
central symmetrie constitucnts, the number of the asymmetrie con
stituents occul'l'ing in pairs and thc Bumber of asymmetrie eon
stitllents ocellnillg in one orientation only. 

It = 6. 

I 7 6 VII 133 1 61 XlII 11113 1'6' 

Jl 16 16 VIII 223 16 XIV 11122 )16 

III 25 I 6 IX 1114- 1 (j XV 11212 16 
IV 34 1 6 X 112:3 

71 
XVI 111112 1 ij 

V 115 16 Xl 1213 16 XVII 11111111 
VI 124 17 

I 
XII 1222 11 6 

1 
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1t = 7. 

I 816 XI 1115 18
1 

XXI 11213 
216 

81 
11 17 8 XII 1124 8 XXI1 11222 

111 26 26 XIII 1214 26 XXIII 12122 26 
IV 35 S XIV 1133 26 XXIV 111113 8 
V 44 22 XV 1313 4 XXV lL 1122 26 

VI lH, 26 XVI 1223 8 XXVI 111212 8 
VIl 125 8 XVII 1232 8 XXVII 112112 22 

VIII 134 8 XVIII 22222 XXVIII 111l1l2 26 
IX 224 26 XIX 11114 26 XXIX 11111111 I 

X 233 2 6 I XX 11123 I 81 

Ullder n = 6 no cases of a power partition cyele (ex cept 6xvll , 
the self space fiBer) present themselves, as n + 1 is prime here. 
For n = 7 we find besides 7 XXIX still 7 v' 7 x v' 7 XXVII with v = 2 
and 7 XVIII with v = 4. 

111stead of pushing this general investigation any further we will 
givc here the generalizations of the three nets of the plane to 
space 8,.. 

THEOUEM XVII. "In spaee 8" the central symmetrie polytopc 
with the zero sym hol (n, n - 1, n - 2, ... , 1, 0), represented 
also by the expansion symbol e1 e2 ea ••• e,._2 C,l -1 li(n + 1), is the 
onIy self space fiBer of simplex extraction. 'rhis unique geometrie 
constituent of the net pl'esellts itself in n + 1 different groups with 
the pl'Operty that the vertices of the constituents of each gl'OUp 
form the vertices of the net, each vertex taken once, in other 
words: that 110 two constitucnts of thc same gl'oup have a vmtex 
in common. In th is "cycle of cOllstituClltS" (compare the footnotc 
of art. 29) formed by these groups Go, G1 , ••• , Gil any polytope 
of the group Gk is tOllched along its limits !Jo of vertex import 
by (tl + 1)1 polytopes of gl'Oup Gk -1' alollg its limits !Jt of edge 
import by (1l+ l)l polytopes of gl'OUp G"_2' etc. 80, in order 
to perform thc task of coloul'ing the polytopes of this net in sueh 
a way th at any two polytopes hearing the same colonr are free 
from euch other (a polydimensional hud of the renowned shrnb "map 
colouring") it will be llecessary and suffieient to have at hand 
n + 1 different paints, one for the polytopes of eaeh group". 

2n 

"'rhe n-dirnensional angle of the self space filler of Sn is n + 1 
right ones". 
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What is !'aid above ahout contact of constitnents of different 
groups hy a limit (l),. -1 is a mere application 1) of theorem XVI. 

As the net of mensure polytopes Mil of 8.. shows, the n-rlimen
sion al spa ce round any point cOlltains 2" right angles, if the 
n-dimellsional angle of M .. is called a right one. As all the n-dilllen
sional angles of thc self spaee fiUer are equal and n + 1 of these 
polytopes concur in a vertex of the net, the n-dimensional angle of 

2" 
tbe self space fiUer i!' n + 1" right angles. 

'rHEORlm XVIII. "'l'he net of S" with thc period unity admits 
IJ " -1

, +1 
the n constituents (11 .. 1 06~ö), (p = 1,2, ... ,n) consist.ing 

f 
n . 

o 2 conshtnents in both . . ~ d f 1l-I onentatlOns lor neven an 0 -2 
constituents in hoth Ol·ientations and one central symmetrie consti
tuent for 1l mld". 

'rHEOIUm XIX. "The net of S" with the partition cycle ], 1t 

11 P n-p 

admits then + 1 constituellts Cl 00 .. 0), (22 .. 2 1 00 .. 0) for 

p = 1, 2, .. , n - 1. and (11 .. 10) consisting of i constituents in 

both orientations and one central symmeü·ic constituent for 1l even 

and of nt 1 constituents in both orientations for n odd". 

These theorems immedintely follow hy spccinlizing the general 
results. We give them here expressis verbis ns we wiH imlicate later 
on an other deduetion of them. 2) 

32. A survey of the results for n = 2, 3, ... , 7 suggests one or 
two general remarks. 

The first can he stated in the form of: 
'rHEOREM XX. "Every simplex polytope partakes in the formation 

of two nets. This is true without any resel·ve for the cent ral sym
metrie constituents, it is also true for each of the two different 
positions of an asymmetrie constituent." 

1) It is nn casy task to demonstrate theorem XVII by itsclf by sbowing tbat tbe 
image points of tbc ccntre of tbe central polytope witb respect to tbe spaces S~ _ 1 

bearing the limits (l)n -1 as mirrors form the centres of thc polytopes in n-l-dimen
sion al contact witb the central polytope. We consider tbis verification as a useful exer
cise, even in the special case n = 3 of ordinary spact'. 

S) Though we do not wisb to push tbe general investigation any furtber we still 
mention tbe following tbeorem: 

"Tbe net of S2~1 witb the power partition cycle 211 is built up of two central sym
metic constituents only". 
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Let us take the polytope (221000) of 85, This polytope can belong 
to a net the pcriod r of which is either 2 Ol' 3. In the first case 
we find 2(221000) which can he reduced to 2(100000) by going two 
steps backward; in the second case we have ,,(221000) whieh passes 
into 3(211100) also by going two steps backward. 

Or, let us go back to the constituent 

Pr PI-i Po P,.-t 

(r, 1'-1, ...... , r-l, r-l-l, .. .. , 

used in art. 29 in order to make the proof as general as possible. 
'rhis constituent can belong to two nets, one with the period r, an 
other with the pel'iod l' + I; the two partition cycles of these nets are 

,.(PI-t>PI-2, .. "P,,,P"-1' .. ·,Pt+t> PI 
,·+t(PI',PI-1,PI-2," ·,p,,,p,·_t,·· "PI+t>PI-p,.) 

and may be reduced to 

,·(p,·_t,P'·-2'·· "PI+t' PI ,PI-1" ·,Pt,po) I 
,·+t(p",p,·-t,P"-2' .. ',PI+t,PI-P",PI-t . . ·,Pt,Po) . 

In the case of an asymmetrie constituent it may happen as we 
have seen that a definitely orientated one oceurs in two different nets, 

if we consider as different two nets as 5 V[a, 5 v/ which are each 
others reversions. 80 under this point of view the two positions of 
a(221000) occur together in thr~e different nets. But the statement 
of the theorem about each of the two positions of an asymmetrie 
constituent holds under any point of view. 

A second remark refers to the expausion symbols used in the table. 
In order to bring the two different orientations of the asymmetrie 
constituents into evidence we have introduced the expansion symbols 
providedwith the negative sign. But the law of succession of the 
different cOllstituents of each net proceeding in the list from column 
to column would have been much more evident if we had stuck to 
expansion syrnbols without sign. '11hen the order of succession in the 
case of net 5[ would bave been eo, et, ez, es, e4 leading to tbe sup
position that in general at each step the index of each e increases 
hy ullity, an illusion wbich is al ready destroyed by tbe series 
eo , eoe" etez, e2ea, eae4, e4. At any rate this seeond remark places us 
hefore the question by whicb rule the expansion syrnbols of the 
constituents of a net can be deduced from the paJ'tition eycle. The 
allswel' may be given in the form of: 

'J.1HEOltEM XXI. "'rhe constituents of the net of Sn eorl'esponding 
to the partition eycle ,.(p,.-t, P,.-2, ... , po) are found hy applying 
to the system of digits eonsisting of tbe series 
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- 1 , P" -1 - 1, p,. _ 1 + P" + 2 - 1, ...... , n - Po 

preceded hy the repetition of all its terms aftel' having subtracted 
n + 1 ft'om each (of which repetition tbe negative terl11S with an 
absolute value sUl'passing n may be omitted) a number of n times 
tbe process of increasing all the digits by unity and throwing out 
(as soon as they appeal') digits surpassing n - 1 and (afterwards 
wben the process is finishcd) all the ncgative digits, 'rhen the 
n + 1 rOW8 ohtained represent tbe indices of the e operatiolIs to 

" +1 
be applied to (00 ... 0) in order to obtain thc expansion symbols 
of thc constituents", 

BefOl'e proving this general rule we clucidate its meanillg hy 
applying it to an example, for which we choose the case 5 \'l'J. 

Here tIJe series is - 1, 0, 3 which has to be proccedcd by - 3. 
So, if we indicate 111 heavy type the figllres wbich are to be kept, 
the operation is 

-3 -1 
-2 0 
-1 1 

o 2 
1 3 
2 4: 

o 3 
1 4: 
2 
3 
4: 

gtvmg eo ea, eo ei e4' et ez, eo e'J. e;j, ei eJ e.i , ez e4 for the six expanslOn 
symbols of 5 v/'. As we bave ei eJ e4 = - eo ei ea and ez e" = - eo e"!, 
this series is the same as thnt inscribcd in tbe tabie. 

'rhe proof of tbis gencral theorem splits up into three parts. 
In tbe first we show tbat thc top row corresponds to the constituent 

P r - 1 P " - 2 PiP 0 

for wbieb "~Cr - 1, r - 2", ... , f, (l) is tbe zero symbol. In the 
secOlld we explain that the addition of a unit to all the digits 
corresponds to wbat happens to the digits in tbe processes of at·t. 
27 but for tbe transplantation of the digit at tbe end to tbe begin
uing. In the third we will bc concerned with the influence of 
that transplantation. 

The first and tbe second parts are me re cOllsequences of theorem 
P"-1 Pr-2 P1 Po 

IX. In the case of tbc zero symbol ,.(1-:-- 1, ~- 2, ... , 1, 0) 
the unit inter vals present tbemselves bebind tbe digits of rank 

A-i> A-i + Pr-2' ... , ., n + 1 - Po 
and tbis proves in eonnection with theorem lA the first part. 
Moreover tbe eircular permutation over one digit to the light hap-
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pening at each step of the two processes of art. 27 (see the 
example following tbeorem XIII) changes the ranks Ic + 1 and 
Ic + 2 of two adjacent digits into Ic + 2 and Ic + 3, i. e. -
according to tbeOl'em IX - the operation Ck+l is still to be applied 
or has already been performed on the new constituent according to 
the operation Ck being still to be applied or having already been 
performed on the originlll constituent; i. e. if Ck occurs in the 
e-symbol of the origilial constituent, ek+t must occur in thc e-symbol 
of the new one, what proves the second part. 

In the third part we have to considcr all tbe possiblc cases of 
tbe transplantation of a digit from tbe end to the beginning ; these 
cases, four in number, are the following: 

(r - 1, .. , 1, 0) becOlnes (r -1, l' - 2, .. ,0) .. 10ss of Cn-i> gain of eo, 
(r-1, .. ,0,0) " (r,1'-l, ..... ,O) .. gain of Cu, 

(r, ...... ,1,0) " (r - 1, r- 2, .. ,0) .. Ioss of en- t , 

(1', ...• oo, 0, 0) " (r, r, ......... , 0) .. ncither loss nor gain. 

80 we find the two rulcs: 
1°. If Cn-l appears in tbe symbol of the original constituent it 

falls out in tbe next one, though an other en- 1 may be introduced 
(if en_ 2 was contained also in the original symbol). 

2°. If tbe number of the operation factors Ck is r - 1 the symbol 
eo appears in the next constituent. 

But this is also the effect of the operntion indicated in the 
theorem, the first rule being a consequence of the omission of the 
digits surpassing 'Il - 1, the secOlld being deducable from the 
repetition of tbe series - 1, Pr-l - I, Pr-t + Pr-2 - I, etc. If, 
in order to add still one word about the second rule, 0 p-l , Op, 
Op+l indicate three constituents, consecutive in the sense of the 
theorem, aud the e-symbol of Op bears only l' - 1 expansion 
factors, tben the e-symbol of Op-l contains n - 1 and therefore 
also - (n + 1) + (n - 1) = - 2, before the negative digits have 
been omitted; this - 2 becomcs - 1 for Op and 0 for Op+l' 

SS. The theorem XXI enables us to show how the "principal" 
net of 8,p i. e. thc net with the period l' = 1 always inscribed 
first, can be transformed successively into all the other ones. 

The result for 83 is given in the following tabIe, in the left half 
in the symbols to be applied to the different constituents of N(T, 0), 
in the right half by the results of this application, 
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I 

IJ 

111 

Constituents 
Ver
tex 

et e2 gap T 
() 1 e-]. l' 

1 2 el tT 

Constituents 

O l 
IJ' 

-tT 
2 0 et CO I 0 
1 02 1 eo C2 tT tO 

-1' 
-tT 
-T 

CO 
-tJ.' 

Ver
tex 

gap 
-T 

~jI 

o 
CO 

IV 2 0 0 1 Ct e2 CO IJ' tO ! - tJ.' 
12 2 0 Co Ct tO -IJ' CO l tT 

V 12 I 02 Ol I tO I tV ta I 
According to this table the principal net N(1', 0) can be tmnsfol'med 

into the net 3/1 either by applyiug to 0 and - l'the operations eo and 
Ct or by npplying to Tand 0 the operatiolls Ct and C2 ; these two trans
formatiolls are of the same kind, as they pass into each other by inter
changing thc two sets of tetmhedra and at thc same time the two sets of 
four non adjacent fa ces of each octahedron in contact with them. Whilst 
each of the two nets 3 JIl and 3 v can be deduced in one way only, 
there are three mannel'S of deduction of net 3/v ; of these the first 
stands by itself and thc secOlld and the third pass into each other 
by the indicatcd intel'change of the two sets of tetrahedra, etc. 

'rhe table for 8", is the following 

Ver- Ver-
Constitucnts tex 

eo Cl C2 ea gap 

0 1 2 ea 

1 2 3 Co 

2 3 0 Ct 

3 0 1 e2 

1 02 13 2 Co ea 

3 0 Ol 12 C2 Ca 

12 23 3 0 eo et 

2 03 1 02 Cl Ca 

J3 2 03 1 eo C2 

23 3 0 Ol et C2 

12 023 13 02 eo Ct Ca 

13 02 013 12 eo e'}. ea 

23 03 Ol 012 et e2 es 

123 23 03 Ol Co Ct C~ 

Constituents tex 

Co Ct e2 Ca gap 

eo Co Ct Ct e2 -CoCt -Co 

eo Ct Ct e2 - eo Ct -eo eo 

eo e2 -cOe2 -et eo es et 

eo ea et Co e2 -COC2 -et 

eo et Co Ct C2 -Co et C2 - Co et Co ea 

eo ea Co Ct eu et e2 -euete-]. - Co et 

eo et C2 -cOet e2 - Co Ct eo es eo et 

eo C2 eo Ct Ca Ct C-]. .- Co Ct Ca - eo e2 

eo et ea et e2 -eo et ea - Co e2 eo e2 

-Co el ea - eo et eo C2 Co Ct Cs et e2 

. Co et e2 Co et C2ea -eo et e2 -coetes eoetea 

eo et ea Co Ct Cz eo et e2 es -eu et e2 -coet ea 

-eOet e3 eo Ct Ca eo et e2 eo et et ea -eoet e2 

VIII 123 023 013 012 
I 

eUel eteal-COete2 -eoet Cs Co Ct Ca 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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In the following table for Sr. we give only the indices of the 
e-symbols which are to be applied to the constituent of the prin-
cipal' net in order to obtain all the other ones. 

Constituents Ver· Constituents Ver-

tex tex 
I 0 1 2 3 4 gap I 0 1 2 3 4 gap 

II f ~I °l 1 2 3 4 12 023 134
1 

24 03 014 
2 3 4 0 14 02 013 124 23 034 

I 2 3 4 0 1 VIII 34 04 Ol 012 123 234 111 I 4 0 1 2 3 123 2~4 34 04 Ol 012 
IV 3 4 0 1 2 

IX j 
13 024 13 024 13 024 

\ 
1 02 13 24 3 04 24 03 014 12 023 134 

V 4 0 Ol 12 23 34 124 23 034 14 02 013 
112 23 34 4 0 Ol 1 234 34 04 Ol 012 123 

! 1; 
03 14 2 03 14 xl 23 34 14 02 013 124 

Vla 24 3 04 1 02 134 24 03 014 12 023 
, 34 4 0 Ol 12 23 \ 123 0234 134 024 013 0124 

)1! 
04 1 02 13 24 124 023 0134 124 023 0134 

Vlb 2 03 14 2 03 XI 134 024 013 0124 123 0234 
23 34 4 0 Ol 12 ( 234 034 014 012 0123 1234 

VU 24 3 04 1 02 13 1234 234 034 014 012 0123 
XII 1234 0234 0134 0124 0123 

We only remark here that the number of ways in which the 
principal net can be transformed into any ot her one is equal to 
the number of different cyclical permutations of the partition symbol 
of the latter , if we make allowance for the fact that two of these 
ways may be essentially the same as they pass into each other by 
interchanging tbe different positions of tbe constituents without 
centra! symmetl'y, etc. 

34. In the outset of tbis paragraph (art. 22) we have excluded 
prismatic nets, restricting ourselves to uniform ones ; moreover we 
have disl'egarded 1°. all cases in which not all the constituents 
are of simplex extraction (the hybridous nets of art. 24, 6) and 
2°. thc nets with two systems of vertices (art. 25, c). Now that 
our general considerations ahout simplex nets are come to a close we 
wish to add a few words ahout these two exceptional groups of nets. 

H!J6ridoUB neta. In order not to become too circumstantial we 
only mention the decomposing symbols of the three plane hybridous 
nets imlicated in art. 24. They are (in the notation of art. 24): 

Verband. Kon . Akad . v. Weteoscb. (l · t • Sectie) Dl. XI. C 5 
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(at (l+V3)+ 1, az(l+v/3)+O, a3(l +V3)+0), Lai=O, 

N(P3;P4; PG) ••• (af (1 + V3) + l V3 + 0, az(l + V3) + -} V3 + 1, 

a3 (1 + V3) + * V3 + 1), Lai = - l. 

N(P6;P4;P'J) ... (adl + * ,/3) + 2, az (l + t V3) + 1, 

as (l +{-V3) +0), Lai = o. 
N(P6;P,.;PfZ).. (af (l +V3)+2, az(l +V3)+1, a3 (1 +V3)+0), Lai=O, 

the ai different froni cltch other with respect to mod: 3. 

(a1(2+~/3)+1, az(2+V3)+O, a3(2+V3)+0), Lai=O, 

N(P3;-;PiZ).· «af + t V3)(2 + V3) +0, (a2 + -~·V3)(2 + V3) + 1, 
(a3 + !V3)(2+V3) + 1), Lai= -2. 

In space we find two hybridous nets. IC N(A; B) represents a 
net with the polyhedric constituents A, B, the first being of body, 
the second of vertex import, these two nets nnd their generation are 
indicated by the equations 

e2 N(T, Q) = N(T, ROO; 0), ei ez N(T, Q) = N(tT, tOO; tO), 

the stroke under 0 refcrring to this that the expansions are to be 
applied to O. Here we even abstain from mentioning decomposing 
symbols. 

Which prospect opens hyperspace for the hunting up of hybridous 
simplex nets? Very pt·obably none at all. For the most powerful instru
ment in the plane, the operation CII , is quite ineffective in ordillary 
space already, whilst the two hybridous nets of that space are due 
to the special character of the octahedron as simplex polyhedron. 

Net8 wille two kind of vertice8. Neithcr is it prohable that hyperspace 
contains nets with a constituent occurring in such a manner in two 
different orientations that any vertex of the net only belongs to one 
polytope of one of the two sets; for in 8z and in 83 the only nets 
admittillg this particularity are prccisely hybridous nets, the net 
N(P3,P12) with respect to Ps, the net e2 N(T, Q) with respect to T 
and the net ei ez N (T, Q) with respect to tT. 

35. We finish this parngraph by mentioning other generations of 
the nets 111 and 1111 of thc theorems XVIII and XIX. 

"IC we start from a simplex 8(11 + 1) (1) of 8n and complete the 
n + 1 spaces 8 n _ 1 bearing the n - l-dimensional limits 8(n)(1) to 
n + 1 systems of equidistant parallel spaces 8"_1' the distance between 
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any two adjacent parallel spaces S"_1 being either the height of S(n+ 1)<1) 
or twice th at height, we get either the net n] or the net nu." 

"If we interseet a net of measure polytopes M"+1 of space S,l+1 
hy a space Sn normal to a diagonal of a measure polytope and we 
make that 8" to pass cither thl'ough a vertex or through the cen
tre of an edge of that polytope we generate either a net n[ or 
a net /tfl' In order to ohtain nets 1l[ nnd nu with length of. edge 
unity we must start in the first case from a net N (M}t'/) , in 

thc second case from a net ]V (M"..0 2)." 

'l'he first generation is easily proved, if wc consider the cases of 
the triangle net N(ps) and the triangle and hexagon net N(Ps,P6) 
of the plnne and the cases of the net N(T, 0) and the net N(1: IJ) 
of threedimensional space first. 

But the second generation , used aheady in two different papers, 1) 
has this great advantage that it furnishes at the same time an easy 
method of deducing the character of the different constituents. We 
only tracc this method here, as the different constituents have heen 
found otherwise already. 

The generation itself shows that all the constitllents are sections 
of the measure polytope MII+1 hy a space Sn 110rmal to a diagonal. 
In thc first of the two papers quoted just now is demonstrnted 
that "the section of M,l+1 hy a space S'l n011nai to a diagonal 
can always he regarded as a part of that space S" encloscd hy 
two definite , concentric, oppositely orielltated, rcgular sim plexes 
Sen + I) of that space" , i. e. that this section is a "regularly 
truncated regular simplex". Moreover the second of the two papers 
indicates how to find the amount of these tl'uncations, whilst fiually 
the theorem V, or rather its inversion, teaches how to deduce the 
zero symhol from the t.runcation llumhers. 

F. Polarity. 

36. Ir we polarize one of the regular or one of the Archimedian 
semireglllar polyhed~ with respect to any concentric sphere, i. e. 
if we replace that polyhedron characterized hy its vertices hy the 
polyhedron included hy the polnr planes of these vertices with respect 
to that sphere, we pass from a hody with one kind of vertex and 
edges of the same length to a hody with one kind of face nnd equal 
dihedral angles. We suppose the simple laws of this "inversioll" to 
he kllown; so we state only that the lines hearing the edges of the 

') Pl'oceedings of the Academy of Amsterdam, vol. X, pp. 485 and 688. 
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new body are the reciprocal polars of the lines bearing the edges 
of the original one, that the vertices of the new body are the poles 
of the plan es bearing the faces of the original one, etc. 

'fhis definition of recipl'ocal polyhedra can be extended imme
diatcly to space 8Jl , where we have to use aconcentric spherical 
space (with oo .. -t points) as polarisator. H this concentric spherical 
space is the circumscribed one, the limiting spaces 8n - 1 of the new 
polytope pass through the corresponding vertices of the original one 
and are nOJ'mal in. these points to the lines joining these points to 
the centre. We use this most simple disposition in order to show 
that the property of having one length of edge is tl'ansformed into 
that of the equality of the dispatial angles. 'fo that end we consider 
(fig. 11) the plane determined by any edge AB and the centre 0 
of the original polytope and remark tbat the polar spaces 8,,- t of 
A and Bproject themselves onto that planein the lines a and b, 
in A andB normal to OA and OB respectively; so the space of 
intersection 8,'-2 of these two spaces 8,'-1 projects itself in the 
point C common to a and band the angle A CB is thc dispatial 
angle between tbe two spaces 8,.-t; but th is angle is tbe supple
ment of tbe augle AOB whicb is constant, OA = OB and AB 
being constant. 

Hy a.pplying this inversion to any semiregular polytope of simplex 
extraction thc cbaracteristic number symbol of it is invel'ted too. 
80 tbe symbol (15, 60, 80, 45, 12) of eet 8(6) - see the table
passes into (12, 45, 80, 60, 15). 1) 

H, in invertillg a definite polytope of simplex descent in 8,1' 
we assume as polarisator the imaginary spherical space for which 
the vertices of the simplex from which the polytope was derived 
admit as polar spaces 8n _ 1 the opposite limiting spaces 8»_1 of that 
simplex, and (at, a2 .... a,. + 1) is the coordinate symbol of the 

') It is a very good exercise to deduce the limiting bodies of the reciprocalpolytopes 
of 84 by polarizing the properties of the edges passing through the vertices of the ori
ginal simplex polytopes. So, if Let e2 ea stands lor "the limiting bodies of the reci

procal polytope of e1 e2 es 8 (5)", if T (la' 12+t , 21+1+t) indicates a tetrahedron of 

which ODe vertex bears three equal edges, one two equal and one unequal edges, two 
three different edges, if Fideltoid means pyramid on a deltoid base, p22+1 double py

ramid on nn is08celes triangle as base, Rh rhombohedron, the resDlts to be obtained 
are represented by the equations 

Let = 20 T (12 , 32+t), 

Le.2 = 30 P22+1, 

Lea = 20 Rh, 

Let e2 = 60 T (la, 12+1' 21+1+1)' 

Let ea = L (- ~ t's) = 60 ptdcltoid' 

Le1 ~ ea = 120 T (22+1, 22+1)' 
Leet = 10 p23, 

Lee1 e2 = 30 T (42+t). 
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polytope in true value coordinates, this symbol also represellts all 
the limiting spaces 8n _ 1 of the new polytope in space coordi
nates, i. e. that these spaces 811 _ 1 are represented by the equations 
bi X1 + bt. 1l2 + ... + b"+1 X"+1 = 0, where bo, bi, ... , bn +1 stands 
for any permutation of the 11, + 1 digits aj' I) 

Finally it is easy to see in what manner the process of trun
cat ion is transformed by inversion. As we have no intention of 
studying the new system of semiregular polytopes fot· :itsclf, it lllay 
suffice here to remark that truncation at a limit (/)11> which implies 
the determination of the intersection of a detinite space 8n -1 with 
the limits (l)p+1 passing through that (/)p, is transformed into the 
assumption of a point in the line joining the centre of a limit 
(l)n-p-i of the new polytopeto the centre 0 of that polytope, which 
implies that this point is joined to all the limits (/)n-p-2 of that 
(/),.-p-1 by ncw limits (/)n-p _ 1 replacing the chosen one, etc. 

37. We now prove the thcorem: 
'rH1~OltEM XXII. "Any polytope (P)" of simplcx descent in 8,. has 

the proporty that the vertices V; adjacent to ally arbitrary vertex' 
r lie in the same space 8,'-1 normal to the line joining that vertex 
V to the centre 0 of the polytope. 'llhe system of the spaces 5n - 1 

corresponding in this way to the different vertices r of (P)n include 
an other polytope (P)'n, the reciprocal polar of (P)n with respect 
to a certain spherical space with 0 as centre" . 

In order to prove the theorem we consider thc polytope with the 
zero symbol (01' O2 , ••• an +1) and in connection with it the linear 
expressIOn 

'rhis expression assumcs the value 

+ 2 a n+1 

for the pattern vertex rand the same value diminished by unity 
for each of the points V; adjacent to V. I·'or we pass from thc 
pattern . vet'tex r to any vertex V; adjacent to it by making two 
digits jJ and p-l intercbange places and' by this process the sum 

n+1 
p2 + (p_l)2 contained in :Dl2

i is replaced by p(p-l)+(p-l)p 
1 

= 2p2_2p. 80 the coordinates of the points ~ adjacent to the 

') Compare "Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde", vol IX, .p. 138-141. 
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n+1 ,,+1 
pattern vertex satisfy the equation La i tVi = La2

j - 1 ; as this equa-
1 1 

tion represcnts a space 8/l - 1 normal to the line from the centre 
of the coordinate simplex to thc pattern vertex 1), thc first part of 
the theorem is proved. 

From the regularity of the considered polytope it eau he deduced 
that the distance OP' from the centre 0 to the space 8n _ 1c ontaining 
the vertices Pi adjacent to any vertex V does not change with 
that vertex. So all the vertices of .the considered polytope are tralls
formed into the spaces 8" +1 containing their adjacent vertices hy 
means of an inversion with respect to the spherical space with 0 
as centre and V OP. OP' as radius. 

38. Jf we use the symhol 80 (Jt+ 1)<1) introduced mart. 21 we 
have: 

THEORE~l XXIII. "The two polytopes 

ea eb ec ••• et, es et 80 (n + 1 )(1), CrI' el,. ec' ••• e,,' es' et' ~ (n + 1 )(1) 

are equal alld concelltl'ic, hut of opposite orientation, if and only 
if we have generally 

a+f=b+a'=c+r'= .... =r+c'=a+b'=t+a'=n-I" 

"For a = a', b = b', c = c', ... , r = r', a = a', t = t' the poly
tope in which the two given ones coincide is central symmetrie, if 
and only if we have 

a+t=b+a=c+r= .... n-l 

under which conditions there may he an unpaired middle expansion 
en - 1 for n odd". 
-2-

This thcorcm gives in analytical form the results puhlished in a 
joint paper of Mrs STOTT and myself 2), already quoted on page 17, 
as far as the simplex offspring is concerned; for the supposition 
that the reciprocal polytopes A nnd A' mentioned in art. a of that 
paper are eo 80 (n+ 1)(1) and en -1 80 (n+ 1)(1), i. e two concentI'ic 
and equal simplexes 8 (n + 1 )(1) of opposite orientation, spccializes 
the general results found there to the simplex theorem stated jnst 
now here. 'ro prove the Jatter analytically we have only to write 
out the resllit of the operations euClJee ..• e/,ese, and ea,eb,ec" •• e",ea,e" 

I) Compare UNieuw At'chief voo,' Wiskunde", vol. IX, p. 140, remark I. 
') Reciprocity in connection with semiregnlar polytopes and nets, u Proceedings of 

the Acáderny of Amsterdam",. September, 1910. 
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on 80 (n + lyt) and to investigate under what eireumstanees the 
zero symbol of the one is the inversion of that of the other. If 
eaeh of the two products 

where we have 

a' <b' <c' < ... <r' <a' <I' 

bears Ic factors, the two results are represented by 

a +t IJ-a c-IJ 8-r /-8 " -/ 
(Ic, Ic, . . Ic, Ic-I, Ic-I, . . Ic-l, 1c-2,1c-2, .. 1c-2, . .. 22 .. 2,11 .. 1,00 .. 0) 

and the same expression in whieh the a, b, c, .. r, a, t are dashed. 
80 the conditions are 

a+ I =n-t', b-a=t'-a', c-b=a'-r',: . 
. . , a - r = c' -1/, t - a = b' - a, n - t = a' + 1, 

giving immediately 

a+t'=b+s'=c+r'=... =r+c'=a+b'=t+a'=n-l. 

80 the first part is proved and the seeond is dedueed from this 
by suppression of the dashes. In this seeond part tbe unpaired 
middle expansion en-t oecnrs, if and only if both 'Il and Ic are odd. 

-2 
It is an easy task to return to the e and c symbols referring 

n 

to the simplex (1 00 .. 0); to that end. we have to omit the eo 
symbol and to add c to ally expansion form, where eo is laeking. 

In doing so we arrive for n = 3,4, 5 by means of the first part 
of the theorem to all thc cases, as e"]. Ca 8 (5) = - Ct ea 8 (5), of 
equal and eoncentric polytopes of opposite orientation mentioned in 
the tabie, and by melUiS of t.he second part to all the cases, as 
ce2 8 (6), of centra I symmetry. 

39. In the joint paper of Mrs 8TOTT and myself quoted in the 
preceding article, the notion of reeiprocal polytopes has been exten
ded to that of reeiprocal nets by considering a net of 8n as a 
polytope with an infinite number of limits (l)n in 8n +t • In this 
case the centre of the circumscribed spberical space of the polytope 
lies at infinity in the direction of the normal to the space 8n bea
ring the space filling, from whieh it ensues that the poles of the 
limits (I)" coincide with the centres of these polytopes. 80 one 
obtains a net reciprocal to a givep one by considering the centres 
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of the polytopes of the given net as vertices (see art. 51 of AN

DREINI'S memoir , quoted in art. 22). 
U nder what circumstances polarization of a simplex net leads 

to an other simplex net? 'rhe answer to this question is: "this 
only happens in the plnne with the nets N(Pa), N(ps), N(Pa,Ps) 
and the for two reasons discnrded net N(Pa, Ptz)". Por, if other
wise the net contains two or more different constituents tbe reci
procal net will contain two or more differents kinds of vertices, and if 
the net is formed by one constituent ollly and this self space fiBer 
is partially regular the vertices of the new net will be partially 
regular. 80 the only possible case of two reciprocal simplex netIJ is 
tbat of the pair N(p;J) and N(P6) in the plane, tbe centres of the 
two sets of triangles of N(Pa) being the vertices of an N(ps), the 
centres of the hexagons of N(P6) being the vertices of an N(P;J)' 

In the treatise "SulIe reti, ecc." quoted once more above Mr. 
ANDREJNI has indicated how to draw up a complete list of all the reci
procal nets of threedimeusioual space; in this research he comes to the 
remarkable result (art. 59) that the rhombic dodeeahedrou and some 
other less regular polyhedra iuto which this semiregular polyhedl'ou 
of the secolld kiud eau be dccomposed form the constituel1ts of 
the different reciprocal nets. If we restrict ourselves to the cases 
concerned with nets of simplex extmctiol1 this result is that the 
constituent of the reciprocal net of 

N (T, 0) is the rhombic dodecahedrou RIJ, 
N(T, tT) " the rhombohedrol1 ct }lIJ), 
N(O,OO) " a double pyramid on a square (t RIJ), 
N(t'], tO, 00) " a pyramid on a 10zel1ge (T\ RlJ), 
PI (t0) " a tetrahedrol1 limited by four equal isosceles 

trial1gles (n RlJ). 

What corresponds to this remarkable result iu space 8.,? It goes 
without saying that this question deserves an al1swer. But that ans
wer cau only be fragmentary, unless we surpass the limits bet ween 
which we wish to confine ourselves in this paper. 80 all we eau 
do uow is to express the hope . that we may be able to give a 
complete answer to th at question in a new paper of its own. Only 
we canllot retain the remark that thc constituent of the reciprocal 
net of the net corresponding to the undivided partition n + 1 of 
n + 1 and that of the reciprocal net of the net corresponding to 
the partition of n + 1 cOl1sisting of units only are very intel'esting 
polytopes, worthy of study for their own sake. 
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G. S!l1Il11leby, conaideratz"ons ol the theOf!! ol !}1'OUjJS, re!}ularit!l. 

40. 'Ve begin by determining thc spaces 8 n - 1 of symmetry which 
lllay be indicated by S!ln-1 and we cOllsider to that end successively 
the case of thc simplex Sen + 1) of 8" and that of any polytope 
(P)s deduced fl"Om that simplex S(n + 1) hy the operations of 
expansion and contraction, 

Case ol the simplex. 'fhe vertices of S(n + 1) lying outside a 
space of symmetry S!ln-1 of this S(n + 1) occur in couples. Now 
tbere must he at least one of these couples, as S!ln-1 cannot contain 
all the vertices of S(u + 1), and on the other hand there cannot 
he more than one of these conpies, as S(n + 1) does 1I0t admit 
parallel edges, 80 any spa ce 8l/n - 1 must hisect orthogonally one 
edge of S(n + 1), i. e. the number of spaccs Sl/n-1 is t n (n + 1). 

It is not at all difficllit to indicatc the equations of the ~n(n + 1) 
n 

spaces SI/II_1 of Cl 00. ~). Por the space Sn _ t bisecting normally 
the edge A" Al joining the points A" and Al with the coordinates 
(,v" = I, XIIOl" = 0) aud (Xl = 1, X.1011 = 0) is represented by the 
equatioll ,v" = X/. 

Case of the poll/tope (P)s deduced Ir01ll the simplex. It goes 
without saying that thc t n (n + 1) spaces of symmetry x" = Xl of 
S(ll + 1) are at tbc samc time spaces S!ln-1 for any polytope (P)s 
deri"ed from that S(n + 1) hy the operations e and c, and that 
any two limits of that (P)s which are each others min·or images 
with respect to any of these Sl/II-1 are of the same import. 80 the 
only question is, if the polytope (P)s cau possess a space of sym
met.·y which is no Sl/,1-1 for the S(n + 1) from which thc (P)s 
has heen derived. 'ro nnswer this question we suppose there t'S such 
a space S!I'1_1 and we examine the cOllsequences to which this 
supposition leads. According to this supposition (P)s is its OWll mirror 
image with respect to that definite Sl/n-1' whicb may he represented 
hy the symhol-;SYn_i, whilst the min·or image ofthe simplex S(n + 1) 
from which (P)s has heen deduced is nn other simplex 9 (n + 1) 
concentric to S(n + 1). But then the figme consisting of (P)s on 
one hand and the two simplexes S(n + 1), 9 (n + 1) on the other 
is symmetric with respect to 8!1n-i; so it must be possible to de
duce (P)s hy thc same set of cxpansion operations from the new 
simplex 9 (n + 1). From this we can draw two conclusions, one 
with respect to the two simplexes, an other with respect to (P)s. If 
we eau deduce the same polytope (P)s from two different simplexes, 
these simplexes must he concentric and oppositel!l orienta/ed; if we 
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can do so by means of the 8ame set of expansions, (P)s must be 
eelltral 8!111lmetrie. 80 we have to solve first the new question if 
the simplex S(n+ 1) ad mits a space 8n-1 reflecting it into a con
centric simplex $ (n + 1) oppositely orientated to Sen + 1). We once 
more suppose that there i8 such a space 8n _ 1 and we examine the 
consequences of this supposition. Let Al A2 • ••• An be the givell 
simplex and Al' A2' •••• A',,+1 the coneentt·ic simplex of opposite orien
tation, the commOll centre 0 being at the same time centre of the 
n + 1 segment!:; A;A/, (i = 1, 2, ... , n + 1) rrhen the image of AI 
wit respect to 8"_1 must be either A'l or one of the other verti
ces of $ (n+ 1), say A'2. We consider these two different cases each 
for itself. 

If A'l is the mirror image of Al' the space 8n _ 1 is norm al to 
the line AIO joining in Sen + 1), if produced, the vertex Al with 
the centre MI of the opposite limit Sen), which lille Al MI may 
be called a "first tmnsversal" of S (n +" 1); this S (n) with the ver
tices A2 Aa .. . A"+1 is contained in a space S"_1 parallel to 8n- 1, 
whilst the mirror image of it is the limit $ (n) of $ (n + 1) oppo
site to A'i' with the vertices A'2' A's .... , A'n+1. 80, as a whoie, 
these Sen) anel $ (n) have to be at the same time equipollent and opposi
tely orientated to each other, equipollent as reflections of figUl·es 
lying in spaces 8 n - i and $/l-i parallel to the mirror 8n -1> oppo
sitely orientated as corresponding parts of tbc oppositely orientated 
simplexes Sen + 1) and g (n + 1). rrbis is impossible for n> 2, 
e. g. two tt·iangles lying in parallel plan es cannot be equipollent and 
oppositely orientated at the same time. N ow the case n = 1 , meaning
less in itself, leads to two conciding simplexes , i. c. to a point of 
symmetry of the simplex of the linear domain, the line segment. 
80 the case n = 2 of the triangle Al A2 Aa with the lioes through 
o parallel to the sides is thc ()nly remaining one. 

If A' 2 (fig. 12) is thc min·or image of Ai' we consider the tri
angle Ai Az A'2 with a right angle in Ai, as the centt·e 0 of A 2 A'2 is 
at "equal distance from the three vertices; if Mi2 is tbe centre of Ai Az. 
the line M 12 0, parallel to Ai A'2, passes, if produced, through the 
centre ofthe limit S(n-l) of S(n+ 1) cootaining Aa, A, •... , An+1 as 
vertices and may therefore be called a "second transversal" of S (n + 1). 
Now the mirror 8,' -i bisects Ai A2 orthogonally and is therefore 
normal to the second transversal M 120, wbile the limits Sen - 1) 
with the vertices Aa A"" ••• , An+1 and $ (n -1) with the vertices 
..1'3 A'4 . .. A'n+1 lie in parallel spaces Sn-2 and g n-2. Here too these 
limits have to be at the same time equipollent and oppositely orientated 
to each other, which is impossiblc for n -1 > 2. 80 we find here 
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two cases, the case u = 2 found above and the case u = 3 of the 
tetmhedron Ai A2 A3 A4 ~ith the planes through 0 parallel to a pair 
of opposite edges. 80 we have proved the general theorem: 

n 

THEOREM XXIV. "The simplex (1 00 .. 0) of 8n and the poly
topes deduced from it by expansion and contraction admit ! u Cn + 1) 
spaces 8!/"_i of symmetry, the spaces tlJi = tlJk' Moreover in the 
plane the ei (Pa) ad mits the three new axes of symmetry tlJi = fJ 
of the hexagon, whilst in space the eet T= 0, e2 T= CO, ei e2 T = tO 
admit the new planes of symmetry tlJi + tlJj = tlJI< + tlJl of the octa
hedron". 

41. We now prove the following theorem 1): 

TH EORElII XX V. "The order of the gl'OUp of anallagmatic dis
placemellts of the simplex 8(u + 1) of 8" and of the polytopes 
deduced fl'om it by expansion and cOlltraction is t (n + I)!" 

"The order of the extended group of anallagmatic displacements 
of these polytopes, reflexions with respect to spaces 8!/n-i of sym
metry included, is (n + I)! In this extended group the first group 
of ol'dm' t (n + I)! forms a perfect snbgroup". 

"For u = 2 and u = 3 these general results have to he com
pleted in the genel'Rlly known way". 

The simplest proof of this theorem is counected with the remark 
that reflex ion of the polytopes with respect to any space 8!/n_t 
corresponds to thc interchanging of any pair of vertices of the sim
plex. 80 thc order of the group of reflexions (and anallagmatic 
displacements) is equal to thc number of permutatiollS of the u + 1 
vertices of 8(u + 1), i. e. (u + 1)!, and the group of tbe anallag
matic displacements is of an order half as large, i. c. of order t(u+1)! 

For tbc cases n = 2 and u = 3 we refer to F. Kr.EIN's "Vor
lesungen ii her das lkosaeder" (Leipsic, 'reubner, 1884). 

42. 'rhc man nel' in which the polytopes considered here have 
heen derived from the simplex is a guarantee that all the vertices 
are of the same kind and aU the edges have the same length. But 
tbis is all that can he asserted; so e. g. the polyhedron tT has tUJO 
kinds of edges, edges common to two hexagons lying in planes 
including a definite acute aogle and edges common to a hexagon 
and a triangle lying in plalles including the obtuse supplementary angle. 
80 in judging of the regularity we have to look at the edges from two 
different points of view; we must not only take into account the 
length but also consider angles on or faces through the edges, etc. 

') Compare Repol·t of the Britis" A88ociation, 1894, p. 563. 
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In his dissertation - which is about to appeal' - Mr. E. L. ET_TE 

has created an artificial system 1) according to which it is possible 
to count the degree of regularity of the partially reglllar polytopes 
deduced from the regular polytopes hy regular truncation. In this 
system the regularity of such a polytope is expressed by a fraction, 
the denominator of which is equal to the number of dimensions, 
while each group of limiting elements as vertices, edges, faces, etc. may 
contrihute a unit to the l1umerator. With the exceptioll of the group 
of vel·tices 2) every group of limiting elements ha.'! this unit subdivided 
into two halves, one half for equality of form, the other half for 
equality of position with respect to thc surroundings; moreover ollly 
8UCCe881,Ve contrihutions count, beginning at the vertices. 80 in the 
case of tT the contributicllS of vertices and edges Ilre 1, tand 

the degree of regularity is 1 t t = ~ Rlld this is the case with all 

the Archimedian semiregular polyhedra, except CO and IJ), where 
the dihedral angles on the cdges are equal alJd the degree of regu-

I' . 1+1 2 
anty IS ~- = S. 

Of the two halves correspol1ding to equality of form nnd to equality 
of position with respect to the surroundil1gs the first needs no expla
nation, while the second may seem rather difficult to gmsp. But th is 
second half also will become clear, if we indicate it as follows. Equality 
of vertices means that the figures formed by the systems of edges 
concUlTing in the different vertices (vertex polyangles) are congruent, 
equality of edges means that the edges have the same length (first 
t) and tbat the figures formed by the systems of illtersecting lines 
of the faces passing through the different edges with spaces 8n _ 1 

normal to the edges (edge polyangles) are congruent (second {-), 
equnlity of faces means that tbe faces are congruent (first t) and 
tbat the figures fOl'nled by the systems of intersecting lines of the 
limiting threedimensional spaces passing through the faces with 
spaces 8n - 2 normal to the faces (face polyangles) are congruent 
(second l), etc. 

80 we will be a bIe to detennine the regularity fraction of a 
givell polytope derived from the simplex in the scale of Mr. Er/rE, 
if we have found tbe different 8ub9roup8 of each of the limiting 

') We cao ooly give a glimpse of the system here. For more particolars we most 
refer to the dissertation written in Englisb. 

I) If we connt from the other side (see the oext page) we most say: "with the excep
tion of the gronp of limits (1) .. -1", etc. 
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elements (I)t, (1)2' ..• ,(1)"-1' 80 this research is closely related with 
theorem UI of art. 10 which enahles us to find the suhgroups 
of the same system of limiting elements la characterized hy dijferent 
s!l1llbols, the more so as we have the theorem: 

'rHEOREM XXVI. "Any two limiting elemellts of the same group 
(l)d helong to the same suhgr()up or to different subgroups, in the 
sense of the scale of regularity, according to their zero symhols 
being equal or different, if we consider two different zero symhols 
of a central symmetric polytope as being equal when they pass 
into each other by inversion." 

This theorem is nearly seIf evident. A rigid proof of it can be 
based on the consideration of the limits (l)n-l passing through the 
(l)<I' 80 in the case of the form (321100) treated in art. 11 the 
different unextended edge symbols (32), (21), (10) correspond to 
suhgroups of edges with different positions in relation to the sur
l'oundings. "Por, if we consider the four groups (32110), (321) (1 00), 
(32) (11 (0), (211 00) of limiting polytopes it is immediately evident 
that the second group distinguishes (10) from the others, that the 
fourth group distinguishcs (32) from the ot hers , whilst the thit'd 
gl'OUp alolle shows already that no two of the three subgroups of 
edges can be eq uaI. 

We remarked above that we count the contrihutions to the 
ntlmerator of the reglliarity fraction heginning at the vertices and 
taking in only successive contributions. But the case may present 
itself that a polytopc dcrived from the simplex shows also some 
regu'arity at the side of the limiting elcments (l)n_1 of the highest 
nnmbcr of dimensions. We then indicate two fractions ofregularity, 
one for each side, as will be shown in an example in th'e next article. 

'l'he fifth column of 'l'able I contains the regularity fraction of 
the different forms obtained in the cases '1l = 3, 4, 5, only counted 
from the vertex side. In the fourth column the subscripts indicate 
the numbers of the different subgroups of each limiting element (l)à' 

43. We elucidate the theory by applying it to"several examples: 
a). Etca1Jlple (321100). Here we find tbree different gronps of 

edges. 80 the vertices contribute 1, the edges contribute t to the 

numerator and tbe fraction is 1 t t = 1
3
0' 

b). Etcample (110000). This form has only one kind of edge (10) 
but two subgroups (110) alld (100) of triangular faces. 80 we find 
1+I+t 1 

5 - =2' 
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e). EfCa1Jlple (111000), 'l'his central symmetrie form has olie kind 
of cdge (l0), one kind of face (110) -= - (100), but two sub
groups (1110) = - (1000) = Tand (1100) = 0 of limiting bodies 
and once more one kind of limitiug polytopes (11100) = - (11000). 

80 we find (~.~) . 5' 5 . 

Remarlc. The degree of regularity of the polytopcs of 8,. found 
1 +.1 3 

here is at least --~ = -2 and thereforc for n = 3 at least t. 
n n 

80 the Archimedian polyhedra of the stereometry are 8emireguJar 
in the right sense of the word, if we take semiregular to mean 
that the degre~ of regulal'ity is ~- at least but less than unity. 

44. As the scale used for the determination of the regularity is 
independent from tbe numher of vertices, edges, faces, etc. of the 
polytope, the same method may be applied to nets of polytopes, 
by considering a net in 8 11 as as polytope limited by an infillite 
number of limits (l)" in 8"'+1' 'l'his new application depends only 
on the problem how to dctermine the different kinds of vertices, 
edges, faces, etc. of the net. 

All the nets considered bere have vertices of the same kind and 
edges of the same lengtb. 80 for a net in 811 the fruction of regu-

larity is at least 1 t t, i. e. 3 l' 80 in the most frequent 
n 2 (n + ) 

number of cases in whicb a constituent of the nets admits two 
or more differently shaped faces we bave only the cboice between 

-~--l and 2 ~ 1 of which the first value con'esponds to the 
n --t - (n) 
case of only one kind of edge, tbe second to that of two or more 
differents kinds of edges. 

In order to make the determination of the fraction of regularity 
of the nets in 8", and 85 as easy as possible we enumerate in 
'l'able III the different limits (1)4' (lh, (l)~ of the ncts in 8\ and 
tbe different limits (1)5' (1)\, (l);j' (l)~ of the nets in 8". In tbe part 
corresponding to 1Z = 4 we find under tbe seven headings I, II, .. , VII 
the subdivisions 4, 3, 2 standing for (l),., (l)J' (l)t, in the part 
con'esponding to n = 5 likewise under I, lI, .. ,XII the subdivisions 
5, 4, 3, 2 standing for (l);" (I)", (l)a, (l)2' 'l'hese limits are indicated 
in abridged llotation: under 5 the symhols 1, eCt, ee2 , etc. denote 
8(6), ee.8(6) , eez8(6), etc.; uIlder 4 the symbols 1, eet, etc. signify 
8(5), eCt8(5), etc. 

The resuJts of Table 111 are illscrihed in Table II in the sixth column 
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under the headings (l)o. (/)1' ... , (/)5; so the number 11 on the 
lines of the nets 5 rt, 5 v/ under (l)il indicates that in these equal 
nets of space 85 the constituents admit together eleven differenti!! 
8/taped limits (/)4. What is taken from Table III - alld what 
is self evident - is incribed in small type. The other Ilumbers -
inscribed in heavy type -, of which only two correspond to faces, have 
been found separately. We treat here two of th~se cases in detail. 

Oase 4/1l. Here the constituent (11000) has only one kind of 
edge. Does this impi!! that the net has only one kind of edge? The 
example of the net 3/v where the CO admits also only one kind 
of edge, whilst ANDRlc:INI rightly mentions the fact (see his treatise, 
p. 32 under nO. 21) that of the five edges concurring in a vertex 
one is common to 2 tT and 2 tO and cach of the four others to 
11', tO, CO, must prevent us from jumping too rashly to this con
clusion. 80 we investigate this point and examine if, e. g. in the 
case of the constituent (21100) with two kinds of edges, (21)100 
and 21(10)0 these two edges are different with respect to the net 
or not. 80 we enumerate first the different limits (l)il to which the 
vertex 21100 is common. 'rhey are 

f!2· •• 

-e2 •• • 

-e2 •• • 

-cet·· . 
ea· .. 

e..1' •• 

cet · .. 

e2 • •• 

e2 • •• 

-ez·· . 

(2, 1 1 0 0 
(2 , 1 1, - 2 + 2 , 0) 11 
(2 . 1 1 0, - 2 + 2) 
(2 ,1 1, - 2 + 2 , - 2 + 2) 2 

(2 , - 2 + 3 , 1, - 2 + 2 • - 2 + 2) 13 
(2 , 1, - 2 + 3 , - 2 + 2 , - 2 + 2) 
(2 , - 2 + ~ , - 2 + 3 , - 2 + 2 , - 2 + 2) I 
(2 , - 2 +. 3 , - 2 + 3 , - 2 + 2 , - 4 + 4) r 
(2, - 2 + 3, - 2 + 3, - 4 +- 4, - 2 + 2) 1

4 

(2 , - 2 + 3 , - 2 + 3 , - 4 + 4 • - 4 + 4) 

8tarting from (2 11 00) we have indicated in this list of ten 
polytopes first the two polytopes deduced from (21100) by varying 
the form of one of thc digits I, 1, 0, 0, then the only polytope 
obtailled by varying two of the digits, etc., see the curved brackets 
and the numbers I, 2, 3, 4 at the right. As we can augment all the 
interchallgeable parts by the same integer provided that we diminish 
aU the untnovable parts by the same amount, we find in this manner 
all the polytopes to which the chosen vertex 21100 is common, 
though we lcave the first digit 2 alonc. 

)f we dellOte the ten polytopes of the list by (P)1' (P)2'· .. ,(P)10 
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wc find that thc edge (21) 100 is cornmon to (P)t> (P)2,(Ph, (P)\,(P)6 

and the edge 21(10)0 to (P)t, (P).,j> (P)6, (P)7, (P)i',' 80 both edges 
arc comrnon to 3 C2, eet, ea• 

But this fact is not yet decisive, as the possibility exists th at 
the grouping of thc sets of fivc polytopes around the edges (21) 
and (10) is different. In order to decide this point we draw up 
the following tahle of threedimensional contact, w here 1, 2, ... , 10 
stand for (P)1> (P)z, ... , (P)tO and contact by a prism is indicated 
by a small asterisk. 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5&6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 

2 I 
1 1 I 2 I· 1 :3 I 2 4 

3 4 4 3 2* 5 5* 5· 5· 
5· 5* 5· 5 3* 6 6* 6· 6* 
6* 6* 6* 6 4 S 7 7 8 

7 9 8 10 7 9 10 10 9 

I 
8* 

I U* 

I I 
10* I I I I I I 

This table shows that if we arrange each of the two sets of five 
polytopes as follows in thrce groups 

P 1, P 4 - P 2 , PJ - Pij 
Pa, P7 - P t , Ps - P(j 

each polytope is in bodily contact with the polytopes of the othe1' 
groups of its horizontal 1'OW, whilst two polytopes in the same column 
are equal. 80 there is no difference whateve1' in the threedimcn
sional contact, i. e. there is only one kind of edge 

Case 5 v. Here thc point 321000 is common to thc 17 polytopes 

et e2 • •• (3, 2, 1, 0 0 0 1 

eet C2 ea• (3, 2, 1, - 3 + 3, 0 0 3 
- Ct c2 • •• (3, 2, 1, -- 3 + 3, - 3 + 3, 0 ) 3 
- Ct •••• (3, 2, 1, - 3 + 3, -- 3 + 3, - 3 + 3) 1 

e4 •••• (3, 2, - 3 + 4, - 3 + 3, - 3 + 3, - 3 + 3) 1 
Ct •••• (3, - 3 + 6, - 3 + 4, - 3 + 3, - 3 + 3, - 3 + 3) 1 
Ct c2 ••• (3,-3+6,-3+4,-3+3,-3+3,-6+6) 3 
eetC2ea. (3,-3 +6,-3 +4, -3 +3,-6 +6,-6 +6) 3 

- et e2' •• (3, - 3 + ó, - 3 + 4, - 6 + 6, - 6 + 6, - 6 + 6) 1 
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In this list we have availed ourselves of the occurrence of the 
three zeros in order to represent the 17 polytopes by nine symbols. 
80 the second line represEmts three different polytopes which can 
be obtained by putting seccessively - 3 + 3 under each of the 
three zet·os. For each line the number at the right indicates how 
many different polytopes through the point 321000 correspond to 
that line. 

rrhis list shows that we may find here two kinds of edges though 
we have three groups, edges (32) 1000 common to 9 polytopes, 
edges 3(21)000 common to 16 polytopes, edges 32(10)00 common 
to ~) polytopes, as in the first nnd the last group the sets of 9 
polytopes are both 4 ei e2, 3 cei e2 ea, ei' e4• By investigating the 
fourdimensional contact het ween the nine polytopes of each set 
can be found whether the edges (32) and (10) belong to the same 
kind or not. 

From the numbers of differently shaped limits the fraction of 
regularity has been deduced; it is givcn in the last column of 
Table 11. 

45. We finish this part of our memoir concerned with the off
spring of thc simplex hy aremark ahout what may be called the 
"circmnpolytope" of a net. 'rhis polytope, which has for vertices 
the vertices of the net joined by edges to any arbitrarily chosen 
vertex of the net, is hy its form a criterion for the regularity of 
the net. Tf the net admits one kind of edgc the eircumpolytope 
must admit one kind of vertex, etc. This circumpolytopc is in the 
cases of the threedimensional nets: 

31 a 00, 
3/1 a prismoid limitcd by two equilateral and six equal 

isosceles triangles, 
3m . .. a prismoid limited by two squares and eight equal 

isosceles triangles, 
3/v ... a pyramid on a rectangular base, 
3,r . .. a tetrahedron limited by four equal iRosceles triangles; 

of these five polyhedra only the fourth has vertices of two diffe
rent kinds. 

'l'he theories developed here enable us to find the circum
polytopes cor~e~pollding to the different nets of simplex extraction 
in 84 and 85, But instead of de~ucing these polytopes here we 
conclude by the following general problem, for the proof of which 
we refer to the dissertation of Mr. EI,TE: 



82 ANALYTIOAL TREATMENT OF THE POLYTOPES REGULARLY. 

'l'HEOREM XXVII. "IC the regularity of the circumpolytope of a 

simplex net of 8,. is expressed hy the fractioll !?., the regularity 
1l 

of the net itself will he represented in the general case hy ~ t ~ 
and in the special case p = 0 hy 2 (1l~ 1 )" . 

('1'0 be continued). 

G1'oningell, Septem her 1911. 



Errata. 

Page 7, last line of middle column under n = 4 omit "= ce2 es 8(5) .. 
.. 27, line 18 from top replace "(mI' m2 , ms' ... , 0).. hy 

"( 0)" 1110 ,1111 ,1112 , ••• , • 
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LIS'!, OF POLY'!'OPES DEDUCED FROM r!'HE SIMPLEX. r!'able I. 

n = 3 

4 6 4 
8(4)= T (1000) ° ( 41 61 41 ) 1 P3 1 

cl 8(4)= tT (2100) 2 (121 182 82) 1 P6 P3 3 1 "4- Y 
c2 8(4)= CO l:f (2110) _3_ (121 24'1 142) 2 P3 P4 '/13 4 2, 1 c. 8. 

4 1f 
C] c2 8(4)= tV *f (3210) Jl. (241 3ö2 142) 1 P6 P4 P6 6 3, 1 c. 8. 

4 Y 
cel 8(4)= 0 "f (1100) l. ( Gl 121 81 ) 1 P3 P3 2 1 c. 8 . 

4 

'Il = 4 

5 10 10 5 
8 (5) (10000) ° ( 51 1°1 1°1 5] ) 1 l' 1 

el 8 (5) (2 1000) 2 ( 2°1 4°2 302 1 02) 1l. t']' T 3 1 [) 8 
e2 8 (5) (2 11 00) .Q. ( 3°1 9°2 804 203) ::I CO P3 0 4 2, 1 

[) 8 
e3 8(5) * (2 11 10) 4 ( 2°1 6°1 702 302) J_ ']' P3 P3 ']' 5 3, 2, 1 c. 8 . 5 2 

et e2 8 (5) (32100) 1 ( 6°1 12°3 804 203) ::I tO P3 tT 6 3, 1 8 
c1 e3 8 (5) (32110) fl ( 6°1 15°3 120[) 304) 3 t']' PB P3 CO 7 4, 2, 1 = e2 e3 8(5) 5 "8 
e2 c3 8 (5) (322 10) 7 ( öOl 15°3 120[) 304) i co P3 P6 tT 8 5,3, 1 = Cl e3 .8(5) 5 

cl e2 e3 8(5) "f (432 10) * (120] 24°2 1504 302) <I tO P6 P6 tO 10 G, 3, 1 c. 8. S 
cel 8 (5) (l1000) 1 ( 1°1 3°1 302 102) .fi. 0 ']' 2 1 -f) 8 

ce]c2 8(5) * (22100) 4 ( 3°1 6°1 402 10]) l. tT tT 5 3, 1 r> 2 

n = 5 

6 15 20 1 5 6 
8 (6) (100000) 0 ( 61 151 2°1 151 ( 1) 1 8 (5) 1 

e1 8(ö) (2 10000) 2 ( 3°1 752 8°2 452 122) _JL e1 8 (5) 8(5) 3 1 6 ] 0 
e2 8 (6) (2 ] 1000) g-

( 6°1 24°2 290 1354 273) _L cl! 8 (5) PT cel 8(5) 4 2, 1 6 4 ] 0 
e3 8 (6) (21 1100) .1- ( 6°1 27°2 42°4 2555 474) _JL e3 S (5) (3; 3) Po - ce1 8(5) 5 3, 2, 1 

6 10 
e4 8 (6) * (211 1.10) li. ( 3°1 12°1 21°2 1802 (23) t 8(5) PT (3; 3) PT S (5) 6 4,3,2,1 c. 8. 

6 
cl c2 8(6) (321000) 5 (12°1 300 29°4 1354 273) _JL c1 c2 8(5) PT c1 8 (5) 6 3, 1 

6 3 10 
e1 e3 8 (6) (321 100) 1 (18°1 63°3 7206 3157 474) g el e3 8(5) (6; 3) Po c2 8(5) 7 4,2, 1 lU 
el e4 8 (6) (3211 10) ~ (120] 42°3 5705 3307 62~) _3_ e1 S (5) PT (6; 3) PT c3 8(5) 8 5,3,2,1 = e3 e4 8(G) 

6 ] 0 
C2 e3 8(6) (322100) ~ (18°1 54°3 5706 2556 474) _3_ e2 e3 8(5) (3; 3) PtT cel e2 8 (5) ti 5,3, 1 

6 10 
e2 e4 8 (6) * (322110) Jl_ (18°1 72°2 9004 4205 (23) 3_ e2 8(5) Peo (3; 3) Peo e2 8 (5) 9 6,4,2,1 c. 8. 

6 10 
e3 e4 8(6) (3222 10) IJ (12°1 42°3 5705 3307 (25) 3 e3 8(5) PT (3; 6) PtT e1 8(fJ) 10 7,5,3,1 = Cl e4 8(6) 6 10 

el e2 e3 8(6) (432 100) t (36°1 9°°4 81°7 3157 474) 3 ~l e2 e3 8(5) (3; 6) PtT e1 e2 8(5) 10 6,3,1 To 
e1 e2 e4 8(6) ~ 432 11 0) 10 (360] 108°4 -1140s 4809 625) 3 e] e2 8(5) PtO (6; 3) Peo e]e3 8(5) 11 7,4,2,1 = e2 e3 e4 8(6) 

"6 Tu 
ele3e48~6) * (4322 10) 161 (360] 108°2 10805 4205 (23) _3_ e1 e3 8 (5) PtT (6; 6) PtT el e3 8(5) 12 8,5,3,1 c. 8. 1 0 
e2 c3 e4 S (6) (433210) 2 (36°1 108°4 1140s 4809 62[) 3 e2 eg 8(5) Peo (6; 3) PtO el e2 8(5) 13 9,6,3, 1 = el e2 e4 8(6) Tu 

el e2 e3 e4 8 (6) * (5432 10) L4 (720] 18°°3 15606 5406 (23) 3 e]e2 e3 8(5) PlO (6; 6) PtO el e2 e3 8 (5) 15 10, 6, 3, 1 c. 8. 
6 To 

cel 8(6) (1 10000) l. ( 151 60] 8°2 452 122) l. c e1 8 (5) 8(5) 2 1 
6 2 

C e2 8 (6) * (111 000) 2 ( 2°1 9°1 12°1 602 121) 3 - C el 8 (5) cel 8(5) 3 2, 1 c. 8. 6- r> 
ce] e2 8 (6) (22 1000) 4 ( 6°1 15°2 14°3 603 122) _3_ ce1 e2 S(5) el 8 (5) 5 3, 1 6- 10 
cel e3 8(6) * (22 11 00) li. ( 9°1 360 4203 1803 322) 2 e2 8 (5) e2 8 (5) 6 4, 2,1 c. 8 . 

6 1 5 
ce] e2 e3 8(6) * (332100) s (1 S01 45°2 420g 1803 322) _-,'l_ el c2 8(5) el e2 8 (5) 9 6,3,1 c. 8 . 

Ij ] (l 



I 1 3 
II 2 1,2 

III 3 ], 1, 1 

I 1 4 

II 2 1,3 

III 2 2, 2 

IV 3 1,1,2 

V 4 1, 1, 1, 1 

I 1 5 

II 2 1, 4 

III 2 2, 3 

IV 3 1, 1, 3 

V 3 1,2,2 

VI 4 1, ],1,2 

VII 5 1,1,1,1,1 

I 1 6 

II 2 1,5 

III 2 2, 4 

IV 2 3, 3 

V 3 1, 1,4 

Vla 3 1,2,3 
Vlb 3 1,3,2 

VII 3 2, 2, 2 

VIn 4 1, 1, 1, 3 

IX 4 1,1,2,2 

X 4 1,2, 1, 2 

XI 5 1, 1, 1, 1, 2 

XU 6 1,1,1,1,1,1 

( al ,az ,as) 

(2a l + 1, 2az " 2as ) 

(3a l + 2, 3az + 1, 3a3 ) 

( al , az , a3 , a4 ) 

(2a l + 1, 2az ,2as ' 2a4 ) 

(2al + I, 2az + 1, 2a3 
,2(

4
) 

(3al + 2, 3az + 1, 3as ' 3a4 ) 

(4al + 3, 4az + 2, 4as + 1, 4(4 ) 

( al , az , a3 
, a4 , ( 5 ) 

(Zal + 1, 2az ,2as ,2a4 ' 2a5 ) 

(2al + 1, 2az + 1, 2as ,2a4 ' 2(5 ) 

(3al + 2, 3az + 1, 3a3 ,3a4 ' 3a5 ) 

(3a l + 2, 3a2 + 1, 3as + 1, 3a4 ' 3(5 ) 

(4a l + 3, 4az + 2, 4as + 1, 4a4 ,4a5 ) 

(5al + 4, 5az + 3, 5a3 + 2, 5a4 + 1, 5a5 ) 

( al , az , as , a4 , fl5 , a6 ) 

(2al + 1, 2az ,2a3 ,2a4 . , 2a5 ,2a6 ) 

(2a! + l, 2az + 1, 2a3 " , ",a4 ,2a5 ' 2a6 ) 

(2al .+ 1, 2az + 1,2a3 + 1, 2a4 " , "'fl5 <) ) ' ",a6 

(3al + 2, 3az + 1, 3a3 ,3a4 ,3a5 ' 3(6) 

(3al + 2, 3az + 1, 3as + 1, 3a4 ,3a5 ' 3aG) 

(3a l + 2, 3az + 1, 3as + 1, 3a4 + 1, 3a5 ' 3a6 ) 

(3al + 2, 3az + 2, 3a3 + 1, 3a4 + 1, 3a5 ' 3(6) 

(4a1 + 3, 4a2 + 2, 4as + 1, 4.a4 ,4a5 
,4(

6
) 

(4al + 3, 4az + 2, 4a3 + 1, 4·a4 + 1, 4a5 ' 4a6) 

(4al + 3, 4az + 2, 4as + 2, 4a4 + 1, 4a5 ,4a6 ) 

(5al + 4, 5az + 3, 5a3 + 2, 5a4 + 1, 5a5 ' 5a6) 

LIST OF NETS DEDUCED FROM TBR SIMPLEX. 

(10000) = 
(10000) = 

(l1000) = 
(21000) = 

(21100) = 
(32 100) = 

n=2 

(100) = P3 

(100) = P3 

(210) = *P6 

n=3 

(110) = - P3 

(210) = *, PG (110) = -Ps 

(1000) = T 
(1000) = T 

(1100) = * 0 
(2100) = tT 
(3210) = * tO 

(1100) = * 0 
(2100)= tT 

(2110) = * CO 

(32 10) = * tO 

(1110) = - 11 

(22 10) = - tT (1110) = - l' 

(2210) = - tT (2110) = * CO 

1l=4 

eo (11000) = el ! (11100) = - Cl (11110) = - eo 
eo (21000) = eo Cl (22100) = *, el ez (22210) = - eo Cl (11110) = - Co 

Cl (21100) = Co ez (22 110) = - Co c2 (11106) = - el (21110) = *, eo es 

Co el (32100) = Co Cl C2 (332J 0) = - eo Cl ez I (22210) - eo Cl (21110)= " Co Cs 

Co ez (32110) = Co Cl c3 (22100) ='" Cl Cz (32210) - - Co el c3 (22110) = - Co Cz 

Co Cl C2 
(43210)-*c C e C - 0 I Z s (33210) = - eo Cl Cz (32210) = - Co Cl Cs (32110) = Co Cl Cs 

(43210) = *, eo Cl Cz es 

n = 5 

(100000) = eo (110000) = Cl 1(111000) = * e2 (111100) = -- Cl (11111 0) = - Co 

(100000) = Co (210000) = Co Cl !(221000) = Cl c2 (222100) =-cl Cz (2222 10) = - cOcl (11111 0) = - Co 

(110000) = Cl (2 11600) = Co Cz 1(221100) = ,j, Cl C
3 (222110) =- co Cz (111100) = - Cl (211110)= * cOc4 

1(221110)= - co C3 (1 11 000) = *, c2 (21 1100)= eo c3 

(2 10000) = Co Cl (321000) = Co Cl Cz (332100) = * Cl ez e3 (333210) =-eOel ez (2222 10) =-eOcl (2 11110) = *, eOe4 

(21 1000) = eo cz (321100) = eo Cl eS (332110) = -- COCz Cs (222100) = -el Cz (3222 10) = - Co Cl e4 (22 1110) =-cOc3 

(211100) := Co e3 (321110) = eo Cl c4 (221000) = Cl Cz (322100) = eo e2 es (332210) = -COCI e3 (222110) = - Co Cz 

(22ll00) =*el es (322110) = *'eoez c4 

(321000) = eo el Cz (432100) = Co Cl ez Cs (443210) =-cOcl eZ e3 (3332 10) = - eo el Cz (322210) =-cOc l c4 (321110) = eo Cl c4 

(321100) = eo Cl Cs (432110) = eo Cl Cz c4 (332100) = *, el Cz Cs (433210) = -- Co el Cz c4 (3322 10) = - Co Cl es (322110) = *, COcZ c4 

(322100) = Co Cz es (432210) = *'eOcl e3 c4 (3321 10) = -eOeZ c3 

(432100) = Co Cl Cz Cs (54-3210) = • Co Cl Cz C3 c4 (443210) =-cOcl cZ c3 (4332,10) = - Co Cl Cz c4 (432210)= * cOcl cS C4 (332110) = cOcl c2 c4 

(Gal + 5, 6az + 4, 6as + 3, 6a4 + 2, 6a5 + 1, (laG) (543210) = *eo Cl Cz C3 c4 

'fabie Il. 

(1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (1)4 (1)5 

111 

112 

111 

1 1 1 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 2 3 

1 1 2 

1 1 I 1 
1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 2 3 

1 a 3 

1 2 3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

1 

2 2 

2 3 

4 3 

4- 3 

5 3 

5 3 

1 1 2 I 2 1 1 i 

1 1 1 2 2 

1 1 2 () 3 '"' 
1 1 2 4 5 

1 1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 3 3 6 11 

1 3 3 G 11 

1 1 2 4 3 

1 2 3 5 7 
1 3 3 7 8 

1 2 3 4 0 

1 3 3 6 8 

1 1 2 3 3 

3 

3 

4 

2 

4 

6 

G 

2 

3 

4 

2 

4-

1 

1 
_2-
S 

1 

Q. 
4 

t 
1-z 
1-
8 
1. z 

s 
"5 

t 
z 
"5 
s 

To 

la 
-fo 
~ 
i) 

1. z 

t 
1. 
ij 

1. S 
J . 
4 
J . 
4 

1. 
4 
J. 
3 
J. 
4 

J . 
4 
I 

"4 
1_ 
4 

J . 
ij 



LIMITS OF CONSTrrUENTS OF NETS. Table lIl. 

n=4 

I II III IV V VI VII 

4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 4: I 3 I 2 

1 T I Pa 1 T I Pa cel 0 I Pa el tT Pa e2 CO Pa el e2 tO Pa el e2 ea tO P4 

cel 0 el tT P6 e2 T P4 el e2 T P4 el ea Po P4 el e2 ea Pa P4 P6 P6 ... 
cel e2 ea CO ea tO P6 cel e2 0 P6 el ea t1J 

P6 

Pa Pa tT P6 

I I I I P6 CO I I 
n=5 

I II III IV V VI 

5 I 4 I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 

1 1 .1J 

Pa 1 1 
I 

T Pa Cel 
I 

cel 0 Pa ce2 cel 
I 

0 Pa el 
I 

el tT Pa e2 e2 CO Ps 
cel cel 0 el el tT P6 e2 I T P4 ea ea T P4 el e2 1 T P4 el ea PT Pa P4 
ce2 cel e2 cel e2 cel ea e2 CO (3; 3) Pa cel e2 ea el e2 tO P6 e2 ea cel 0 P6 

e4 PT Pa Po e4 PT Pa cel e2 el ea T 
(3; 3) (3; 3) el e4 (6; 3) tT 

ea Po P6 
(3; 3) 

PtT 
cel e2 

I I I I I I I I 

el 

I I I ea 
VII VIII IX X XI XII 

ti I 4 I 3 I 2 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 5 I 4: I 3 I 2 ti I 4: I 3 I 2 
I I I I I I I 

cel ea e2 CO Pa el e2 el e2 tO Pa el ea el ea tT Pa e2 ea e2 ea CO Pa el e2 ea el C2 ea tO Pa e{e2 ea e4 el e2 ea tO P4 
e2 e4 Peo Pa P4 el e2 ea PT Pa P4 el e2 e4 (6; 3) P6 ])4 el ea e4 (3; 3) Pa ])4 el e2ea e4 (3; 6) P6 P4 PtO P6 P6 

(3; 3) 0 el e4 el tT P6 cel e2 ea Po Pa P6 PtT P6 P6 el e2 e4 PtT Pa P6 (6; 6) P4 
P4 el e2 ea T e2 e4 e2 CO cel e2 tT el ea e4 el e2 t'P 

(3; 6) P6 el e2 0 (6 ; 6) PtO P4 

PtT PtO tO (6; 6) CO 
ea Peo P4 Peo 

I I 
I (3; 3) 

I I 
el ea I I I 
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